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PREFACE
The tribes constitute over 8 % of the country’s population as per Census 2011. This is
a very significant number. In real terms it corresponds to over 10 crore Indians. The
national object of inclusive development (sabkavikas) includes the development of
tribes as an important component. Our constitution enjoins upon the Government the
responsibility of addressing the special needs of the tribals.
The Government has always treated the tribes with a special concern. However, there
are unique challenges in the field of tribal development. This is because the tribes
must be drawn to the mainstream, but at the same time it is important to ensure that
their culture remains uncorrupted. This culture is their identity. We cannot think of a
model of tribal development that destroys their special identity. That would be disastrous not only for the tribes, but also to the entire country. It would be an irreparable
loss to humanity.
The attitude of urban mainstream towards the tribes is often characterized by a belief
that we have a lot to teach the tribes to help them to develop. What we generally tend
to forget is that in fact the tribes have a lot to teach urban India. When we deal with
the tribes, we must always keep an open mind. We must maintain our humility. Only
then can we acquire the important lessons that tribal India has to offer to urban India.
What is special about the tribes? As the name of this event suggests, it is the ‘adi’ factor that is important about them. Adivasis are the aboriginals. Their way of life is guided by primal truths, eternal values and a natural simplicity. The greatness of the tribes
lies in this that they have managed to retain the primal skills, the natural simplicity.
Their creations issue from the depths of time. This quality gives their arts and crafts a
timeless appeal. The crudest tribal handicraft instantly touches a primal instinct in all
of us. This is particularly true of tribal music and dance.
The tribes of India have a wide range of handicrafts. These include hand-woven cotton,
wool and silk fabrics, woodcrafts, metal craft, terracotta, bead-work, masques and
other objects. They also produce compelling paintings. It is true that the tribes did
not develop these arts and handicrafts for the market. They developed them for their
own captive use. But we all live in a changing world. Nobody can remain unaffected
by these changes. Not even the tribes. Like all of us, the tribes too now need cash for
sundry purposes. It is therefore important that their natural skills must be channelled
to promote their sources of income. It is for this reason that the Government seeks to
promote interaction between the tribal artisans and the mainstream designers from
reputed design organizations. The idea is to expand the product range and designs. The
synergy between these two can generate marketable products of art and handicraft
for the top-end global market. Single items of bell-metal produced by the late Jaideo

Baghel of Kondagaon in Bastar sold for as much as five lakhs of rupees! This only points
to the fact that on the one hand there are skills in the tribal pockets of India, and on
the other hand there is high-end demand in our cities and in the international market.
The need is to put two and two together for a win-win result. Chain of Tribes India
Showrooms and events such as Aadi Mahotsav are very important in this regard. The
Government has formed the Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of
India (TRIFED) for achieving this. I am happy that TRIFED is doing significant work in
this direction and have now embraced e-commerce and digital platforms to take the
business forward.
TRIFED essentially is to play a role of “Service Provider” to its member Organisations
and a “Marketing Developer” for the tribal produce & products. As a market developer
and service provider, the objective of TRIFED is socio-economic development of tribal
people in the country by way of marketing development of the tribal products on which
the lives of tribals depends heavily as they spend most of their time and derive major
portion of their income. The philosophy behind this approach is to empower tribal
people with knowledge, tools and pool of information so that they can undertake their
operations in a more systematic and scientific manner. The approach involves capacity building of the tribal people through sensitization, formation of Self Help Groups
(SHGs) and imparting training to them for undertaking a particular activity, exploring
marketing possibilities in national as well as international markets, creating opportunities for marketing tribal products on a sustainable basis and creating a brand.
To augment the above effort, a handbook has been conceived by TRIFED giving details
of scheme including procedures and guidelines for undertaking marketing development
of tribal products. The attempt has been to make it attractive and reader-friendly
even as it comprehensive and contains all important documents related to the scheme.
It is earnestly hoped that the Handbook will prove useful to the officials and others
involved in the implementation of the scheme.

(Pravir Krishna IAS)
Managing Director, TRIFED
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MARKETING DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN TRIFED
Institutional Support for Development and
Marketing of Tribal Products/Produce
BACKGROUND

TRIFED was established in August 1987 under the Multi-State Cooperative Societies
Act, 1984 by the Government of India as a National level Cooperative body under
the administrative control of the then Ministry of Welfare of India, with the basic
mandate of bringing about socio-economic development of tribals of the country
by institutionalizing the trade of Minor Forest Produce (MFP) & Surplus Agricultural
Produce (SAP) collected/ cultivated by them. As a market developer and service
provider, the objective of TRIFED is socio-economic development of tribal people in
the country by way of marketing development of the tribal products on which the lives
of tribals depends heavily as they spend most of their time and derive major portion
of their income. The philosophy behind this approach is to empower tribal people with
knowledge, tools and pool of information so that they can undertake their operations
in a more systematic and scientific manner. The approach involves capacity building
of the tribal people through sensitization, formation of Self Help Groups (SHGs) and
imparting training to them for undertaking a particular activity, exploring marketing
possibilities in national as well as international markets, creating opportunities for
marketing tribal products on a sustainable basis and creating a brand.
As part of its marketing development initiatives TRIFED undertakes following four
following activities viz.
• Retail Marketing Development Activity;
• MFP Marketing Development Activity;
• Vocational Training, Skill Up-gradation & Capacity Building of
ST Artisans & MFP Gatherers &
• Research & Development/ IPR Activity
Retail Marketing Activities
TRIFED’s efforts for marketing development of tribal products aims at enhancing
income of tribals by way of providing marketing support. The Retail Marketing Activities
involves procurement and marketing of handicrafts, handloom and organic / natural
produce from tribal artisans from different tribal regions of our country. In April, 1999,
TRIFED started procurement and marketing of tribal art and craft items through its
retail outlet called TRIBES INDIA situated at 9, Mahadev Road, New Delhi.
From a single store in 1999 at Delhi, now TRIFED has established a chain of 91 retail
outlets across India. The idea is to provide opportunities to the tribal artisans to market
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their products on a sustained basis. TRIFED plans to expand this network to other cities
as well so as to provide a larger market for tribal products.

1. Sourcing of Tribal Products:
1.1. Tribal products have been broadly classified under following categories
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metal Craft
Tribal Textiles
Tribal Jewellery
Tribal painting
Cane & Bamboo
Terracotta & Stone Pottery
Gift and Novelties
Organic and Natural Food Products

The details of these categories are given in Appendix –I.
1.2. Empanelment of suppliers
TRIFED has developed a system of sourcing products through its empanelled
tribal suppliers, which comprise of individual tribal artisans, tribal SHGs,
Organizations/ Agencies/NGOs working with tribals, who are empanelled as
suppliers of TRIFED as per the guidelines for empanelment of suppliers,given
at Appendix-II.
TRIFED identifies its suppliers by way of (i) entering into institutional
arrangements with Central/State Departments/Organisations/reputed NGOs
for brining their tribal artisans in ambit of tribal operations (ii) approaching
District Collectors /ITDA and district level officers working with tribal artisans,
contacting craft persons, contacting artisans who have been trained by TRIFED
and other organisations, through field visits and organising of Tribal Artisan
Melas (TAMs), etc.
1.3. Selection of products
Once the supplier is empanelled with any of Regional Offices of TRIFED, the
supplier supply their product samples along with their offer price, which are
placed before by the RO Level Product Selection and Pricing Committee, which
undertake either of the following activity:
•
•
•

Inclusion of the product inclusion in the product-line and also fixes price.
Rejects the samples if the same are not found as per required standard.
Sending the samples for test marketing in designated shops for a fixed
time period.

At times, the aforesaid Committee also suggests for modifications in items.
While fixing purchase price of products, TRIFED ensures that the artisans are
paid the right price for their product in line with the market. The prices are
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reviewed from time to time in line with increase in input costs and appropriate
correction made to ensure that the tribal artisan gets a remunerative price.
1.4. System of purchase
1.4.1. Purchase of Handloom and Handicraft products
As per the requirement of items by various ROs/Outlets, the Sourcing
Regional Office of TRIFED places consolidated purchase order on their
tribal artisans/suppliers for supplying the items as per the specified time
schedule. The requirement of items is assessed by an RO in consultation
with other ROs about their requirement. Based on this assessment a
consolidated order is placed on the supplier with staggered supply
schedule.
On receipt of the stocks by the Sourcing RO of TRIFED, the same are
dispatched for supply to the other Regional Offices of TRIFED for sale
through Outlets and Exhibitions under its jurisdiction.
The procurement of tribal products is being undertaken by the Regional
Managers as per powers delegated to them, the guidelines of which is
mentioned at Appendix -II.
1.4.2 Purchase of Tribal Painting
Painting is a piece of art which has no expiry date and therefore
paintings need to be purchased with a long term perspective say three
to five years.  The only precaution one has to take is to keep it properly
to avoid deterioration in quality due to handling.
Tribal Paintings can not be made to order and therefore the normal
system of sourcing based on indents is not feasible to be implemented
on procurement of paintings. It is mainly because irrespective of the
quantity for which order has been placed the tribal artisan would take
his normal time to make a painting. In order to tackle peculiarities
of sourcing paintings separate guidelines were issued with the broad
objective.
•
•

•
•

To meet aspiration of the tribal artisans that they should get fair
amount for their work and receive immediate payment.
To secure TRIFED’s interests as an organization responsible
for marketing these paintings in open market which makes
marketability of the painting as critical parameter.
That since no standard pricing mark up can be prescribed for such
art therefore need separate system of sourcing .
To develop expertise to judge piece of art in TRIFED.

The guidelines prescribed for sourcing and segregation of tribal paintings are
given at Appendix-III.
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The value of a painting enhances manifold when it is framed properly and
is ready to be displayed. Accordingly it was decided to sell framed paintings
also. In order to standardize the process of framing guidelines have been
prescribed which are mentioned in Appendix-IV.
1.5. Channels for sourcing
1.5.1 Networking with State Level Organisation/Agencies working with
tribals:
TRIFED has made institutional arrangements with various Central/State
Level Organisations/Agencies for sourcing of various tribal products. The
networking with Govt. Departments/Agencies engaged in Capacity building of
tribal groups of Handicrafts is a regular process and the same being further
expanded so that access to tribal areas is increased for bringing more and
more tribal artisans under the ambit of TRIFED operations. Emphasis is laid
on convergence with like-minded Agencies, seeking alliances and forging
partnerships for optimization of resources.
1.5.2 Organizing Tribal artisan Mela (TAM)
TRIFED has initiated a concept of organizing Tribal Artisan Mela (TAM) at
District/Tehsil/Block level as an exercise to reach tribal artisans located in
interior tribal areas and source tribal art and craft directly from the tribal
artisans/group of artisans. Under this initiative, TRIFED in association with
State Govt./ Organisations invites Tribal Artisans to an exhibition area where
they display their art and craft items. TRIFED depute its merchandising team
to these Melas to identify the new artisans and new products which can be
marketed through its outlets. This initiative not only helps in sourcing tribal
art and craft in its original form but also helps in spreading message about
TRIFED’s activities and ways and means for a tribal to avail the benefits of
TRIFED’s activities. The detailed guidelines for organizing TAM is given at
Appendix -V.
1.5.3. Craft demonstration: The tribal artisans are invited in various
exhibitions for craft demonstration to bring awareness and interest among the
potential customers about the artisans and making of the craft. The guidelines
for the craft demonstration are given at Appendix-VI.

2. Sale of Tribal Products:
TRIFED provides marketing platform for sale of tribal products through different
channels. The idea is to expand these channels and make efforts to optimize sales
through each channel. Some of the channels through which marketing support for
tribal products is provided are as follows
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2.1

Countrywide network of outlets “Tribes India” – ‘The Art & Soul of India’
One of the major component of TRIFED’s initiative for marketing of tribal
products is sale through “Tribes India” outlets. The magical mystique of tribal
India finds expression at “Tribes India” – the exclusive shop of tribal artefacts
espousing tribal cause. It aims at accelerating economic development of tribal
people, the poorest among the poor, through marketing of their products
on sustainable basis and providing wider exposure to their art and craft in
domestic as well as international markets. It houses the most exquisite and
authentic tribal handloom and handicrafts beautifully handcrafted by the
tribals from across the country.
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2.1.1 Expansion of Tribes India Outlets:
TRIFED is the only organisation of the Government of India at the national
level engaged in marketing development of tribal products including art &
craft items. TRIFED has been marketing tribal products through its own shops
called “Tribes India” & through the outlets on consignment & franchise basis.
TRIFED started with the single shop in New Delhi in 1999 and it has now,
close to around 100 outlets located across India. TRIFED is striving to provide
economic benefits to a large number of this unorganized section of the Society.

Himachal Pradesh

Uttrakhand

Sikkim

Uttar Pradesh
Delhi

Rajasthan
Gujarat

Assam

Jharkhand

Madhya Pradesh

West Bengal

Maharashtra

Odisha
Chhattisgarh
Karnataka
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Kerala

1
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2.1.2 Product Mix at Tribes India Outlets: 80:10:10 Rule
As a general rule, it has been decided that all Regional Managers at any point
of time shall ensure stocks in their Tribes India Outlets in the ratio of 80:10:10.
The 80% of stocks should constitute of textile items, which should include
Men & Ladies Apparels like Sarees, Dress materials, Kurtas, Kurtis, Pajamas,
Jackets, Stoles, Shawl, Mufflers, etc. (in different materials like cotton, silks,
wool, etc), Home Furnishings including bed covers, table mats, table runners,
curtains, cushion covers, pillow covers, carpets, durries, wall hangings, etc.
The 10% should constitute tribal jewellery and natural & food items like
honey, cashew nuts, chironjee, spices, tamarind, soaps, herbal soaps, cream,
oil, agarbatti etc and
The balance 10% should constitute accessories, metal craft, pottery, paintings,
gift & assortments etc.
In order to facilitate the RMs, product-mix for different category of Outlets
across the country is depicted in Appendix-VII. This is indicative and actual
stock assessment for a particular Outlet is made by the concerned RM
depending upon the market feedback and sales.
2.1.3 Opening of new Outlets: Outlets for marketing of tribal products are opened
broadly on following basis:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Own
Franchisee
Consignee
Outlets on Revenue Sharing basis

2.1.3.1 Own Outlets
•

All powers with respect to opening of new Outlets/consignment
outlets are delegated to the respective Regional Managers in
their jurisdiction. The Regional Managers have to ensure that
existing laid down procedures of HO, feasibility etc are fulfilled
as per its guidelines (Appendix -VIII) without fail. A committee
should be constituted at RO level, for the purpose of scrutinizing
the proposal for opening of outlet. The Committee should have
atleast one member from Finance.

•

Further, the following delegation of expenditure per Regional
Office for new shops have been assigned to Regional Managers
in financial year 2017-18:
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Sl. No.

Regional Office

1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		
9		
10		
11		
12		
13		
14		

Chandigarh
Bangalore
Dehradun
Bhopal
Delhi
Ahmedabad
Guwahati
Hyderabad
Jaipur
Bhubaneswar
Mumbai
Ranchi
Jagdalpur
Gangtok

Delegation (Rs in lakhs)
7.50
22.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50

2.1.3.2 Franchisee Outlets
In order to expand and scale up the Retail Marketing Activities, in
line with the objectives of TRIFED for providing marketing support to
maximum number of tribal artisans and increase the sales of tribal
products expeditiously, the Regional Offices of TRIFED are delegated
with powers to open franchise outlets in each State on Franchise
Model where tribal products could be given for sale as per the broad
guidelines given at Appendix-IX.
2.1.3.3 Consignee
TRIFED has also made arrangement for sale of tribal products in the
Emporiums owned by State Govt. Organisations on consignment basis,
in lieu of which TRIFED pays commission to the State Emporiums.
A standard draft agreement for execution with other Government
Organisations for having mutual consignment arrangement for sale of
tribal products through each other’s showrooms on net sales is given
in Appendix -X.
2.1.3.4 Opening of Tribes India Outlets on Revenue Sharing Basis
TRIFED has made arrangement for sale of tribal products with
Organisations on revenue sharing basis. A standard draft agreement
for execution with other Organisations for opening of new outlets
where space is provided to TRIFED on revenue sharing basis at certain
commission on net sales in lieu of rental of the premises is given in
Appendix-XI. This is applicable only for opening of own Tribes India
Outlets to be run by TRIFED.
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2.1.3.5 Arrangements with Shipyards, Ports and Airports
TRIFED has initiated the process to make arrangement with
Shipyards, Ports and Airports for opening of franchise outlets at their
Supermarket run by their Employees Cooperative Society, undertaking
beautification work using tribal paintings, artifacts and motifs for
their offices and guest houses, supply of gifts/ souvenirs items and for
providing skill development training programs for tribal artisans and
MFP gatherers under their CSR initiatives. A standard draft MoU for
execution with Shipyards and Ports is given in Appendix –XII.
2.2

Exhibitions

2.2.1 Aadi Mahotsav
TRIFED has been organizing National Tribal Craft Expo by the name of Aadi
Mahotsav - a Celebration of the Spirit of Tribal Culture, Craft, Cuisine and
Commerce, in which individual tribal artisans, tribal SHGs, Agencies/
Organizations working with tribals are invited to participate and showcase
their rich tribal heritage. The objective of the event is to showcase rich
tribal culture and heritage from across the country, so that the main stream
population in cities get mesmerized with the glimpse of abundant talents
possessed by tribes and are tempted to come forward and help these
underprivileged tribes of our country by way of buying their art and crafts and
also assist in developing market for utilizing their various traditional skills. It
provides an opportunity to tribal artisans to interact directly with art lovers
for getting their feedback about their taste and preferences, which helps them
in modifying their product designs and creations accordingly. A special feature
of the festival is TRIBES India cuisines, created and presented in delectable
forms to suit urban taste by special tribal chefs. The craft demonstrations
about making of various crafts are arranged during the Mahotsav. The tribal
cultural performances in the evening forms an integral part of the event,
which is an attempt to present tribal art and culture in holistic manner. This
direct interface of the tribal artisans with the masses, provides them a good
platform for promotion of their products and generation of better income. It
has become a major platform for promoting tribal products and tribal artisans
associated with TRIFED look forward to this event.
The organising of Aadi Mahotsav involves a gamut of activities starting from
booking of venue, creating infrastructure facilities like artisan & cuisine stalls,
stage, pathways sound & light, venue decor, branding including advertisement
& publicity, stay & local transportation arrangement for participants, cultural
programme, Press meet, VIP & media coordination etc.In line with the national
aspiration to go cashless, the tribal artisan accepts payment through major
credit/debit cards for which Point of Sale (POS) machines are provided in each
stall.
A detailed guideline for organizing Aadi Mahotsav is given in Appendix - XIII.
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2.2.2 Mini Aadi Mahotsav:
The organizing of Aadi Mahotsav proved to be very successful event in terms
of realising direct benefit to tribal artisans for sale & promotion of their
products. Keeping in view the encouraging response received from all quarters
for Aadi Mahotsav, it was decided to organize Mini Aadi Mahotsav on a smaller
scale at prominent tourist locations for sale and promotion of tribal products.
The budget allotted for each mini Aadi Mahotsav is Rs.1.5 lakh with a target
to dispose of all old stocks and local artisans can only be invited for enhancing
sales.
2.2.3 Aadichitra Mahaotsav
Tribal communities have a unique tradition of making paintings on different
mediums. This unique art has a huge potential of meeting customer satisfaction
in urban areas and if presented in a manner that it caters to their taste and
lifestyle it can ensure artists incremental income as well as prevent the art
form from obsolescence. TRIFED has made a humble effort of promoting the
tribal artists in marketing their arts on the one hand and imparting them
training on market-led modules on the other, so that they can make a decent
living by producing the art-work in suitable model medium and selling through
different marketing channels of their choice including TRIBES INDIA.
TRIFED is supporting such initiatives of tribal communities by providing
marketing opportunities through events like “Aadichitra” also so that the
tribal art and craft not only remain alive but flourishes with time and tribal
communities are able to earn their livelihoods within their habitat without
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resorting to the need for migration. Aadichitra - an exhibition exclusively of
tribal paintings presents Gond from Madhya Pradesh, Saora from Orissa, Warli
from Maharashtra and Pithora paintings from Gujarat. The tribal artists are
also invited to demonstrate their skills during such exhibitions. Guidelines for
organizing the Aadichitra Mahotsav is given at Appendix -XIV.
2.2.4 OCTAVE - TRIFED also participates in the OCTAVE - a dance festival of North
Eastern Region. TRIFED is associated with this event since 2008-09. TRIFED
facilitates participation of tribal artisans from North Eastern region and
provide them the opportunity to showcase and market their products.
2.2.5 Tribes India on Wheels:
TRIFED also organizes other small exhibitions at various venues/places across
the country for promotion and sale of tribal products. TRIBES INDIA on wheels
is an initiative under which own exhibition will be organized at different
location for sale of own stock by establishing small kiosk branded with TRIBES
INDIA theme at prominent places. It serves as an outlet for liquidation of own
stocks and enhancement of sales. Keeping in view, it is decided to organize
200-250 such exhibitions in a year across the country. The size of stall/kiosk
would be around 15 x 10 sq. ft. Accordingly, each Regional Office to plan &
organize maximum numbers of exhibitions in their respective regions. Each of
the Assistant Manager/Account/Permanent employees under the respective
Regional Office shall be responsible for organising of such exhibitions for
which two hire & fire/ daily wagers may be hired by respective ROs as per the
delegation of powers given to Regional Managers.
The Regional Managers to hire the salespersons under hire & fire policy
taking following broad-criteria into account:
• To allocate specific target
• To give incentive on achievement of target
• Remuneration will remain the same as has been given in the hiring policy
• On failure to achieve target, the person hired will be fired forthwith
• Review of performance on monthly/three months basis.
Further, the remuneration of the hired person should be recouped from the
sales revenue generated from him/her. It is to be ensured by the respective
RM that the remuneration paid to hired person must be generated out of the
margin on the sales generated by him/her, failing which such person should
be fired.
2.2.6 TRIFED also participates in various exhibitions being organized by other
Organisations/Agencies in different parts of the country for promotion and
sale of tribal products.
2.2.7 TRIFED participates in few international exhibitions/trade fairs through
Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts (EPCH) and India Trade Promotion
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Organisation (ITPO) in various countries for promotion of tribal products.
Guidelines for participation in International exhibitions are given at
Appendix -XV.
2.3

E-Commerce

2.3.1 Tribesindia.com : To expand the availability of tribal products over large
area for reaping greater benefits for the tribal artisans and to expand their
Retail trade all over the country and the world, TRIFED has developed an
e-commerce portal www.tribesindia.com for sale of all its products.
The following steps are to be followed for ordering of tribal products through
e-commerce portal www.tribesindia.com:
Step 1: Logon to the Official Website of Tribes India (www.tribesindia.com)
Step 2: Either you can Type the Item you want to search in the “Search
Option” at the top or you can search the item by Selecting the appropriate
Categories just below the search option.
Step 3: You will find the List of the Items you selected to search.
Step 4: On pointing a cursor on the item, you will see the Full Image of that
particular item which
you have selected.
Step 5: You will find
the ‘Key Features’
of that item and
the ‘Specifications’
of the item like
“General Features”,
“ P l a t f o r m ” ,
“Display” etc.
Step 6: If you want to
buy that item, then
click on “ADD TO
CART” button.
Step 7: You will
find the Price of the
item, the Delivery
Details and finally
the subtotal after
adding the delivery
charges. Now click
on “PROCEED TO
CHECKOUT”.
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Step 8: After clicking on place order, you need to register on Tribes India to
complete the order and Billing details. Enter your valid email id and then click
on “CONTINUE”.
Step 9: Fill up the delivery details and then click on “SAVE & CONTINUE”.
Step 10: After filling the delivery details you have to Check the Order Summary.
After checking the details, click on “CONTINUE”.
Step 11: Now you need to select the “Payment Type” from the left panel. Presently,
options of payments through Credit/Debit Card, Internet Banking and UPI is available.
Step 12: You have Ordered the Item Successfully. You can view the Order Summary.
2.3.2 E-Marketing portals: To further amplify the sales, TRIFED has made arrangements with
other online marketing giants like Snapdeal, Amazon, Paytm, Flipkart and GeM for sale
of all its products.
The purpose of these e-commerce arrangements is to facilitate artefacts lovers to ease
their shopping experience by buying products made by various tribes of India while
sitting at their homes. Besides, ensuring genuine and authentic tribal products for
artefacts lovers at their door steps, the online portals also promote Tribes India as a
brand for promoting and sale of tribal products. It also involves less expenditure which
otherwise is involved in setting of physical Retail Outlets towards their infrastructure
and manpower arrangement.
The following steps are to be followed
for ordering of tribal products through
aforesaid e-commerce portals:
Step 1: Logon to above e-portals like
Amazon, snapdeal, flipkart, paytm,
GeM.
Step 2: Search for the ‘Tribes India’.
Step 3: On reaching the Tribes India
page, search for products one wishes
to purchase.
Then follow the same procedure as
above for purchase of products.
2.3.3 Mobile Software Application:
The various tribal products are also
available on sale through Mobile Android
Software Application which has been
developed by M/s Auroville Foundation.
Under the arrangement, M/s Auroville
will act as a e-franchisee of TRIFED who
will develop and maintain the software
application and also provide its upgrade
from time to time.
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3. Publicity Strategy:
The main strategy being followed by TRIFED for publicity and promotion of tribal
products and Tribes India as a brand are as under:
•
•
•
•

Print Medium through periodic News paper advertisements, distribution of
Brochures, Leaflets, Flyers etc and direct mailers to prospective customers.
Electronic Medium through periodic FM Radio Jingles, bulk SMSs/emailers
Outdoor Advertising mediums like hoarding, signages, bill boards, pole kiosks
etc
Online advertisement and publicity through Social Media networks like
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google etc.

4. Discount and Offers applicable at Tribes India Outlets:
A consolidation of discounts and offers as applicable w.e.f 15.09.2017 are given
below:
•

Offer package: For every purchase of products, the following offer packages
for clearing of items which are less in demand be provided only when there
are no discounts or offer and there are low value stocks which are not selling
for more than a year:

		 Sl. No.

Bill value (Rs)

Offer

		 a)

2000/-

Any product of Rs.200 to be given free

		 b)

5000/-

Any product of Rs.500 to be given free

		 c)

10,000/-

Any product of Rs.1000 to be given free

•

Festival discount: Festival discount of 10% on Food & Natural products and
15% on all others products is being offered to customers during festival season
as per the list of festivals conveyed by Head Office for every financial year.
However, the aforesaid festival calendar which is instead based on specific
festivals/ occasions may be modified for effective promotion of tribal products
and enhancing overall sales during the festival season.
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•

Liquidation of Old Stocks: Maximum discounts upto 40% ensuring recovery of
purchase price, is offered on all stocks which are more than 3 years old as per
the guidelines circulated vide Head Office letter no. 4287 dated 27.03.2014
(Appendix-XVI). A discount of 20% is offered on all items which are 2 years
old. Further, more than 3 years old dokra items may be liquidated by giving
discount upto 60%, ensuring that selling price maximum upto cost price, as per
the existing guidelines for segregation and liquidation of old stock.

•

The discount offers and clearance sale must commence with extensive
advertisement and publicity measures like banners, standees, fliers/
pamphlets, e-mailers, SMSs etc. The rest of the terms and conditions of the
referred guideline remains the same. However, as far as gold/gold plated and
silver/silver plate jewellery is concerned, the RMs to ensure not to sell the
same at rates lower than the current purchase rates of the suppliers for those
items, to be confirmed from the respective Sourcing Regional Offices.

•

“Friend of Tribes” card: In order to promote tribal products and Tribes India
as a brand and also to create a captive customer base, TRIFED is issuing
“Friends of Tribes” Loyalty Card, offering discount of 20% on all items being
sold through Tribes India Outlets located across country except Food & Organic
items, there is no discount on offer to “Friend of Tribes”. The Card holders
are also eligible for an additional 10% discount, in case festival/other discount
scheme is already existing at the Outlets at that time but not exceeding
40%. The guidelines for Privileged Customer Card scheme as circulated vide
letter no. TFD/HO/MD/2006-07/152/2198 dated 30.11.2011 remain enforce
(Appendix - XVII).
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•

Central and State Government employees: In addition to the prevailing
discount scheme/offers being implemented by ROs from time to time,
additional 10% discount to all Central and State Government employees is
offered w.e.f. 01.09.2017 on presentation of their official Identity Card issued
by their respective Departments of Central/State Governments. However, it
has to be ensured that the total discount offered should not exceed 40% in
any case. For this purpose, the ROs/Shop Managers shall record on the office
copy of bill the details of such customers/employees i.e., name, designation,
department, address, contact no. and identity card no. of the Central/State
Government employees. A record of the same shall also be maintained in the
customer database at Shop/RO level.
The above offers or discounts cannot be combined with any other offers:
This means that ROs cannot combine the schemes like offer package/Festival
discount/Friend of Tribes offer/Upto 40% discount on 3 years old stock with
any other discounts.

•

Bulk sale to Individual buyers, Private Institutions, Corporates, NGOs and
Government Organisations/Institutions also contributes towards enhancement
of overall sales. The guidelines for bulk sale of tribal products applicable
through Tribes India Outlets are given at Appendix –XVIII.

•

Discount on Natural and Food products: In order to clear stocks and minimize
the expiry of natural and food products, RMs have been permitted to offer
discount on such items as per the following:

		 Discount to be offered

Condition

		 20% or declared discount at
that point of time whichever
is higher

Provided 60% of the time has lapsed
between date of packaging and expiry

		 30% or cost whichever is
higher		

Provided 85% of the time has lapsed
between date of packaging and expiry
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•

Sale of Locally Sourced tribal products: Regional Managers have been
authorized for sale of locally sourced tribal products by ensuring a minimum
margin of 10%.

•

Sale to TRIFED employees:In order to promote tribal products with Organisation,
TRIFED employees are permitted to purchase tribal products from our Outlets
by paying purchase price plus 20% margin plus applicable tax.

•

Wide publicity through web advertisements to be coordinated by Head Office
and Regional Offices to undertake publicity measures by using banners,
standees, stickers, wall posters, meetings, web targeting Govt. officers and
other cost effective measures etc.

•

Designs of standee/pamphlets/parking should include the logo and the
discount offers (upto 40%) for wide publicity for attracting customers.

•

Shop-Incharge to obtain contact no./email ids of customers visiting the shops
for creating a customer database which can be used for intimation about our
events and discount offers.

•

In order to generate interest among the customers visiting the Outlets, all
Regional Managers are directed to display MRP and discounted price (post
applicable discount) on price tags of all such old stocks. For instance, the MRP
of any product is Rs. 1000/- and the discounted price for which is Rs. 600/-,
the price tag of that product shall mention as under:
MRP: Rs. 1000.00
Discounted Price: Rs. 600.00
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5. Digital Commerce
In line with the national program of Digital India, TRIFED has adopted Digital TRIFED
as a standard mode for financial transactions. Customers are encouraged to go
cashless and pay by credit/debit card at all our Outlets and Mahotsavs. Artisans and
Suppliers have been encouraged to open bank accounts under JanDhan Yojana and
payments to them are made through the banking channel.
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6. MOUs/Agreement:
TRIFED has executed MOUs and agreements with various Organizations for jointly
undertaking activities of TRIFED, which include product development, sourcing of
tribal products, franchisee, consignment sales arrangement, commercialization
& IPR of research products, skill development, minimum support price for minor
forest produce. A list of such MOUs and agreements executed so far is given at
Appendix - XIX.

7. Monitoring:
7.1

Retail Inventory Software (RIS):

7.1.1 TRIFED has operationalised Retail Inventory Software (RIS) in all its Tribes
India Outlets, Regional Offices and Head Office for inventory control. The
entire purchase of tribal products, stocks in/out and sale are made through
Retail Inventory Software across the country. The electronic mode of system
available at all its Regional Offices and outlets streamlines the entire retail
operations from purchases upto sales by automating the transaction process
and tracking important purchase, stocks and sales data. The system includes
an electronic payment register and software to capture and coordinate data
collected from daily movement of stocks (through purchases/stock in/out
and sales) and network of data-capture devices, including card readers and
barcode scanners and printers.
7.1.2 The Inventory Software implemented by TRIFED integrated with Purchase
orders, Supply chain management, management of outlet operations, offering
of various discount schemes, etc based on which major decisions regarding
Retail operations and financial planning are taken by the Management.
7.1.3 The existing Retail Inventory Software (RIS) has been further improved for
reporting age-wise/batch-wise stocks for better control of stocks so that
different discounts schemes could be given as per age of stocks. Besides, iRetail
Android POS is also proposed to be operationalised for on the spot billing and
effecting movement (to & from) of stocks for exhibitions. The arrangement is
also being put in place for on the spot billing of artisan sale during exhibitions.
All types of reports at Head Office, Regional Offices and Outlets pertaining
to purchase, sales, stock transfer, ageing of stocks, discounts/offers, stock
position etc are being derived and monitored through Retail Inventory Software.
Further, the overall reporting system in the software is being improved for
seamless analysis and reporting of information to the management for overall
monitoring and taking day to day decisions. The purpose is to bring overall
efficiency and effectiveness in our Retail Operations. The software provides
reporting tools through which status of Indenting, purchases stock, sales and
its movement can be monitored at outlet level, RO level by Head Office.
Similarly, ROs can monior all these aspects for their region. Necessary inputs
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for this monitoring is picked from the purchase orders placed by RO and sales
made at the outlets. Appropriate authrisations and validations at different
levels have been incorporated to identify the responsibility and monitor
performance.

7.2

7.3

The Supply Chain Officers, MIS Officers and Sales Executives have been
designated in each and every Regional Office to bring greater focus and
responsibility for undertaking and supervising their key assignments in close
coordination with all concerned. The duties of these officers are as under:
•

Supply Chain Officer (SCO):SCO will be responsible for ensuring
procurement of items as per work orders issued for supply within and
from outside the region. He/She will also be responsible for maintain
the time-lines. He/She will contact all suppliers and visit production
centres to ensure this. SCO will ensure full compliance of work order
issued to suppliers for the month.

•

MIS Officer (MISO):MISO will ensure 100% feeding of all inventory in the
MIS system on daily basis.

•

Sales Executive (SE): SE will be responsible for procuring bulk order from
buyers both in Government and Private sector, meeting prospective
consignees and franchisees and releasing supply of contract with them,
to expand retail trade and also sign MOUs with Central/State Govt.
undertakings.

The operations are being monitored regularly on daily basis by the various
Officials/staff posted in Regional Offices and Outlets. The Head Officials are
also deputed for inspections for monitoring and taking corrective actions.
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7.4

All the above operations are subjected to scrutiny of quarterly internal audit
and Statutory audit at the end of the financial year. It is also planned to
include performance audit during the next financial year for improving overall
performance of Outlets and Regional Offices.

8. TRIBES EXOTICA
TRIBES-Exotica is a pioneering endeavor of TRIFED to encompass excellence in the
field of Design and Technology for giving rise to the products which were not known
or less known hitherto. If not blend, a matrix of traditional art and contemporary
flavour has been tried as an essential input to keep alive the art forms   which
transcend from the history and combine them suitably in the culmination of products
which necessarily add fragrance and flow for catching up the high-end market
resulting maximum revenue earning for tribal artisans and all other stake holders.
To start with, necessarily the products will be hand made textiles comprising Saree,
Dupatta, Scarf, Stole, Kurta/Kurti, Top/Bottom dresses etc. which will be adorned
with various schools of embroidery e.g. Kantha, Tanka, Aari, Applique/Patch Work,
Mirror Work, etc. alongwith Hand painting, Block painting, Tie & Dye, Batik etc.
The tribal art motiffs and forms namely Gond, Warli, Saura, Bhil, Kurumbha etc will
be introduced with their original hues or any other colour scheme in an integration
with other compatible arrangement. The accessories like thread, buttons, tassels
etc., Stitching quality, interlocking, thread matching, piping should be of highest
quality.  That is the final finishing should go alongside the stylised version of the
rendition made by different fashion shows under reputed brands.
As per current year budget Rs 58.00 lakh has been earmarked for this project
which include Designer/Master Trainer cost, Raw Materials, Tool Kits & Stipends
for artisans. As per high-end niche market strategy it is expected to generate a
revenue of 2 times with the assumption that the investment would have turnover of
3 cycles. As many as 29 such Exotica production trainings have been envisaged with
each training having a budget of Rs 2.00 lakh and the said production would take
place in the States of Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Odisha, West Bengal,
N.E. States in the first stage.  Thereafter all the remaining states should be covered
in the 2nd stage.
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Appendix I

PRODUCT CATEGORIES
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TRIBAL TEXTILES
The tribal textile industry has been in existence since time immemorial. It is a huge
global commodity for India. A wide variety of apparel ranging from drapes to coats
and jackets is being created out of tribal textiles today and has gained resounding
popularity among the traditional and the cosmopolitan alike. Hand woven woollen
products such as shawls, stoles and mufflers are made out of Sheep and Angora or

Angora

Yak Wool

Pashmina

Toda

Dongria Kondh

Sheep Wool

Eri Silk

Muga Silk

Tassar

Bagh

Kantha

Banana Fibre

rabbit wool by the Bhutia tribes of Uttarakhand and by Bodh and Lahula tribes of
Himachal Pradesh. Angora provides warmth and is soft, strong and durable in nature
making it a fashion statement in extreme winter seasons.
Textiles such as Muga and Eri silk in the North East and Tassar silk in Jharkhand are
some other very rich fabrics used to make sarees, shawls and stoles through weaving.
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Menswear clothing line ranging from kurtas to bandhgala jackets are all also a
part of the textile category.
A wide range of home furnishings comprising of bed covers, cushion covers, table
cloths are available.
The timeless brilliance of tribal artists shatters all boundaries of time and space;
centuries old traditions have seamlessly adapted into contemporary styles.

TRIBAL JEWELLERY
The finest pieces of jewellery are made by the tribes of Nagaland, Manipur, Arunachal
Pradesh in the North East, states of Odisha, Himachal Pradesh and Jharkhand.
Tribal jewellery from the North East has an exceptional range of variety. With an
unmatched combination of natural resources and innovation the art creates
masterpieces with animal bones, corals, glass beads and shells. There is a collection

Bead Work
The interesting use of beads of all sizes in a riot of colors and the
innovative use of knots to bind them together are the hallmarks
of Gujarati bead work hand crafted by Bhil and Bhilala tribes.

Dokra
When mixed in the right proportion, this artform gives an antique
look and augments well with various contemporary styles. A little
different from its distant cousins of the east, it embodies a more
primitive simplicity.

Silver
The art and craft of any region is a reflection of its
environment, people and traditions. This statement is apt for
Negi and Bodh tribes of Himachal Pradesh, which borrows
elements from its scenic surroundings to create
‘pahari’ jewellery, breathing a sense of vigour and sturdiness.

North East
Variety rules the roost when it comes to the tribal jewellery from
the North East. A perfect amalgamation of natural resources
& innovation, this art creates masterpieces with animal bones
fur, corals, beads and shells.
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of special ornaments that includes original bead necklaces from the Wancho tribe
of Arunachal Pradesh; sea shell, glass bead and coral necklace from Konyak tribe of
Nagaland; necklaces made with beads with two brass heads and fish tails which are
considered as fertility symbols worn by the Naga tribes and necklaces with figures of
heads strung on them.
Dokra jewellery crafted by the Bhattada section of the famous Gond tribes of Odisha
is another beautiful form of jewellery which gives an antique look and augments well
with traditional as well as contemporary styles.

TRIBAL PAINTINGS
This art exemplifies a level where life and creativity are inseparable. In its archetypal
nascent stages, the tribal arts have a unique sensitivity, as the tribal people possess an
intense awareness very different from the settled and urbanized people. Their minds
Warli
Originating from the cracked and unknown walls of the village of Warli,
the Warli folk art of imagination, beliefs and customs, spontaneously
expressed in unpretentious monochromatic tribal style, has travelled
across borders and reached connoisseurs and art collectors. With the
Warli tribe inhabiting the Thane and Nasik areas of Maharashtra,
this art can be traced back to the Neolithic era (2500-3000BC)

Pithora
These ritual paintings, characterized by animated figures and lavish
use of color, propagated by the Rathwa, Bhilala, Naik and Bhil tribes
of Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh, go beyond the realm of decorative
art and are a labour of love, associated with great sanctity. The paintings
here, is a medium of propitiation, thanksgiving and commemoration of
auspicious occasions.

Gond
Visual ingenuity is not uncommon for the Pardhans of the
Gond tribe of Madhya Pradesh. They smear mud paste on the
floors, doors and walls of their homes and then paint motifs
on them with a brush fashioned out of bamboo, using colors
made from mud of different hues found in their environment.

Saura
The Saura paintings’ inimitable association with the people of
Orissa, delineates their description of life and the close association
of man and nature, through an array of remarkable grounded
and earthy pictography.
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are supple and intense with myth, legends, epics and multitudinous Gods born out of
dream and fantasy.
Their art is an expression of their life and holds their passion and mystery. Often,
Puranic Gods and legends are transformed into contemporary forms and familiar images
through various sub artforms like Pata chitra, Saura, Warli paintings etc.
Tribal art in India expresses itself through varied mediums such as Pithora and Gond
paintings bringing vitality and exuberance to all its manifestations.

METAL CRAFT
Traditionally the Gadwas, Gonds and Dhurwas tribes of Chhattisgarh practice the Dokra
art with lost wax technique or hollow casting.
It involves patterning a clay core intricately with wax ribbons and then coating it
carefully with a mix of clay and hay. The wax is subsequently melted off, and the
cavity formed is filled with molten metal - an alloy of copper and tin. When this

Jaali
It has been said of the Dokra artisans that “Standardization
is alien to them.” Be it creating figurines, frames or intricate
‘jaali’ work, the Dokra art has resonated with loveliness
and an air of originality. The making of Jaali is confined to
Jhara/Jhorka and Gond tribes living in Raigarh district of Chattishgarh.

Jhitku Mitki
This Dokra art has travelled through generations as a folk lore of a
tribal couple called Jhitku and Mitki and their legendary love story.
Metal idols have been created in their name formulating an entire
range of figurines. The Gadwa tribe of Chhattisgarh practices this craft.

Madiya Madin
This craft originates from the male and female of the tribe
‘Maria’ of Bastar called ‘Madia’ and ‘Madin’. Peculiarly alike,
the only distinguishing factor is their headgear. The statues
Madia wear headgear made out of bison horns, whereas
Madin statues are adorned with peacock feathers.

Todi
As the legacy of ancient Chhattisgarh goes, Todi was a musical
instrument designed and developed by the artisans belonging to
Gadwa tribe of Chhattisgarh, made in big sizes and used by the
infantry of the tribal kings of Bastar to declare the battle and
also to motivate their army. Later, it developed into a medium
for divine intervention of God’s blessings.
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solidifies, the craftsman reveals the beauty of his creation by cautiously breaking open
the outer clay shell.
Inspiration for casting unique pieces of art comes from the abundant environment,
be it the village ghotul, myriad of trees, birds and animals, mythology or rituals.
Tribes offers a breathtaking range of metal craft created by the deft
hands of the tribal artisans of Chattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha & West Bengal.

LONGPI POTTERY
Named after the village of Longpi in Manipur, the Thankul Naga tribes practice this
exceptional pottery style A single village of 400 houses in the district Ukhrul of NorthEast Manipur, with perhaps just 200 artisans plying the craft, is the nerve center of
Longpi earthernware.

Water Jugs

Flower Vase

Tea Cups

Kettle
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Unlike most pottery, Longpi does not resort to the potter’s wheel. All shaping is done
with the hand and with the help of moulds. The characteristic gray-black cooking pots,
the stout kettles, quaint bowls, mugs and nut trays, at times with a pacing of fine cane
are trademarks of Longpi but now fresh design elements are being introduced both to
extend the product range as well as to embellish the existing pottery. The ensemble
now encompasses, table lamps, candlestick holders and office collectibles.
With a black background and few motifs, this art form expunges the “great divide” of
practicality and ethnicity. An absolute must for eco-friendly enthusiasts!

CANE & BAMBOO
Cane and Bamboo is abundantly found in almost all the North Eastern States of India.
The tribal inhabitants make utility products like basketry, which are woven in various
patterns, shapes and sizes. The baskets are traditionally Conical, Flat bottomed or
Flat Cylindrical and are used for carrying firewood, water, storing grains or straining rice

Home Furniture

Baskets

Dustbins
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beer beside other variety of fishing utility baskets. Cane and Bamboo is also used in
making other utility items like trays, lamps, fruit baskets, key rings, walking sticks,
Office bags, pen stands & a range of furniture products.
Sofa Sets, chairs, dinning/conference table, laundry baskets, waste baskets etc. are
many forms of intricately carved cane & Bamboo products that can handle lot of usage
without getting damaged. It is eco friendly as the same is made from a renewable
forest resource.
The manufacturing process of cane furniture starts with the preparation of requisite
amount of bamboo slips. Canes of various diameters are also reduced into slips of
various sizes according to adaptability. The artisans then prepare a rough structure
of the furniture by joining the different bamboo parts with the help of nails. In case
of round-cane furniture, thin iron rods are used to get the round cane bend to the
required shape. The actual weaving or coiling of the structure so made is done with
fine slips of flexible cane. Cane & Bamboo is one of the main source of income for
Chakma, Dimasa, Nagas, Mizos, Khasi, Garo Jaintias, Riyang Apatani, tribes from
Assam, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Arunachal & Tripura.

GIFTS & NOVELTIES
Gifts are something which bring a smile on the face. They become a remembrance of
that moment and turn it into a beautiful memory.
Naturally, they need to be unique and peerless. Carefully, selected and meticulously
made, Tribes collection of exotic gift items, souvenirs and assortments made by Tribal
artisans have that magic. A plethora of range to choose from this specially designed
and charismatic section has the power of lure and possess your soul.

Gujarat Hangings
Strings & hangings add a new dimension to enhance the beauty
of your walls and Gujarati Wall Hangings have always been a
favourite for this purpose. These unique pieces use the skills
of bead work, embroidery and stringing which originate from
one of the most ancient forms of art prevalent in Gujarat.

Wind Flute
Also known as Sulur, the wind flute is a creation of the Gonds of Bastar
in Chhattisgarh. What sets this creation apart is the fact that while
all flutes make music when blown into, the ‘sulur’ is simply twirled
vigorously with one hand in order to produce euphonic melodies.
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Buddha Statue
The ‘Bhutia’ clan is pioneer in painting and sculpting to
create the Sikkim Buddha. These statues created
with simple paintbrushes and embellished precious
materials like gold and gems, are blessed by the
head monk and dressed in holy robes and rice.

Stationery
With its extraordinary vibrancy and ethnic appeal,
tribal craft can brighten up your workspace and
enliven the office atmosphere. Simple yet practical
designs, ranging from hand crafted notepads and notebooks
to embellished writing instruments and much more.

NATURAL & ORGANIC PRODUCTS
Nature always appeals in its pristine form. It cares and nurtures only when it is pure,
that is why Tribes brings you food in its natural form-organic food which is exactly the
way, nature wanted it to be. Far from chemicals, fertilizers, insecticides, artificial
culturing, artificial flavouring or additives, this naturally grown range from various
parts of India is for people who believe in healthy living.
Only natural inputs and farming practises make this food faster and healthier.
What’s more, its is not expensive at all which means a healthy life at little extra cost.
The product category ranges of Honey, Tea, Spices, Dry fruits, Fish, Soap etc.

Honey

Tuna Fish
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Dry Fruits & Spices

Tea
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Appendix II

GUIDELINES FOR UNDERTAKING PROCUREMENT OF
TRIBAL PRODUCTS BY REGIONAL MANAGERS OF TRIFED
1. Empanelment of Suppliers:
1.1. The Regional Managers are delegated with powers for empanelment of
suppliers for supply of tribal products to TRIFED for sale through Tribes India
Outlets and exhibitions across the country. A supplier could be an individual
tribal artisan, tribal SHGs and Government Organisations/Agencies/NGOs
working with tribals. Guidelines for empanelment of suppliers is given at
Annexure- A.
1.2

A Proforma for empanelment of suppliers by ROs is given in Annexure-B. The
Regional Offices to maintain aseparateRegister for empanelment of suppliers
with complete details in the following format and allocate a Supplier code
No. to each empanelled supplier indicating Sr. No/RO/year (example 001/
Ranchi/2017):

1.3

For any new product, purchase of samples should be restricted to only 1-2
number of pieces. The Regional Offices shall maintain a sample register in the
following format:

1.4

The Regional Managers to regularly share/exchange with other ROs a list of
active empanelled suppliers and their products being supplied by them at the
existing approved rates in the following format:
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The ROs shall complete the exercise of reviving the inactive suppliers and
their products approved earlier by TRIFED and exchange the final list of active
supplier and active products by 31.7.2017 after adding the new ones also from
various other tribal SHGs as mentioned at Point 1.2 below.
The ROs shall accordingly update the list of their empanelled suppliers and
products being supplied by them and share/exchange the same immediately
with other ROs, with a copy to HO.
1.5

Each Sourcing RO shall also prepare a e-brochure containing photographs
of products category-wise and state-wise being dealt by them under their
jurisdiction with complete details of products i.e., item code, item name,
item description, state, tribes involved, MRP etc. and circulate the same to
ROs of TRIFED and HO.

2. Identification and handholding of new tribal artisans:
For strengthening the supplier base, the RMs shall take the following steps:
2.1

Entering into Institutional arrangements with State Rural Development
Department/Aajivika Mission/NRLM, NABARD, Regional Offices of DC Handicraft
& Handloom, State Forest Department/Corporation, State Handicraft &
Handloom Development Corporations, State Tribal Development Department/
Corporation, State Forest Development Department/Corporation, reputed
NGOs etc., by bringing their tribal SHGs/ NGO network in the ambit of
procurement operations of TRIFED for supply of good quality tribal products
for augmenting the procurement operations.

2.2

Approach District Collectors /ITDA and district level officers of Handicrafts/
Industry/ Tribal development/ Forest Development of Districts having
predominant tribal population for providing information about the artisans
and products being made by them.

2.3

Contact Master Craft persons in the area, who can help the RMs in identifying
the tribal artisans who can supply them with good quality products.

2.4

Identify the artisans who have been imparted training in the past by TRIFED
or any other agency and hand hold genuine artisans with financial support
through NSTFDC/other Financial Institution for supply of good quality product
to TRIFED.

2.5

Assist genuine and needy tribal artisans/ SHGs in arranging their working capital/
loan through linkages with NSTFDC, Banks and other Financial Institutions. A
draft MOU proposed to be signed with NSTFDC shall be forwarded separately.

2.6

Organize Tribal Artisan Melas (TAMs) at Tehsil/district levels in coordination
with District Authorities for identification of new tribal artisan and products,
wherein Financial Institutions like NSTFDC, Banks etc. may be invited for
providing on the spot financial assistance  to the needy artisans and bringing
them in ambit of TRIFED operations. Efforts are to be made for organizing
TAMs in tribal areas not touched so far by TRIFED.
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2.7

Regular meetings/workshops/seminars with State Level Rural Devp.
Department - Aajivika Mission/NRLM, Regional Offices of DC Handicraft &
Handloom, State Handicraft & Handloom Development Corporations, State
Tribal Development Department/Corporation, State Forest Development
Department/Corporation, reputed NGOs etc. and take their feedback for
improving the procurement operations.

2.8

As a matter of routine, the RMs and the Officers/staff working in the RO during
their regular tours to tribal areas, shall explore the possibility of identifying
new tribal artisans and their products.

2.9

Participate/visit in prominent tribal fairs and festivals for identifying tribal
artisans as well as enhancing sales.

2.10 Each RO has been given the target for identification and empanelment of 100
new active tribal artisans/suppliers in each state, ensuring their Aadhar UID
linkages etc.

3. Selection of product and fixation of supply price for inclusion in
TRIFED’s product-line:
3.1

All matters relating to the procurement of tribal products, selection of
products, fixation and revision of supply prices are decentralized to Regional
Offices. A five member “Product selection and Pricing (PSP)” committee at
TRIFED Regional Office shall be constituted of RM, TRIFED as Chairman, two
other officials of TRIFED, RO including the Accountant, as members and two
Experts in the field of Handicrafts / Handloom  as members to be taken from
the Organisations like Tribal Research Institute/State Handicraft & Handloom
Corporation or their State Emporium / DC Handicraft or DC Handloom/
Aajeevika Mission/ NIFT/NID (where ever available) etc.

3.2

The concerned RM will ensure to invite Experts having expertise in the relevant
field and to ensure that genuine tribal artisans are associated in  procurement
operations and only good quality marketable tribal products with competitive
right price are included in our product line for ensuring competitiveness across
country. The experts shall be invited for an honorarium of Rs. 1500/- per
meeting.

3.3

The PSP committee shall deal with all matters related to selection of products
for including in the product-line, fixation of purchase price to be paid to
artisans, revision in purchase price etc. of the tribal products of the region.

3.4

The RO shall ensure to obtain cost sheets of products from the supplier alongwith
the samples, which will be verified by the RM w.r.t all cost components which
should be as per the prevailing market rates, before placing the same before
the PSP committee.

3.5

The PSP committee shall give their recommendations for
•

Inclusion of a particular product in TRIFED’s product line and fix its
purchase price.
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•

Rejection of a particular product if the same is not found to be of
required standard.

•

Sending the samples for market testing in designated shops within
jurisdiction for fixed time period.

•

Recommend for modification in product for taking into the supply line.

Based upon the recommendations, the concerned RM is empowered to include
a particular tribal product in the product line of TRIFED.
3.6

The concerned ROs will continue to source tribal paintings as per the existing
guidelines circulated vide HO letter dtd. 3.3.2013 by involving an Expert in
the RO level Committee. However, the segregation and grading of paintings
undertaken at ROs shall be taken as final and the concerned sourcing ROs shall
supply the same to directly to other ROs as per normal procedure of indenting.

3.7

The above committee shall only deal with above matters of tribal artisans
and their tribal products pertaining to the jurisdiction of the concerned RO of
TRIFED.

3.8

The role of the committee shall be limited to selection of a particular product
for product line of TRIFED and fixation/revision of purchase price. The quantum
of purchase of a particular product shall be responsibility of the concerned
RO of TRIFED, which will based on the requirement of indenting ROs. Before
placing order on their artisans, the sourcing RO shall confirm from all ROs of
any surplus stocks of the products being purchased, in the best commercial
interest of the Organisation.

3.9

Since all powers relating to procurement of products and related price
revision of products are delegated to ROs vide this guideline, all product
samples available at TRIFED Warehouse at Pusa Complex, New Delhi and price
revision proposals for placing before the Purchase and Pricing Committee, to
be returned to the respective Sourcing ROs for taking appropriate decision at
their level. Similarly, RO, Delhi to send all tribal paintings available at TRIFED
Warehouse at Pusa Complex as per the gradings already undertaken by the
respective Sourcing ROs, to all ROs against their requirement.

3.10 The entire of selection and fixation of prices of products shall be quarterly
audited by the internal auditor and reports sent to HO, which will monitor it
regularly.

4. Sharing of new product information with other ROs:
4.1

The ROs shall immediately share (by email) with other ROs the complete
details of new products included by them in their product line in format given
in Point No.1 above. The RO shall also intimate about the revision in prices in
case of exiting products to other ROs.

4.2

The ROs need to be pro-active in giving information about new products
to other ROs and if required, send one sample of a particular product to
interested ROs by courier for procuring order for that particular product.
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4.3

Once the new product is accepted by other ROs, the sourcing RO shall arrange
its supply as per their requirement.

5. Placing of supply order on suppliers/artisans.
5.1

In order to enhance procurement of tribal products, the process of
supplying stocks based on the indents has been stopped forthwith as per
the decisions taken in the Regional Managers meeting dtd 26.2.2018 at
TRIFED, Head office. As decided, each Sourcing Regional Office to indent/
place purchase order of products of their region for all 14 Regional Offices
based on the product mix, item/quantity intended and sales of last year.
RMs to ensure that only good quality marketable goods are purchased and
supplied to other ROs. The Supply chain officers to follow up with the
supplying Regional Offices and their suppliers. In case, the supply of stocks
received is not good in quality, the Sourcing RO to be informed forthwith
without any delay and return stock within 3 working days and further
appropriate action taken in interest of the Federation.

5.2

As a general rule, the Sourcing Offices to place purchase orders on their
suppliers on the basis of item quantities supplied during previous year.
However, while undertaking such exercise in close coordination with ROs,
adequate precautions to be made for (i) not ordering non-moving items (ii)
less quantities of items to be ordered which are slow moving and (iii) ordering
other marketable items which somehow have not been ordered during the
last year. These are indicate guideline and RMs to use their prudence while
placing ordering on their suppliers. The RMs shall be personally responsible for
ordering products which are not marketable and non moving.

5.3

As a matter of routine, the ROs should place supply orders for summer
requirement in Sept-Oct. for delivery to commence by succeeding March &for
winter requirement in March-April for delivery to commence by succeeding
Oct. This will give sufficient time to artisans for preparing the stocks. The
delivery schedule is to be made in such a manner that suppliers work with full
capacity and maximum quantities are delivered in the beginning of summer/
winter seasons.

5.4

The RMs to place further orders of new marketable items which will be
identified during the currency of the financial year.

5.5

The Sourcing ROs to place purchase orders on their suppliers clearly specifying
colour/design, size, quantity, delivery schedule, packing, etc.

5.6

The Sourcing ROs shall either supply design of Tribes India labels or physical
labels to their suppliers for attaching the same with textile items, designs of
which have been circulated to ROs.

5.7

At the same time, all the ROs to coordinate with one another for finding
status of their suppliesin terms of product name, quantity, etc. and thereafter
timely supply of stocks.
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5.8

The above process of ordering stocks to be reviewed after every 6 months and
modifications suggested if any as per the requirement.

5.9

The ROs shall be given a revolving fund equivalent to two months procurement
budget allocated to the RO towards procurement of tribal products, which
will be audited on quarterly basis. The ROs shall be required to submit the
utilizations towards the procurement of tribal products on monthly basis on
the last working day, based on which the revolved fund shall be recouped
within the 1st week of the next month.

5.10 The ROs shall be responsible for procurement of good marketable quality
and quantity of tribal products from their jurisdiction. The ROs shall ensure
that there is not any surplus or non/slow moving stock stored under their
jurisdiction more than 3 months at any point of time. The responsibility for
the same shall be fully vested with the concerned Sourcing RO.
5.11 All processes w.r.t. purchase, stock receipt and stocks transfer(in/out) shall
be completed through Retail Inventory Software.
5.12 In order to streamline &smoothen the functioning of Sourcing and Supply Chain
Officers, following powers are delegated to designated Supply Chain Officers:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

To search for new artisans at the field level and undertake verification
of the new artisans for empanelment of supplier in the RO. The final
empanelment shall continue to be approved by the concerned RM.
To purchase samples of new products as per the existing guidelines.
To link the needy artisans with NSTFDC and other financial Institutions
right from application to sanction of loan.
To place purchase orders on its suppliers as per requirement of ROs upto
Rs.10 Lakhs in absence of RM.
To ensure that the suppliers under their jurisdiction are working with
full capacity and expediting timely supply from them.
To prepare and place indents on other ROs as per own requirement of
Outlets and Exhibitions, in absence of RM and necessary follow up for
expediting timely supply of stocks.
To coordinate with the suppliers for development of new products as per
feedback of the Outlets.

6. Receipt and dispatch of stocks by Sourcing ROs:
6.1

The Sourcing ROs shall inspect and verify the stocks before receipt of stocks
from their suppliers, which should conform to the terms and conditions
including specifications given in the supply order.

6.2

It should be ensured that all the stocks are stored in a systemic and professional
manner, so as to ensure safety and security of the stocks with due insurance
coverage. As per requirement, the ROs may allocate separate space or hire
a separate godown to perform all such activities of receiving, storage and
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dispatch of stocks. Arranging dispatch of stocks directly from their supplier to
receiving ROs should be stopped forthwith.
6.3

The Sourcing RO will dispatch stocks to the ROs only after checking and
verifying the stocks to be dispatched.

6.4

As regard to the general procedure for receipt and dispatch of stocks, the ROs
shall be guided by HO letter no. 484 dtd 30.3.2006 (Annexure-C), which interalia include the following:
•

While dispatch of stock, the ROs will send two copies of delivery challan
alongwith the consignment.

•

On receipt of stocks, the acknowledgement of the same shall be issued
by the designated Official/staff of the receiving RO.

•

For this purpose, the ROs will designate Officials/staff who can send or
receive stocks on behalf of RO. The designated Official/staff will use
rubber stamp giving their name and designation, and signature for giving
such acknowledgement while receiving or dispatch of stocks.

•

The original delivery challan to be retained by the receiving office for all
accounting purpose.

•

All consignments to be recorded in the consignment receipt register
(physical) at the gate by godown (by mentioning Sl No., date of receipt
of stocks, name of Sending RO, mode of transportation, bilty no., no.
of packets, general outer condition of the packets, etc). The person
receiving the consignment (packets) will give a serial no and date on
the document accompanying the consignment. In case the consignment
is received in open or damaged condition, the same should be recorded
on the consignment receipt register and copy of the courier/ transport
document. The consignment receipt register will act as proof having
received consignment at the gate and condition of packets.
Additionally, wherever the consignments are received in open or damaged
condition, it should be insisted upon the transporter for obtaining open
delivery.

•

The consignment shall be opened in presence of the designated Officials
and based on the condition of the stocks w.r.t. quality and quantity of
stocks the acknowledgment receipt shall be issued. The contents of the
consignment shall be recorded immediately in the stock register/Retail
Inventory Software. In case of shortage or damage or excess or any other
fault in the consignment, the same shall be recorded in the duplicate
copy of the delivery challan and send to the Sourcing/sending RO. This
process to be completed with 3 days from the date of receipt of stocks
in the godown and the same recorded in the stocks register.
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•

All acknowledgements should be counter signed by the RM/designated
Official or Accountant of the receiving RO.

•

In case of shortage or damage in the stocks, the Sourcing/Sending Office
will initiate necessary action within 3 days of receipt of communication
for recovery of the same from either Insurance Company or the Transport
Agency, as the case may be.

•

The Sourcing/sending Office to ensure that all stocks are insured from
fire, burglary, etc while in storage and in transit.

•

As mentioned in Point 6.2 above, arranging dispatch of stocks directly
from their supplier to receiving ROs should be stopped forthwith.

•

The stocks purchased by the Sourcing ROs shall be dispatched to the
receivingROs as per the actual requirement while keeping in view the
liability of GST applicable on interstate transfer of stocks.

7. Payment to tribal suppliers/artisans:
7.1

The Sourcing Office will release payment to the supplier within 7 days on
receipt of stocks from the supplier. All payments to the suppliers shall be
made directly to their bank accounts (liked to their Aadhar Cards) through
online payment modes like RTGS, bank transfers, etc.

7.2

The RMs shall ensure that all empanelled suppliers of TRIFED are registered
with GST as per norms prescribed and also ensure GST compliances at every
stage.

7.3

ROs shall ensure that while sourcing, dispatching and receipt of stock, all
GST requirements have been completed and all prescribed rules pertaining to
quality have been followed.

8. Reporting systems:
The ROs shall submit the following reports on monthly basis on last working day of
the month:
•
•
•

List of new suppliers/artisans empanelled by them date-wise in a
particular month as format prescribed at Sl. No.1.2.
List of new products included in the supply chain in a particular as per
format at Sl No.1.3
Utilization of funds towards purchase of stocks as per HO prescribed
format.
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Annexure A

1.

EMPANELMENT OF TRIBAL ARTISANS/ ORGANISATIONS
i)

The basis of empanelment of suppliers which include individual tribals,
SHGS, organizations, agencies etc., would be the personal satisfaction of the
respective Regional Manager of TRIFED about the status of the suppliers.

ii)

In case of individual supplier the respective Regional Manager of TRIFED will
have to satisfy himself/herself about the status of such individual being a
tribal.

iii)

In case of SHGs and organizations the respective Regional Manager of TRIFED
will have to satisfy himself/herself about the genuineness of such group/
organization  and  that the activity   of purchasing by TRIFED would  benefit
tribals. If the concerned RM is satisfied  about the genuineness of such supplier
and that  purchases to be made  by TRIFED would benefit tribals and  then  
such tribals/ SGHs can be empanelled.

iv)

Documentary evidence from any of the authorities mentioned below or
secondary documents like school records, land register, local authority record
etc., may be taken as an additional support to satisfy himself/ herself
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

District Magistrate/ Additional District Magistrate/ Collector/ Deputy
Commissioner/ Additional Deputy Commissioner / Deputy Collector / 1st
Class Stipendiary Magistrate/ City Magistrate/ Sub-Divisional Magistrate/
Taluka Magistrate/Executive Magistrate/ Extra Assistant Commissioner. (
not below the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate).
Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/
Presidency Magistrate.
Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
Sub-Divisional Officer of the  Area where the candidate and/or his family
normally resides.
Administrator/ Secretary to the Administrator / Development Officer  
(Lakshadweep Islands).
BDO of the block under whose jurisdiction artisan/ organisation/ works
falls.
Certificate from local Panchayat under which the jurisdiction of which
artisan/ organisation/ works falls.
School certificate indicating caste status.
Document from the office of Development Commissioner (Handicraft)/
(Handloom) indicating caste status.
Certificate issued by any of TRIFED’s Member organisation confirming
caste status.
Ration cards or any other document issued by any Central/State Govt.
department (Not organisation) indicating caste status.
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v)

In case of sourcing of products from organisations working with the majority
of tribals, then items can be sourced from such organizations.

vi)

In case of sourcing of products from organizations working with tribals but
not with majority of tribals, items can be sourced in the proportion of the
tribals” contribution to the total turn over of the respective organisation or
only those items can be sourced which are made by tribals.

vii)

Items can also be sourced from organizations if sourcing of such products
benefits tribals at any intermediate stage of production provided the same
organisation is involved at all different stages of production.

viii) Items can also be sourced   from organizations   which are getting financial
assistance from Ministry o f Tribal Affairs, NSTFDC and member organizations
of TRIFED.
ix)

It will be the personal responsibility of the concerned RM of TRIFED
t
o
ensure that the empanelled supplier is a tribal or the organisation is working
with tribals.
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Annexure B

PROFORMA FOR EMPANELMENT OF TRIBAL
ARTISAN/ORGANISATIONS WITH TRIFED FOR SUPPLY
OF TRIBAL PRODUCTS
PERSONAL DETAIL

NAME
WHETHER BELONGING TO ST/WORKING WITH TRIBAL
GROUPS
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE NO.
MOBILE NO.
EMAIL, ID, IF ANY

BASIS OF SUPPLY
OUTRIGHT SALE
CONSIGNMENT BASIS
PRODUCT DETAIL
S.NO.
PRODUCT
		
DESCRIPTION
			

RATE AT WHICH
IT CAN BE SUPPLIED
TO TRIFED
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REMARKS

Annexure C

		
		

SYSTEM FOR RECEIPT AND DESPATCH
OF STOCK

1
		
		

Stock is received at TRIBES shop in two ways one
as a sample and the other as stock. The system of
accounting for Samples has already been
communicated to all the offices.

2
		
		

A system needs to be prepared for stock receipt
and despatch. In this regard the following system
is proposed.

3
		
		
		
		
		
4
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
5
		
		
		

6
		
		

ACTION / RESPONSIBILITY

All the offices shall send a copy of the indent issued
by Indenting Office alongwith the consignment.
In case the consignment is a part shipment than the
items being supplied should be highlighted. In case
the items being sent are extra the same should be
indicated on the Indent itself and post fact indent
should be secured.

ROs

In addition to copy of the indent, the sending office
should send two copies of delivery challan alongwith
the consignment indicating details of the products
being sent. In case the items are being sent directly
by the supplier to an indenting office in that case also
the sending office will send two copies of the delivery
challan enclosing the copy of the document sent by the
Supplier directly separately with each copy. The delivery
challan or any other document accompanying the
consignment must invariably bear the number and
Date of the indent.

ROs

On receipt of stock at Indenting office acknowledgment
shall be issued by the designated officer on the copy of
the challan received from sending office. All payment for
the stocks sent and all accounting treatment shall be based
on the receipt issued by the receiving office on one copy of
the delivery challan. The original copy of the delivery challan
issued by sending office will be retained by the receiving
office and all accounting for inventory shall be made on the
basis of this original delivery challan. The payment to the
supplier can only be made by the sending office on the basis
of Delivery challan issued by the indenting office. (This fact
shall be specifically noted by the Auditors at the time of
Audit for which Finance will issue specific instructions).

Designated officials for
receipt of stock at
receiving office

A unique number shall be given to each consignment
received at the indenting office. This unique number shall
be the number appearing in the consignment receipt
register being maintained at all the offices. All the offices
will maintain a consignment receipt register as per the
format enclosed. All receipts of goods whether as sample
or consignment shall have to be recorded in this register.

Designated officials at
receiving office
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7

		

		
		
		
		
		
8

DESIGNATED OFFICIALS FOR RECEIPT OF STOCKS
All the offices will designate officials who can receive and
RM/ Designated officials at
despatch stock. Any acknowledgment by any other person
Receiving office
will not be valid. Similarly, each office will designate
officials who can receive the stock. The officials for
receipt and despatch of stock may be common or otherwise
Finance division for
also. In addition to these designated officials the
monitoring
RM / Incharge of the outlet will be one of the official for
this purpose, by default. Each designated official will have
a stamp of his own and at the time of receipt/ issue of stock
the delivery challan must be stamped with the designated
officials stamps as well as signature. In case any of these is
missing the sending office/-receiving office can not take the
document into consideration for any onward accounting
treatment. (Finance division will advise Auditors also to
check at the time of Auditing)			
SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS AFTER RECEIPT OF THE STOCK		

		
		
		
		

On receipt of stock the details about the consignment
Designated officials for
should be entered in Consignment receipt register to be
receipt of consignment.
maintained at the gate by an official of TRIFED / the Security
personnel. All consignments received must be recorded in
the Consignment receipt register. This consignment receipt
register will be the proof of the consignment received at
TRIBES and not the condition of the stock. Normally the
designated officials should receive the consignments.
However during after office hours or as a system the person/s
can be designated to receive the stock at the gate and the
person receiving the stock must enter the same in the
Consignment receipt register and give a serial number on
the documents accompanying the consignment.		

9
		
		
		
		
		

In case it is found that the consignment is open/ damaged
Designated officials for
or any other reason, which raises suspicion that the stock
receipt of consignment.
may be, affected adversely, then the same should be
recorded on the document of the Courier/ carrier. The same
remark should be recorded in the consignment receipt
register and copy of the document of the courier/carrier.			

10
		

After taking custody of the consignment the next step will
Designated officials for
be to record the content of the consignment into Stock
receipt of stock/ RM
Register. The designated official will sign the consignment
receipt register as a proof that the number of packets
mentioned in the consignment receipt register have been
received for recording the same in Stock Register.		

		
		
		
		
		

		
		
		
11
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

The consignment will be opened by / in presence of the
Designated officials for
designated official/s and the content of the consignment
receipt of stock/ RM
checked. Based on the condition of the items an
acknowledgment shall be issued on the duplicate of the
delivery challan. In case the items are found to be defective/
damaged/ short or any other reason the same shall be
recorded on to the duplicate of the delivery challan received
from the sending office. The acknowledgment alongwith the
remark shall be communicated to the sending office normally
within 3 working days of receipt of stock. It will be the
responsibility of the designated official to send this
acknowledgment within 3 working days after receipt of
consignment at the office/ outlet. At the same time the
receipt also should be properly recorded in the Stock Register
within 3 working days of receipt of consignment at the
shop/RO. Wherever inventory management is on Tally
software, it will be the responsibility of the designated
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12
		
		
13
		
		
		
		
14
		
		
		
		
15
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
16
		
		
		
		
		
		
17
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

official/ accountant to create Purchase Master for new
items within Max. 5 days of receipt of consignment.
All acknowledgments should be counter signed by
RM / Designated official for counter signing or
Accountant of the office. The sending official will
treat this acknowledgment as a proof of receipt of
stock by receiving office and initiate further action
of accounting and release of payment to supplier.

RM/ designated official for
countersigning

In case the acknowledgment states that the condition
RM of the sending office
of the stock is damaged/ short/ defective etc then the
sending office will initiate further action with 3 days of
receipt of communication. It will be the responsibility of
the RM to initiate suitable action within the
stipulated period.			
The process for making payment should be started within
Designated official for
one week of receipt of stock or acknowledgment from
processing of payment/RM
receiving office as the case may be and normally the
payment to supplier should be released within 30 days
of receipt of stock / acknowledgment, by sending office.
The designated official for processing the payment/
RM will be responsible for release of payment within
the stipulated time.		
All the ROs will exchange information about despatch
and receipt of stocks on monthly basis. Instead of sending
complete details about the receipt and despatch, only the
detail about the consignment for which acknowledgement
has not been received or if there is any remark about the
condition of the stock received should only be sent. The
format for the same is enclosed. This format must be
exchanged by 5th of every month. The receiving office must
respond to this format by 15th positively with all the details
required. In case there is no outstanding issue even than a
nil report indicating fully reconciled remark must be
exchanged.

All ROs

A quarterly report must be sent to HO by 20th of July,
October, January, April for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and fourth quarter
respectively. This report must indicate the outstanding issues
as at the end of the quarter, only, alongwith details about
the value of stock dispatched /received office wise. The
format of the report is enclosed. The reports received from
ROs will be consolidated and put up for information and
orders of the MD.

All ROs / Mktg. Dev.
Division

The stocks shall be divided into three categories A, B and C
Designated officials for
based on their per unit value and nature of the item.
stocks at Sales outlets/
Person/s shall be made responsible for each category of the
Godowns
items. It will be their responsibility to keep the stock in order.
Categorywise classification guidelines of the products
shall be made and communicated separately. It has been
decided that 100% verification of all the items shall be made
by the Auditors
In addition to internal Auditors, the Statutory Auditors will
be specifically advised to audit the stock as per the
above guidelines.
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Appendix III

GUIDELINES ON SYSTEM FOR SOURCING OF PAINTINGS
With a view to bring objectivity and transparency in the system for sourcing of tribal
paintings, the following guidelines are prescribed for implementation with immediate
effect:

1. Preamble: The guidelines prescribed below shall take care of some of the
peculiarities of sourcing painting like:
•
•
•
•

Aspiration of the tribal artisans that they should get fair amount for their work
and immediate payment.
TRIFED’s interests as an organization responsible for marketing these paintings
in open market which makes marketability of the painting as critical parameter.
No standard pricing mark up for such art.
Expertise to judge piece of art is not developed in TRIFED.

2. Factors guiding our approach for sourcing tribal paintings:
•

•

•

•

Painting is a piece of art which has no expiry date and therefore paintings need
to be purchased with a long term perspective say three to five years.  The only
precaution one has to take is to keep it properly to avoid deterioration in
quality due to handling.
Paintings can not be made to order and therefore the normal system of sourcing
based on indents would not be feasible. It is mainly because irrespective of
the quantity for which order has been placed the tribal artisan would take his
normal time to make a painting.
The aesthetic appeal of the painting is one part but at the same time the story
associated with the painting can be of great importance for marketing the
painting. Therefore the paintings must be associated with the story of that
painting.
The track record of the tribal artisan also is of great importance which has to
be considered while sourcing.

3. Guidelines for sourcing of tribal paintings:
Define Quantity:
Since the normal system of sourcing based on indent is not feasible in the case of
paintings therefore the remedy is to keep a buffer. Accordingly, it has been decided
to keep a minimum quantity of different painting which TRIFED will always carry at
any given point of time at its Central Godown after satisfying the requirement of all
the offices.  All the ROs are advised to keep atleast 30 painting of each variety in
the outlet/s under their jurisdiction. This minimum quantity is mentioned below:-
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Painting

Sourcing office

Paper

Canvas

Gond

Bhopal

500

300				

Saora

Bhubaneswar		

100

Rathwa/
Pithora

Ahmedabad

200				

Warli

Mumbai						500

Thangka

Gangtok						50

500

Tassar
1000

Palm leaf
500

Board

Textile

300

Define sizes:
A)
The preferred sizes of the painting for different medium which are proposed
to be purchased are mentioned in Annexure-1. It is not an attempt to bring
standardization of expression of art but an attempt as a retailer to translate
market’s requirement for the benefit of the artisan and for better control as a
retailer. Instead of sizes area is mentioned in the Annexure and a percentage
is indicated which is purely for guidance. It is an attempt to indicate the
preference of sizes. While the RO shall be free to purchase as per the policy
but at the same time the proportions indicated should be kept in mind while
purchasing different sizes.
Defining good quality
A)
All the four types of tribal paintings are basically wall paintings which are now
done on different mediums. The painting consists of a background on which
tribal motifs are created in different shapes and sizes. To start with, the
following criterions have to be followed for assessing the paintings:I

II

III
A.

B.

The painting must have the traditional motifs used in this art form. The
purity of art form is essential. If the painting has traditional motifs then
the same may be assessed further.
Attributes:
•
Proportion of motifs in the overall painting.
•
Appropriateness of the Motifs and its size with respect to the
medium on which it is painted.
•
Fineness of the motifs.
•
Theme of the painting and how well it has been reflected in the
painting.
•
Colour combination.
The process of categorization will involve following steps:

As a thumb rule each painting must be assessed on the above criterion and
grading should be done in three categories i.e., A, B and R (Rejection) by each
member of the committee at RO level.
Based on the categorization done by the members of the committee including
expert, an outcome shall be arrived at by following majority concept or mode.
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C.

The final assessment shall then be compared with the assessment of the
Expert to arrive at the final assessment for purchase of painting. The following
scenarios may arise:
(i)
In case there is a difference of one level only in assessment of expert
and the assessment arrived at by the majority rule then the lower of the
two assessment should be treated as final.
(ii) In cases where the difference in level is more than one level then the
final assessment shall be:
a.
When expert assesses it on higher level- the level shall be treated
as one level lower than what has been assessed by the expert.
b.
When the expert assesses it on lower level- the level shall be
treated as one level higher then what has been assessed by the
Expert.
By implementing the above criterion the category of the paintings shall be finalized.
(Note: This grading system is proposed with a view to ensure that each of the
paintings is actually seen by the committee with all seriousness as the grading given
by members individually can also be scrutinized by HO team. The grading by the
persons independently will help reduce bias if any of an individual).
IV

In order to train RO staff in assessing the paintings a training programme
shall be conducted and experts in the field of these paintings shall be
invited.   These experts will provide inputs about finer points which
should be seen while assessing a painting.

Define purchase rate
A)
The purchase rate at which TRIFED can source these items shall be guided
by the following formula:
Category A			
Category B rate + 25%
Category B			
Category B rate
Category C has been deleted
The two grades have been proposed to avoid discretion at buying level. The rate of
Category B paintings are decided by the Local PSP Committee at RO Level.

4. Procedure for selection of paintings
I.

II.
III.

The Regional Manager is authorized to form a committee of atleast 4 members,
which besides Regional Manager would include an Expert, Accountant & the
dealing Officer.
The Regional Manager shall be the incharge of this selection group and his/her
presence shall be mandatory in all selection committee meetings.
RM is also authorized to associate any one expert with this Group. The Expert
could be the principal of the local art college, a fine art expert or an expert in
the field of that particular painting.  RO may also keep a panel of such persons
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who can be invited for assessing the painting in association with the committee
of TRIFED on rotation basis. A person associated with Govt. Institutions shall
be preferable. A sitting fee/Honorarium may be paid to the person associated
with the process. A system may be initiated where two or three meeting as
per requirement may be held in a month on a particular designated day of the
week. All the artisans can also be informed about these days and a notice may
be pasted in the office declaring this aspect.
(Note: Association of an expert with the group will help develop expertise in
assessing the painting by TRIFED staff also, over a period of time).
V.
The quorum of the group assessing the paintings will be three. No meeting
can be held without Regional Manager’s presence in any case.
a.
The selection group shall segregate the paintings in three categories as
mentioned above.  The decision of the group for selection shall be final
as far as selection of painting for TRIFED and payment to the artisan is
concerned.
b.
The Regional Manager shall make payment to the artisan based on this
selection as per the rates mentioned above. As a policy TRIFED will
make immediate payment to the artisan as per the segregation done by
the committee. The selection by the committee shall be treated as full
and final.
c.
At any point of time paintings cannot be purchased for more than
Rs.50,000/- from a single supplier at a time.
VI. Categorisation of the painters
a.
RO will keep a database of the paintings supplied by the artisan and
based on the quality o paintings supplied categorization of the artisan
shall be made on the following basis:
		

b.

c.
d.

Category A Paintings

Category B Paintings

A Category
(National Awardees)

35% and above

Below 65%

Master painter

25% and above

Below 75%

Good painter

10% and above

Below 90%

Normal painter

Upto 5%

Below 95%

For categorization of the artisan minimum number of paintings supplied
should not be less than 200. Regional Manager will have the discretion
to keep the present suppliers in the category of Good painter or Normal
Painter. All artists holding National Award shall be treated under A
category and State Award shall be treated as Master Painter. However
an assessment should be made after supply of 100 paintings and their
categorization decided as per above criterion.
The categorization of artisans is dynamic and may change from year to
year depending upon the above criterion.
The categorization of the ROcommittee shall be final and binding for
this purpose.
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VII. Benefits for different category of painters
a.
The benefit of improving the category for an artisan would be that he
will get a premium for his painting.  In addition to these benefits they
will also get Royalty on the Masterpieces supplied at following rates of
the value of the payment.
Painter category
Premium on rates
		
fixed as per Clause 3
			

Royalty Bonus on number of
masterpieces supplied
(Yearly settlement)

A Category

15%

5%

Master painter

10%

5%

Good painter

05%

3%

Normal Painter

00

2%

b.

The idea of providing this benefit is to encourage artisans to produce
good quality paintings.

c.

The above criterion of paying premium shall be applicable only when the
painter is enrolled in the category of Good painter/Master painter.

VIII. Procedure for ordering
•
The concerned Sourcing ROs will purchase and store the paintings.
•
The Sourcing ROs will assess the requirement of all other ROs and
accordingly send paintings (depending upon the percentage of different
varieties/sizes of paintings available) to all Regional Offices.
•
The Sourcing ROs will be responsible for ensuring availability of paintings
at all ROs.
IX. Sale price fixation for paintings
a.
The guiding principle for sale price fixation shall be the existing policy of
pricing of items. However the PSP Committee at RO Level may suggest
a higher price if they consider that the painting is worth more than the
price arrived at as per the existing pricing policy. The sale price will not
be a three slab rate.  It will be flexible and based on the experience of
the PSP Committee Members which can associate Experts also for this
purpose. The cost price for the purpose of calculation of sale price will
include base rate, premium paid and Royalty applicable.
b.
The price decided by the PSP Committee Members as per the existing
pricing policy shall be the “Base price” of the painting. However in
case the Committee consisting of expert feels that the painting can
be sold at a higher price, then the painting shall be suitably priced or
committee may suggest any other methodology for getting higher price
then the ”Base price”. In such cases on sale of the painting 50% of the
difference between actual sale price and Base price shall be passed on
to the artisan.
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X. Increasing supply of paintings
RO’s will explore the possibilities of getting a particular number of paintings
made from an artisan. TRIFED can decide to pay a certain amount to the artisan
over a reasonable period with the condition that they will supply their paintings
to TRIFED. The number of painting and the amount can be decided mutually in
consultation with the artisan. This facility can be extended to the artisan falling
under the category of Master Painters.
ANNEXURE-1
SIZES OF THE PAINTINGS
PAINTING
PAPER
CANVAS
TEXTILE
SILK
CATEGORY					
						
						
						

PROPORTION
IN OVERALL
SOURCING IN
TERMS OF
NUMBERS

GOND

IN SQ INCHES

IN SQ INCHES

AREA CATEGORY 1

150-250

350-1000

50%

AREA CATEGORY 2

250-400

1000-2000

40%

OTHER

OTHER

OTHER

10%

AREA CATEGORY 1

40-200

350-1000

50%

AREA CATEGORY 2

200-600

1000-2000

25%

AREA CATEGORY 3

600-800

OTHER

OTHER

IN SQ INCHES

IN SQ INCHES

PITHORA

15%
OTHER

10%

WARLI
CATEGORY 1

300-600

80%

OTHER

OTHER

20%

SAORA
AREA CATEGORY 1

50-150

30%

AREA CATEGORY 2

150-400

40%

AREA CATEGORY 3

400-1000

20%

OTHER

OTHER

10%
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Appendix IV

GUIDELINES FOR UNDERTAKING FRAMING OF PAINTINGS
The tribal paintings are being sold from almost all our Tribes India Outlets located across
country, which has a huge sales potential in future. Most of these paintings are being
sold after value-addition by undertaking framing. However, it has been observed that
all ROs have been undertaking framing of their own without any systematic approach,
as a result the framed paintings available at one place are different than those at
other places. It has also been observed that some ROs do not keep enough framed
painting stocks from all categories and in all sizes or display the same on walls of the
Showrooms, which will prompt the buyer to buy the paintings. In order to streamline
this process and bring a uniformity based on expert advice, the following guidelines in
this respect are issued for implementation with immediate effect:

A. Undertaking framing of paintings:
The following size and specifications are specified for undertaking framing of
various types of paintings:
Sl. No.

Style

Size

Recommendations

1 (a)

Gond, Bhil,
Upto 22”
Rathwa and
(On paper)
Muria		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Cut-mount
Specification for mountImported mount board,
weight not less than 52 ounce,
off-white or cream colour
Painting should be pasted to
mount by paper tape.
Framing
Frame size 1/2”, colour-dark
tan, with glass, supported by
board, fittings for hanging.

1 (b)

Gond, Bhil,
Upto 36”
Rathwa and
(On canvas)
Muria		
			

Stretching
Painting upto 24”x24”
should be stretched on a light
wood frame of section ¾”x1”

			
			
			
			
			

For bigger size section of wood
should be ¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size-1”, colour dark
tan, without glass, supported
by board, fittings for hanging.

1(c)

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of
section be ¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size- 1 1/2”, colour
dark tan, without glass,
supported by board, fittings
for hanging.

Gond, Bhil,
From 37” to 60”
Rathwa and
(On canvas)
Muria		
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2(a)
Saura
Upto 22”
		
(On paper or
		
tasser silk)
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Cut-mount
Specifications for mountimported mount board, weight
not less then 52 ounce, brown
colour.
Painting should be pasted to
mount by paper tape.
Framing
Frame size 1/2”, colour-dark
tan, with glass, supported by
board, fittings for hanging.

2(b)
Saura
From 23” to 36”
		
(On canvas or
		
tasser silk)
			
			
			
			

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of
section ¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size-1”, colour dark
tan, without glass, supported
by board, fittings for hanging.

2(c)
Saura
From 37” to 60”
		
(On canvas or
		
tasser silk)
			
			
			
			

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of
section ¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size- 1 1/2”, colour dark tan, without glass,
supported by board, fittings

		

for hanging.

3(a)
Warli
Upto 18”
		
(On paper or
		
cloth)
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Cut-mount
Specifications for mountimported mount board, weight
not less then 52 ounce, off
white or cream colour.
Painting should be pasted to
mount by paper tape.
Framing
Frame size 1/2”, colour-dark
ten, with glass, supported by
board, fittings for hanging.

3(b)
Warli
From 19” to 36”
		
(On canvas or
		
cloth)
			
			
			
			
			

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of
section ¾”x1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size-1”, colour - dark
tan with white or cream colour
line inside, without glass,
supported by board, fittings
for hanging.

			
3(c)
Warli
From 36”
		
upto 60”
		
(On canvas or
		
cloth)
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Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame
of section ¾”x1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size- 1 1/2”, colour
dark tan with white or cream
colour line inside, without
glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

B. Undertaking framing of paintings: The ROs are advised to call for limited quotation
from the various Framers available in their jurisdiction alongwith samples of specified
frames for undertaking framing of paintings as per details given at Annexure-A enclosed
on per running inch basis of frame. Based on the lowest quotation and the quality of
sample of frames shown by them ( which should be as per the specifications mentioned
above), the RO Committee shall declare this rate as the rate at which TRIFED will get
its framing done. All those participating Framers may be awarded the job at this lowest
rate from time to time depending upon the requirement for undertaking framing of
paintings.
C. It shall be ensured by ROs that paintings from all categories and in varied sizes are
available in the Showrooms, for which all ROs would keep adequate number of framed
paintings of each category ready in the Showrooms. The RMs would also ensure that
framed paintings from all categories are displayed on the walls of the showrooms
wherever possible.
Annexure-A
Sl. No. Style
Size
Specifications
					
					
1 (a)
Gond,
Upto 22”
		
Bhil, Rathwa (On paper)
		
and Muria		
				
				
				
				
				
				

Cut-mount
Specification for mountImported mount board, weight not
less than 52 ounce, off-white or
cream colour. Painting should be
pasted to mount by paper tape.
Framing
Frame size 1/2”, colour-dark tan,
with glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

1 (b)
Gond,
Upto 36”
		
Bhil, Rathwa (On canvas)
		
and Muria		
				
				
				
				
				
				

Stretching
Painting upto 24”x24”should be
stretched on a light wood frame of
section ¾”x1”.
For bigger size section of wood
should be ¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size-1”, colour dark tan,
without glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

1(c)
Gond,
From 37” to 60”
		
Bhil, Rathwa (On canvas)
		
and Muria 		
				
				
				
				

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of section
be ¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size- 1 1/2”, colour dark tan,
without glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

2(a)
Saura
Upto 22”
			
(On paper or
			
tasser silk)
				

Cut-mount
Specifications for mount-imported
mount board, weight not less then
52 ounce, brown colour.
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Framing Rates
Offered in Rs.
Per running inch

				
				
				
				
				

Painting should be pasted to mount
by paper tape.
Framing
Frame size 1/2”, colour-dark tan,
with glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

2(b)
Saura
From 23” to 36”
			
(On canvas or
			
tasser silk)
				
				
				
				

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of section
¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size-1”, colour dark tan,
without glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

2(c)
Saura
From 37” to 60”
			
(On canvas or
			
tasser silk)
				
				
				
				

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of section
¾”x 1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size- 1 1/2”, colour - dark tan,
without glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

3(a)
Warli
Upto 18”
			
(On paper
			
or cloth)
				
				
				
				
				
				

Cut-mount
Specifications for mount-imported
mount board, weight not less then
52 ounce, off-white or cream colour.
Painting should be pasted to mount
by paper tape.
Framing
Frame size 1/2”, colour-dark ten,
with glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.

3(b)
Warli
From 19” to 36” Stretching
			
(On canvas
Painting should be stretched
			
or cloth)
on a light wood frame of section
				
¾”x1 ½”.
				
Framing
				
Frame size-1”, colour - dark tan with
				
white or cream colour line inside,
				
without glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.
3(c)
Warli
From 36” upto
			
60”
			
(On canvas
			
or cloth)
				
				
				
				

Stretching
Painting should be stretched
on a light wood frame of
section ¾”x1 ½”.
Framing
Frame size- 1 1/2”, colour dark tan
with white or cream colour line inside,
without glass, supported by board,
fittings for hanging.
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Appendix V

GUIDELINES FOR ORGANIZING TRIBAL ARTISAN MELAS(TAMS)
All Regional Managers are hereby authorized to organise Tribal Artisan Melas (TAMs)
under their jurisdiction as per the following:
1.

Location of the Melas: In order to ensure maximum participation of tribal artisans
in the Mela, the same should be preferably held at the district or Tehsil level. In
case, it is not possible to organize Mela at district or Tehsil level, then the same
should be held in State HQs.

2.

Duration of TAM: The duration of the TAM should normally be one day. However,
TAM can be organized for a period 1-3 days depending upon the number of artisans
expected to participate. As a broad guideline, 40-50 artisans per day may be
taken as the standard. The tribal artisans may be invited on different dates so
that no artisans stays at the venue for more than one day.

3.

Association with other State Govt/Govt agencies/reputed NGOs: As far as possible,
the TAMs should be organized in association with State Govt/Govt. agencies/
reputed NGOs etc so as to generate publicity, maximum participation of tribal
artisans and sharing of costs.

4.

Expenses to be incurred for TAM:
a) Payment to artisans
(i)

(ii)

Traveling charges: Train/Bus fare as per actual subject to production of
bills by the artisan alongwith the details in the format- A enclosed with
the following limits:
•		

Rs.350/- per artisan coming from distance upto 50 kms in plain
areas & Rs.500/- Per artisan for those coming from a distance of
more than 50km.

•		

Rs.500/- per artisan in Hills which includes Uttranchal, Himachal,
J&K and North Eastern States

No charges towards transportation of stocks or portage shall be paid
since the artisans are expected to get limited samples of new products
only.

(iii) Arrangement for Food: RO shall make suitable arrangement for providing
Tea/food on the day of the TAM or alternatively Rs.100/- per artisan can
be paid for 1 day only.
(iv)

No lodging charges are normally allowed since we expect the TAM to be
of one day only, in which the artisan will come in the morning or noon
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& go back in the evening. However, in case a particular RO feels it is
not possible for certain artisans who come from far flung areas, then in
that case, RO would be authorized to make their dormitory arrangement
subject to limit of Rs.100/- per artisan staying for the overnight.
(v)

(vi)

The payment to artisans shall be made on the basis of production of valid
ST certificate only. Wherever, the artisans does not produce the valid ST
certificate, the RO Committee may certify/ensure their ST status and
make payment accordingly. This committee may include representative
of the State level agency associated with organising the TAM.
b)

Charges towards space rentals, tents, table, chairs etc.: As far as
possible, ROs would make efforts to make such arrangements with
State Govt Departments/Govt Agencies/reputed NGOs etc. free of
cost or at nominal charges. Wherever, RO is not able to arrange the
same, ROs would be authorized as per following:

		

Rs.20,000/- per TAM in State capital.
Rs.15,000/- per TAM in case of district /Tehsil level.

c)

Payment for samples: Max. limit of Rs. 30,000/- per TAM.

The TAMs are to be organized in tribal areas not covered so far with
a view to identify new tribal artisans and their products. As a thumbrule, the TAMs should not be organised in areas/places, where the same
has already been held in the recent past, unless there is sufficient
justification to organise the same, which is to be kept in record.

(vii) The purpose of organising TAMs is to identify new tribal artisans and their
products and so it has to be ensured that only new tribal artisans/ SHGs
are invited to TAMs being organized by ROs. The existing empanelled
artisans of TRIFED should never be invited in TAMs, as otherwise the
purpose of organizing TAMs gets lost. The new products being made by
existing empanelled artisans/suppliers should be obtained in a normal
routine manner.
(viii) Proper planning for organizing TAMs has to be made in advance by
associating and coordinating with the State Govt. Departments/
Agencies like State Handicraft and Handloom Corporations, State Forest
Departments/Corporation, State Department and District Centers/
District Authorities/DC(Handicraft)/reputed NGOs, etc for ensuring
participation of maximum tribal artisans.
(ix)

TAMs should be organized with utmost seriousness so as to ensure that
the same leads to identification of new artisans and inclusion of their
products in our supply-line. Only samples of marketable tribal products
to be selected and purchased in TAMs suiting our brand of Tribes India.
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Products made from viscous or artificial fiber are strictly not to be
purchased.
(vi)

The ROs shall give fund requisition, strictly within the budget, with
break-up for organizing the TAM one month in advance.

(x)

While organsing TAMs at Tehsil/district levels, Financial Institutions
like NSTFDC, Banks etc. may also be invited, wherever possible, for
providing on the spot financial assistance   to the needy artisans and
bringing them in ambit of TRIFED operations. A loan campaign to finance
tribal artisans/SHGs to be made as an integral part of the event. A target
of 1500 artisans to be linked to such finance arrangement to be made
during the FY 2017-18, which is being circulated separately.

(xi)

ROs to maintain a digital data of tribal artisans invited to the TAMs with
complete details. The ROs shall also give name of artisans identified
and products selected for our product-line in the following prescribed
format:

Sl No
Artisan
Item
Product
Offered
PSP
Photograph
		
name,
name
description/ (Purchase
Committee of the item
		
tribe,		
material
Price (Rs.)			
		
address &		
used				
		
contact No.						
								

Remarks
(to
include
expected
stock,
supply etc

(xii) After completion of the event, the ROs shall submit report on TAM giving
complete details of artisans invited, participated and artisan/products
identified/selected, expenditure with break-up, expected stocks (itemwise value per anum) to come in supply line, etc.
(xiii) Concerted efforts shall be made by respective Regional Managers to
reduce expenses wherever possible and spend only which are absolutely
necessary.
(xiv) All expenses for the TAMs shall be incurred by respective Regional
Managers by strictly following various provisions of GFRs.
(xv) The Regional Manager to submit utilization certificate for the funds
transferred for organizing TAMs ensuring that un-spent amount, if any, is
returned back to Head Office within 15 days after completion of event.
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FORMAT-A

FORMAT FOR REIMBURSING TRANSPORTATION
CHARGES TO THE TRIBAL ARTISANS
ATTENDING THE TAM

Name of the Artisan:
Address of the Artisan & contact no:

Sl. No.
From
To
				

Distance
traveled (Kms)

Mode of
transport

Amount
incurred (Rs)

					

(Signature of the Artisan)
Date:

(Checked/verified by)
Name of the TRIFED employee				
nominated by RM
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(Approved by)
RM, TRIFED

Appendix VI

GUIDELINES FOR CRAFT DEMONSTRATION AT THE OUTLETS
It has been observed that craft demonstration is an effective way of generating
interest in handicraft customer’s and giving better understanding of the intricacies of
the art formed is the customers and leads to its better appreciation. Accordingly, as
per the approval of the Competent Authority. It has been decided to Integrate Craft
demonstrations with the overall efforts of sales promotion. The following guidelines
are issued to encourage craft demonstrations at selected outlets initially:
1.

Craft demonstrations will initially be allowed at the three outlets at
•
•
•
•

Delhi as well as the proposed outlet at Ashoka Hotel, New Delhi
Jaipur
Bangalore
The proposed outlet at Manali

In case any other office wants to organize craft demonstration, they shall first
seek approval from HO.
2.

Regional Managers concerned where Craft demonstration is to be held will write
to all the other offices to send the artisans for craft demonstration. A calendar of
demonstrations shall be prepared by the concerned Regional offices depending
upon the availability of artisans & utility of craft demonstration in a particular
period. The Craft Demonstration should be a planned exercise and arrangements
for the same should be made well in advance. The Calendar of events so finalized
should be sent to HO for information well in advance.

3.

It has to be ensured that when an artisan is invited for craft demonstration,
sufficient stock of that particular Craft/ item (need not be necessarily from the
same artisan) is available in the outlet.

4.

The craft demonstration shall be organized for a period of 15 days.

5.

Initially, craft demonstration can be organized in the following fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All the four forms of paintings i.e. Gond, Saura, Pithora&Warli
Dry Flower making
Jewellery making
Bead craft
Loin Loom weaving
Kantha Embroidery or embroidery of different kinds
Block painting
Wind flute making
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Other crafts may be added provided elaborate arrangements are not required
for demonstrating a craft and that demonstration arrangements can be
accommodated in a small space.
6.

The artisans for craft demonstration shall be invited on the following basis:
6.1

One artisan & one assistant to the artisan can be invited for craft
demonstration.

6.2

TRIFED will pay
•		
•		
•		

•		

Actual 2nd class to and fro rail fare to the two persons on actual
basis.
Rs.600/- towards local conveyance to and from their home.
Rs.800/- per day shall be paid to the artisan & Rs.600/- per day
shall be paid to the Assistant for the period they demonstrate the
craft.
In case the Artisan/ Assistant is/ are from the same city then they
will get Rs.400/- & Rs.200/- per day respectively. An amount of
Rs.200/- per day shall be paid towards local conveyance.

6.3

During the craft demonstration, the artisan shall show different aspects
of the craft by physically making the products. During this period,
items available in the outlet shall be placed along side demonstration
area and the artisan shall encourage people to buy those items. As an
incentive for selling these items, the artisan shall get 10% of the net
sales made during this period.

6.4

In addition, all the marketable items produced during the craft
demonstration shall be purchased by TRIFED at the rates already
approved and payment made on the spot. In case the rate of the item
is not already approved, the samples shall be sent to the concerned RO
from where the artisan came, with the feedback about the products (its
marketability, selling price, etc.). The concerned RO shall then treat
the product as sample and initiate the process of sourcing the same.
All payments for such item and all such purchases shall be made by the
concerned RO where the artisan is empanelled.

6.5

All the raw material, equipments etc. for craft demonstration shall be
arranged by the artisan. However local RO shall provide all assistance
in arranging such items, if required.

All the Regional Offices are advised to sincerely encourage the empanelled artisans
to participate in such craft demonstrations and treat this activity as one of the sale
promotion initiatives.
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Appendix VII

PRODUCT MIX AND CATEGORIZATION OF SHOPS
		
PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

I

TEXTILES

1

Sarees

a

Kantha

200

200

100

50

b

Bhandara

200

200

100

50

c

Jharcraft/Tassar Sarees

200

200

100

50

d

Mulberry silk - Jharkhand

200

200

100

50

e

Bagh print

200

200

200

200

f

Maheshwari

200

200

100

100

g

Chanderi

200

200

100

50

h

Tassar - Chhattisgarh

200

200

100

50

i

Woven cotton-Assam/North East

200

200

100

50

j

Mulbery silk-Assam/North East

200

200

100

50

k

Dongaria Kondh - Odisha

10

10

5

5

l

Banaressi - U.P.

100

100

20

20

m

Ikat - Odisha

200

200

100

50

n

Bonkai - Sambalpuri

200

200

100

50

o

Khandua silk - Odisha

200

200

100

50

p

Sambalpuri silk

200

200

100

50

q

Sambalpuri cotton

200

200

100

50

200

200

200

50

2
		
		
		
		

Apparels (XXL, XL, L, M,S)
in different colours & designs
(new designs to be introduced
every 3 months with designer
input of P&P)

		

Mens’ wear

a

Kurta Gents Long all varieties
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b

Kurta Gents Short all varieties

200

200

200

50

c
		

Gents shirt full sleaves
(Aagor, Sadhna etc.)

50

50

50

25

d
		

Gents shirt half sleaves
(Aagor, Sadhna etc.)

50

50

50

25

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

25

100

100

50

25

50

50

50

50

200

200

200

100

25

25

25

25

e

Gents pyjama saada

f

Gents pyjama churidar

g

Gents jacket/ waist coat - Tassar

h
		

Gents waist coat - Naga/
Manipur/NE

i

Neck tie - Tassar well packed

j

Neck tie - NE

		

Ladies’ wear

a

Kurta Ladies Long all varieties

300

300

300

100

b

Kurta Ladies short all varieties

50

50

50

25

c

Kurti Ladies

100

100

100

50

d

Plazzo

100

100

100

100

e

Churidar - Ladies

100

100

100

50

f

Salwar (normal/patiala)

100

100

100

50

g

Long skirt

100

100

100

50

h

Midi skirt

100

100

100

50

i

Wrap around long skirt

100

100

100

50

j

Wrap around midi skirt

100

100

100

50

k

Wrap around unstiched - NE

50

0

0

0

l

Dupatta - cotton

200

200

150

150

m

Dupatta - Tassar with border

50

50

50

25

n

Dupatta - Tassar printed

100

100

50

50

o

Dupatta - mulberry

100

100

50

50

p

Dupatta - Kantha work

100

100

50

50

q

Stole - Tassar printed

100

100

100

100

r

Stole - mulberry

100

100

100

100

s

Stole - Kantha work

100

100

100

100

t

Stole - Eri

50

50

50

25

u

Shawl - Eri

50

50

50

25

v

Dongoria Konth shawl

20

20

5

5

w

Toda shawl

20

20

5

5

x
		

Cotton jacket quilted full sleeve short

100

100

100

50

y
		

Cotton jacketquilted sleeveless short

100

100

100

50

z
		

Cotton jacket quilted full sleeves - 100		
Long

100

100

50
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aa
		

Cotton jacket quilted full sleeve short

ab

Waist coat - Naga/Manipur/NE

3

WOOLEN

		

100

100

100

50

25

25

25

25

Mens’ wear

a

Shawl - Pure wool plain

100

100

100

50

b

Shawl - Yak wool plain

50

50

50

0

c

Shawl - Pure wool with border

50

50

25

25

d

Shwal - Yak wool with border

50

50

50

25

c
		

Muffler plain/with border -  
pure wool

300

300

300

300

d
		

Muffler plain/with borderAngoora

200

200

200

200

e
		

Muffler plain/with border Pashmina

10

10

10

0

f
		

Nehru jacket/ Waist coat pure wool (HP)

200

200

200

200

g
		

Nehru jacket/ Waist coat with
border - pure wool (HP)

100

100

100

100

h
		

Waist coat - Pure wool
(reversable/pasting-UK)

500

500

300

200

Coats/ blazer- tweed/ pure wool

200

200

200

100

i
		

Ladies’ Wear

a

Shawl - pure wool plain

100

100

100

50

b

Shawl angoora wool plain

100

100

100

50

c

Shawl pashmina wool plain

25

25

25

0

d

Shawl - pure wool with border

100

100

100

50

e

Shawl angoora wool with border

100

100

100

50

f

Shawl yak wool with border

50

50

50

25

g

Kinnauri traditional shawl

10

10

10

0

h

Shawl - Naga

10

10

10

10

i

Chakasang (shawl)

5

5

5

5

j

Stole- pure wool plain

100

100

100

100

k

Stole angoora wool plain

100

100

100

100

l

Stolel pashmina wool plain

20

20

10

0

m

Stole - pure wool with border

100

100

100

100

n

Stole angoora wool with border

100

100

100

50

o

Stole - pure wool plus silk

100

100

100

50

p

Stole- angoora plus silk

100

100

100

50

q

Ponchos

50

50

50

25

Long coat with sleeves with
border (HP)

200

200

100

0

Long coat with belt - Uttarakhand

100

100

0

0

r
		
s
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t

Short coat - Uttarakhand

100

100

100

0

u
		

Short coat with sleeves with
border (HP)

100

100

100

50

v
		

Short coat sleeveless with
border (HP)

100

100

100

50

g
		

Muffler - yak wool plain
with border

		

Socks

a

Socks pure wool plain

200

200

200

200

b

Socks pure wool (Lahouli design)

200

200

200

200

c

Socks angoora

100

100

100

50

		

Gloves

a

Gloves pure wool

50

50

50

50

b

Gloves angoora

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

100

100

100

100

		

Caps

a

Himachali cap

b

Knitted caps

		

Dress material

a

Suits Bagh print

300

300

300

300

b

Suits Maheswari

200

200

100

100

c

Dress material Mulberry Kantha

100

100

100

50

d

Dress material Cotton Kantha

100

100

100

100

e
		

Variety of Cotton dress set Odisha

100

100

100

100

f
Running material Tassar
			
			

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

g
Running material Cotton Woven
			
			

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

h
Runing material Woolen
			
			

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

As per
requirement

Home furnishing
a
		

Bed cover (block print
plus Tanka)

25

25

25

0

b

Bed cover patch work

25

25

25

0

c
		

Bed cover patch work
plus tanka

25

25

25

0

d

Bed cover Banjara

10

10

10

10

e

Bed sheet block printed

100

100

100

50

f

Bed sheet bagh

100

100

100

100

		

Durries

a

Durry bagh print

100

100

100

0

b

Durry Tharu

100

100

100

0
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Table cloth

a
		
		
		

Dining table cover/ single
bedsheet r (block print plus
Tanka - all designs) Banjara/
RJ/MP

		
		

Cushion cover (12” 12),
(18” 18), (24” 24)

a
		

200

200

200

200

Cushion cover (block print
plus tanka)

50

50

50

0

b
		

Cushion cover patch work/
applique

50

50

50

0

c
		

Cushion cover embroided
cotton & silk

50

50

50

0

d

Cushion cover (weaving)/ Aagor

50

50

50

0

e

Cushion cover Toda

10

10

10

0

f

Cushion cover silk

50

50

50

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

50

20

20

20

10

Curtains Door /Window-Bagh print

100

100

100

0

b
		

Curtains Door/Window Block print - others

100

100

100

0

		

Accessories

a
		

Banjara pouches/purses/
coin purses

100

100

100

0

b
		

Banjara mobile case/
spectacle cases

100

100

100

100

c
		
		

Different types of bags/
purses/jholas/passport bag Sahaj(GJ &NE/Kumbaya/Toda)

100

100

100

50

d

Office Bags - banana fibre

100

100

100

0

e

Tea cosy covers - (NE/WB))

50

50

50

20

		

Runners

a
		

Runners NE, Patch work/
block print/Toda
Dining table mats

a
		

Dining table mat sets -patch
work/block print/ toda

		

Wall hangings

a
		
a

Wall hangings banjara/ patch work
Curtains Bagh
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PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

II

JEWELLERY

1

Dokra jewellery - Odhia

a

Necklaces different types

100

100

100

100

b

Earrings different types

100

100

100

100

c

Bracelets different types

50

50

50

50

d

Anklets different types

50

50

50

50

2

Bead Jewellery - MP/Gujarat

a

Necklaces

100

100

100

100

b

Earrings

100

100

100

100

c

Bracelets

50

50

100

100

d

Anklets

50

50

100

100

e

Hairband

50

50

100

100

f

Bangles

200

200

200

200

3

HP Jewellery

a

Thread necklace

100

100

100

100

b

Semi precious stone neckalaces - silver

50

50

25

0

c

Semi precious stone earrings - silver

100

100

100

100

d

Bead Necklaces with pendent

100

100

100

100

e

Bead necklaces without pendent

100

100

100

100

h

Lockets/pendents-semi precious -silver

50

50

50

0

4

Naga jewellery

a

Necklace Naga/Konyak

100

100

100

100

b

Cibi necklace

50

50

50

50

5

Bidri

a

Pendent

20

20

20

20

b

Earrings

20

20

20

20

c

Bangles

20

20

20

20

d

Finger rings

20

20

20

20
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6

Banjara jewellery

a

Ncecklaces

100

100

100

100

b

Earrings

100

100

100

100

c

Bracelets

50

50

50

50

7

Others

a

Necklace - grass

20

20

20

20

b

Necklace - bamboo

20

20

20

20

c

Earrings - grass

50

50

50

50

d

Earrings- bamboo

50

50

50

50

e
		

Terracotta jewllery set Earrings plus
necklas

100

100

100

100

f
		

Earrings of different typesMeenakari (RJ)

100

100

100

100

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

III

METAL

a
		
		
		

Souvenir products like bottle openers,
small nandi, tiny Ganeneshas, Lakshmi,
Musicians, Madia-Madin Heads & such
products range Rs.500.00 to Rs.1000.00

200

200

200

200

b
		
		
		

Souvenir products like bottle openers,
small nandi, tiny Ganeneshas, Lakshmi,
Musicians, Madia-Madin Heads & such
products upto Rs.500.00

300

300

300

300

c

Jali metal (3 X 3/ 4 X4/ 5 X7/4 X 15)

300

300

300

0

d

Jali animals

200

200

200

200

e

Tribal musicians/lady working

50

50

50

20

f

Lanterns (small & big)

50

50

50

10 (small)

g

Masks (small & big)

100

100

100

50 (small)

h

Todi

10

10

10

0

i

Buddha head & statue

50

50

25

10

j

Candle stand - all designs

50

25

25

10
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k

Key rings - all designs

100

100

100

200

l

Diyas

100

100

50

25

m

Pen stand

50

50

50

10

n

Door handle - all designs

100

100

100

25

o

Elephant - all designs/sizes

100

100

50

50

p

Musician pagadi

50

50

50

50

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
		

These are some examples and puchases be limited to price range
of 80% stock upto Rs.1000.00 & 20% other stock.

		
PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

IV

ORGANIC & NATURAL PRODUCTS

1

Honey (in different packing sizes)

a

MPMFP Federation

100

100

100

100

b

CGMFP Federation

100

100

100

100

c

Rajasthan

100

100

100

100

d

Uttarakhand

100

100

100

100

e

Nilgiri

50

50

50

50

f

GCC, Vizag

100

100

50

50

g

GSFDC

100

100

50

50

2

Tea
200 gms pkt 100 gms pkt 100 gms pkt
- 100

100 gms pkt

100 gms 100 gms pkt 100 gms pkt

100 gms pkt

a
Tea Nilgiri - black
			
b

Tea Nilgiri - green

c

Tea Darjeeling - black & green

3

Coffee powder - Nilgiri

a

Black pepper - 50 gms. - Nilgiri

b

200/100 gms 200/100 gms

200/100

200/100

200 gms-100

100

100

100

Green Cardamom - 50 gms - Nilgiri

200

200

200

200

c

Cloves - 50 gms.- Nilgiri

200

200

200

200

d

Cinnamom - Nilgiri - 50 gms

200

200

200

200
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4

Turmeric powder - NE(200/100 gms)

5

Soap

a

300

300

300

300

Soap - Aloevera

200

200

200

200

b

Soap - Turmeric

100

100

100

100

c

Soap - Neem

100

100

100

100

d

Handmade soaps sets

50

50

50

50

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

V

GIFT & ASSORTMENT

1

Hangings

a
		

Hanging parrot/ elephant etc.
1, 2, 3 line - Adivasi - Gj

100

100

100

100

b

Hanging 1,2,3 line Sahaj- Gj

200

200

200

200

c

Thoran different types(adivasi/Sahaj(Gj)

100

100

100

100

d

String bug /leaft- Sahaj (GJ)

100

100

100

100

e

Fridge magnets - butterfly etc. Sahaj (GJ)

200

200

200

200

f

Door line kodi - Adivasi Gj.

50

50

50

50

2

Wall hangings
bamboo painted hanging Sikkim of
different seizes

100

100

100

100

b

Dragon wood hanging

100

100

100

100

c

Lucky sign square

50

50

50

50

3

Key rings

a

Key rings moti (MP)- different types

100

100

200

200

b

Key rings fish (MP) & others assorted

50

50

100

100

c

Key rings - Sahaj (GJ)

50

50

100

100

4

Tibal dolls

a

Tribal dolls (MP)

20

20

20

20

b

Mitti toy small (RJ)

20

20

20

20

c

Mitti toy big (RJ)

20

20

20

20

d

Puppets (GJ/RJ) big&small

100

100

100

200

a
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5

File folders & Stationery

a

Satin/embrodiary file folder

600

600

300

300

b

Satin double fold  Sun file folder

200

200

200

200

c

File folder banana fibre

100

100

50

50

d

File folder NE - different types

200

200

100

100

e

File folder - other types

100

100

100

100

f

Office Bags(JKH/NE)

300

100

50

0

g

Rough pad different types - Sahaj (GJ)

50

50

50

50

h

Writing pads different types - Tara (MP)

50

50

50

50

as per
requierment

as per
requierment

as per
requierment

as per
requierment

i
Other variety of stationary items of
		
M/s Tara as per requierment
			
h

Book marks - palm leaf (small)

200

200

200

200

k

Book marks - palm leaf (big)

200

200

200

200

l

Palm leaf visiting cards pkt

100

100

100

100

7

Other items

a

Photo frames- all designs

100

100

100

100

b

Table mat sets different types(Sahaj/NE)

100

100

100

50

c

curtains door length grass(JH/WB)

100

100

100

0

d

Curtains window length grass (JH/WB)

100

100

100

0

e
		

Dinining mat & runner set - grass
(JH/WB/OR)

50

50

50

25

f
		

Table brooms & other decorative brooms
(MP/NE)

50

50

50

50

g

Kona mat (NE- MN)

50

50

50

0

h

Wind flute

300

300

300

100

i

Bee wax candles of different sizes

100

100

100

50

j

Tea costers set - (RJ/GJ)

25

25

25

50

k

Bamboo /cane hat (NE)

25

25

25

50

l
		

Jewellery box with marble tile-big/small
20
20
20
(RJ)				

m

Camel/Elephant/Frog- Shivam (RJ)

n
o

20small

100

100

100

50

Banana fibre jholas /sling bags/ pouches - (KR)

50

50

50

50

Basket grass(Tharu)

50

50

50

10
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PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

VI

TRIBAL PAINTINGS

1

Gond paintings

		
Gond paintings of different
100
100
100
		
sizes- unframed				
						
2

Pithora paintings

		
Pithora paintings of different
100
100
100
		
sizes- unframed				
						
3

		
		
6

50
(small
size)

Thanka paintings
Thanka paintings of different
sizes- unframed

25

25

25

Value addition

a
		

Gond paintings of different
sizes- framed

b
		

Pithora paintings of different
sizes- framed

c
		

Worli paintings of different
sizes- framed

d
		

Soura paintings of different
sizes- framed

e
		

Thanka paintings of different
sizes- framed

f

Metal jalli - framed (all sizes)

g

Palm leaf engreaving framed

h
		

50
(small
size)

Soura paintings

		
Soura paintings of different
100
100
100
		
sizes- unframed				
						
5

50
(small
size)

Worli paintings

		
Worli paintings of different
100
100
100
		
sizes- unframed				
						
4

50
(small
size)

As per requirement of RO

Palm leaf book marks big &
small - framed
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10

i

Wall hangings (all kinds) framed

j

Tribal painting on fabric

k
		

Tribal painting on products such as
table lamp, lamp stands, wooden boxes

		
PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

VII

TRIBAL POTTERY

1

Longpi Pottery

a

Tea kettles different shapes & sizes

50

50

50

0

b

Sugar pot

50

50

50

0

c

Milk pot

50

50

50

0

d

Flower pot

50

50

50

0

e

Jug/pitcher

50

50

50

0

f

Smoking pipe

50

50

50

50

g

Hookah

50

50

50

50

h

Beer mugs

50

50

50

50

i

Coffee mugs

50

50

50

50

j

Tea cup

50

50

50

50

k

Nut bowls

50

50

50

50

l

Cooking pot of different sizes

10

10

10

0

m

Tray /platter

10

10

10

0

2

Blue Pottery

a

Lantern - big & small

50

50

50

10 (small)

b

Bathroom set

20

20

20

0

c

Soap dishes

50

50

50

20

d

Salt & pepper shakers

50

50

50

50

e

Nut bowls

50

50

50

20

f

Door knobs

200

200

200

50
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PRODUCT MIX
		
FOR SHOPS
		
(SUGGESTED)
			
			
			
			

A+
category –
office
shop/godown

A category
shop

B category
shop

C Category
shop

		
Classification
All variety
All variety
70% stock
70% stock
		
of shops
of items
of items
less than
less than
				
with Rs. 5,000.00
Rs. 2,500.00
				 concentration with balance
Sp Balance,
				 on high value representative representative
				
items stock of high
of high value
					
value items
items
Sl.
No.

Category of items

VIII

CANE & BAMBOO

a
		

Bamboo sofa set (3+2+table)
- different designers(NE)

b
		

Bamboo chairs (different designs)
(NE)

c

Bamboo mooda

d

Laundry basket

e

Bamboo/ Cane hangers

All furniture as per requirement of RO

10

10

10

0

100

100

100

0

f
		

Bamboo & cane baskets of
different sizes(NE)

50

50

50

0

g
		

Bamboo boxes of
different sizes - (CG/ JHK/WB)

50

50

50

10

Bamboo trays different sizes (NE)

50

50

50

10

h
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LIST OF TRIBES INDIA OUTLETS,
CONSIGNMENT COUNTERS AND FRANCHISES CATEGORISATION
Sl. No.

Outlets/ Regional Office

(A)

OWN OUTLETS

		

City

Bhopal - RO Office-cum-Shop/Godown

Category
A+

1

Tribes India, Metro Walk

Bhopal

A

2

Tribes India, GTB Complex,

Bhopal

A

3

Tribes India . Mrignayani, Indore

Indore

A

4

Tribes India, Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan

Bhopal

		

Delhi - RO Office-cum-Shop/Godown

5

Tribes India , Baba Kharak Singh Marg,

New Delhi

B

6

Tribes India , Dilli Haat, INA

New Delhi

C

7

Tribes India , Mahadev Road,

New Delhi

D

		

A+

Bangalore - RO office-cum-Shop/Godown

A+

8

Tribes India. GPO, Kochi

Kochi

C

9

Tribes India, BDA Complex

Bangalore

A

10

Tribes India, Kanyakumari

Kanyakumari

C

11

Tribes India, TNAU

Coimbatore

C

12

Tribes India, Chennai

Chennai

B

13

Tribes India, Rameshwaram

Rameshwaram

		

Gangtok - RO Office-cum-shop/godown

A+

14

Tribes India, Hayden Hall

Darjeeling

C

15

Tribes India, Kanchanjunga Complex

Gangtok

C

Guwahati

B

		
16
		

Guwahati
Tribes India, Shilpgram
Chandigarh - RO office-cum-shop/godown

A+

17

Tribes India, Chandertal,

Manali

A

18

Tribes India Chail Palace

Kullu

C

		

Ranchi - RO office-cum-shop/godown

A+

19

Tribes India, Ashok Nagar, Ranchi

Ranchi

20

Tribes India, Sainik Market

Ranchi

		
21

Hyderabad - RO office-cum-shop/godown
Tribes India, Visakhapatnam

A+
Visakhapatnam

Ahmedabad - RO office-cum-Shop/godown
22
		
23

Tribes India, Ahmedabad Haat

A

B
A+

Ahmedabad

Jaipur - RO office-cum-shop/godown

C
A+

Tribes India, Rajasthali Jaipur

Jaipur
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A

24

Tribes India, Ambar Fort, Jaipur

Jaipur

25

Tribes India, Airport, Jaipur

Jaipur

		

Dehradun - RO office-cum-shop/godown

A+

26

Tribes India Rajpur Road,

Dehradun

A

27

Tribes India, Kurli Post Office

Mussorrie

C

28

Tribes India, Allahabad

Allahabad

A

29

Tribes India, Lakshman Jhula

Rishikesh

C

30

Tribes India, Talital Post Office

Nainital

C

		

Mumbai - RO office-cum-shop/godown

31

Tribes India, Kamdhenu , Pune

32

Trifed RO shop, New Panvel

		

A+
Pune

Bhubaneswar - RO office-cum-shop/godown

A
A+

33

Tribes India, Ekamra Haat

Bhubaneswar

B

34

Tribes India, Rourkela

Rourkela

B

		

Jagdalpur - RO Office

35

Tribes India, Jagdalpur

Jagdalpur

36

Tribes India, Raipur

Raipur

(B)

CONSIGNMENT OUTLET

1

Pulkhari Emporium

2

© Chandigarh

Chandigarh

C

Priyadarshani ©

Puri

C

3

GPO, Ranchi ©

Ranchi

C

4

Jharcraft ©

Ranchi

5

Jharcraft ©

Mumbai

C

6

Phulkari Emporium © Patiala

Patiala

C

7

Phulkari Emporium © Amritsar

Amritsar

C

8

HP Emporium ©

Shimla

C

9

Mini Purbashree ©

Guwahati

B

10

Poompuhar ©

Chennai

B

11

Poompuhar ©

Coimbatore

C

12

Poompuhar ©

Trichy

13

Poompuhar ©

Tanjavur

14

Sagarika Emporium ©

Port Blair

C

15

Cauvery Emporium ©, MG Road

Bangalore

C

16

Cauvery Emporium ©, Jayanagar

Bangalore

17

Cauvery Emporium ©, Mysore

Mysore

18

Jungle Lodge & Resort

Bangalore

19

Himadri Emporium ©

Dehradun

C

20

Himadri Emporium © Uttarkashi

Dehradun

C

21

Shabri Emporium, Chhattigarh Haat

Raipur

C

22

Shabri Emporium

Bhilai

C

23

Shabri Emporium

Jagdalpur

C
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24

Shabri Emporium

Ambikapur

C

25

Shabri Emporium

Bilaspur

C

26

Shabri Emporium

Rajnandgaon

C

27

Sanjeevani

Jagdalpur

28

Sanjeevani

Kanker

29

Sanjeevani

Raipur

30

Sanjeevani

Durg

31

Sanjeevani

Bilaspur

32

Sanjeevani

Ambikapur

33

Kerala State Coir Corporation

Amedabad

(C)

Franchisee outlets

1

M/s. Seemanth Gramodyog Sansthan

Uttarkashi

2

M/s Rural India Craft

Dehradun

3

Kusum Emporium

Ranchi

4

Bihar Emporium

Patna

5

Kalamandir Saksham SHG Federation

Jamshedpur

6

Vikas Mahila Swawlamban Nyas

Ranchi

7

Leather Craft

Ramgarh Cantt.

8

M/s Angel Distributor

Delhi

9

Chhotanagpur Craft

Ranchi

10

Nagaki

Guwahati

11

North East Weaves

Guwahati

12

Smt. Urmila Sharma, Jaipur

Rajasthan

13

Shri Krishan Awatar Saini, Mandawa

Rajasthan

14

M/s. Kalava Arts & Crafts Private Limited, Udaipur

Rajasthan

15

Sadhna, Udaipur

Rajasthan

16

MELANGE

Bhopal

17

Bansi EmporiumSanjivani Parisar

Bhopal

18

MSCTDCC Nasik

Nasik

Categorisation of outlets into A+, A, B & C grade for product mix
A+
A
B		
C		

shall have all variety of items for sale and exhibition
all variety of items with concentration of high value items
75% stocks less than Rs.5000.00 MRP with balance representatives stocks of high value items
70% stocks less than Rs.2500.00 MRP and balance representatives stocks of high value items
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Appendix VIII

FORMAT FOR OPENING OF NEW SHOP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A

Name of the building
Address
Is it a separate shop or a part of the bigger building/Mall
If part of the bigger building give detail about the building
Area of the shop proposed to be taken for hiring
Security of the shop is it possible to lock the shop by TRIFED and
what are the arrangements of security.
Owner of the shop and his detail
Description about the location of the shop and how it is suitable for opening
shop for handicraft
Give three year projections of
Direct Costs other than salary component ( However if a temporary employee is
proposed to be hired that the expenses are to be shown under this category)

S.NO DESCRIPTION OF THE COST
MONTHLY
		
(all costs directly attributable 		
		
to sale operations should be taken)		

B

Projection of sale during next three year

C

Number of employees proposed to be posted at the shop

CUMULATIVE
DURING 12 MONTH
PERIOD

(NOTE: for the purpose of profitability margin may be taken as 25% of the sale and it has to be ensured
that all direct cost should be recovered from the margin.)

10

Feasibility

S.NO
Year
Cost
				

Margin (25% of sale
mentioned at 7c above)

Profit / Loss

				
9

Any other detail

10

RECOMMENDATION alongwith justification

MEMBER 1

MEMBER 2		REGIONAL MANAGER
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Appendix IX

GUIDELINES FOR OPENING OF FRANCHISEE OUTLETS
1.

Under this expansion model, any individual, Partnership, Cooperative/ Companies/
Firms/ Organisations etc. could be empanelled as Franchisee for Tribes India for
selling our tribal products.

2.

The basic criteria for such individual/ Partnership/ Cooperative/ Companies/
Firms/ Organisations etc. for empanelment as franchisee to Tribes India are as
under:
•

•
•

•

•

3.

The party must be a registered entity under the provisions of any act of
Govt. of India / State Govt. as an organisation dealing with handicrafts/
handlooms/ natural products/ textile/ paintings/ pottery/ cane & bamboo/
jewellery etc as traders/ sellers/ producers/ manufacture/ Commission
Agent/dealers/stockiest/Brokers etc.
The party must have a sales premise of about 150 sq. ft.
Interested parties shall have to pay minimum Rs. 1.00 lakhs as interest
free security deposit, which shall be refundable after expiry of the period
of franchise. The security deposit shall be submitted in form of demand
draft, bankers cheque or bank guarantee. However, the security deposit
is not required to be submitted in case of Government Organisations, The
stock supply shall be limited to the amount of security deposit which can
be enhanced against equivalent additional payment.
The interested parties must have a valid GST, PAN and bank account.
Applicant has to deposit 5-6 photographs of premise, copies of pan card,
5 passport size photograph of authorized representative, identity proof,
address proof, copy of sales registration, GST, ownership or rent deed of its
premise, aadhar card etc. must be attached with the application form.
Franchisee is required to obtain GSTN No. wherever their annual turnover
is expected to exceed Rs.20 lakhs in a financial year. The party have to
apply for GSTN registration within one month from the date of exceeding
turnover of Rs. 20 lakhs. GSTN no. of franchisee is not required if their
turnover is below Rs. 20 lakhs.

Procedure for assigning of franchisee:
•

Respective TRIFED Regional Office shall invite expression of interest from
interested organisation satisfying the basic eligibility criteria of becoming
franchisee of ‘Tribes India’ through local newspaper advertisements and
other effective publicity mode including one-to-one business meetings.
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•

•

4.

The interested parties fulfilling the aforesaid basic criteria, can be assigned
as franchisee to Tribes India. The initial period of franchise shall be for one
year. However, the franchise may be extended by the respective Regional
Manager of TRIFED depending upon performance of franchisee.
An agreement shall be executed between the respective Regional Manager
of TRIFED and the eligible franchisee, as per the laid standard terms &
conditions, before operationalization of the franchise arrangement with
the party. The respective Regional Manager of TRIFED is authorized to
execute the agreement on behalf of TRIFED with authorized representative
of party.

Terms & Conditions:
•
•

The location of franchisee outlet could be preferably in urban areas having
good sales prospects.
The category-wise commission on products payable to franchisee shall be
as follows:

		 Sl. No.
Product Category
			

Commission payable to
Franchisee (%)

		 1

Metal Craft

25

		2

Textile

25

		 3

Cane & Bamboo

20

		 4

Tribal Painting

25

		 5

Tribal Jewellery

20

		 6

Pottery & Terracotta

20

		 7

Gift & Assortments

20

		 8

Food & Natural Products

10

•

•

•
•

The aforesaid commissions shall be payable on net sale value by ‘TRIFED’
which will be deducted by franchisee while remitting the sales proceeds to
TRIFED. In case TRIFED allows any discount then the commission shall be
calculated on discounted price.
The Franchise shall sell the products of TRIFED in the brand name of Tribes
India from their Sales Outlets with their manpower and other resources.
However, Franchises shall have liberty to decide the selling price of the
products of TRIFED sold through Franchise outlets and may sell at their
price tags, which will not be less than MRPs of TRIFED. The Franchise shall
be free to decide their selling prices and also to offer discounts as per their
choice.
Sales proceeds shall be remitted once in a month by franchisee within 10
days from the last day of the preceding month of sales to “TRIFED”.
The franchisees have to submit security deposit (in form of demand draft,
bankers cheque or bank guarantee) of minimum Rs.1.00 Lakhs (Rupees
one lakhs) in favour of TRIFED towards the security of the stocks from
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

a nationalized Bank before executing the agreement with the respective
Regional Manager of TRIFED.
Under this model, franchisee shall submit the indents for the stocks in
advance on monthly basis. The indents placed once will not be cancelled.
However, quantity of the indents can be increased or decreased to the
extent of 20%.
Based on the indent of franchisee to its TRIFED Regional Office, the
respective Regional Office of TRIFED shall get the stocks delivered at the
franchisee premise within its area of jurisdiction. The stock supply shall be
limited to the amount of security deposit which can be enhanced against
equivalent advance additional payment.
The responsibility of TRIFED will cease once stocks are delivered to
franchisee and thereafter no claim will be entertained in respect of quality
or quantity of the stocks. TRIFED will insure goods for transit risks till the
destination (franchisee outlet).
Franchisee shall maintain the stock in good condition and ensure proper
display for maximizing the sales in its showroom. Franchisee shall take
responsibility for all risks and loss for the goods put up for sale in its
premise.
All the products supplied by TRIFED shall carry “Tribal Craft Mark” in form
of hologram/ label/ tag for its genuineness and authenticity.
Transportation cost, GST etc on the stock supplied to the franchisee shall
be borne by the TRIFED. Applicable GST/taxes on retail sales by franchisee
through its outlets shall be collected and remitted as applicable by
franchisee to the respective tax authority.
TRIFED Regional Office shall ensure replenishment of stocks after every 3-4
months, based on the requirements of the Franchisee and take back the
slow-moving stocks. The Franchise shall take proper care in handling tribal
products in its outlets. The stocks which is damaged, soiled and spoiled in
the Franchise Outlets shall not be taken back by TRIFED
The franchisee Outlet shall report the sales realized by them on daily basis
to the respective TRIFED Regional Office.
The respective Regional Manager shall have right to terminate the
arrangement by giving one month notice to franchisee and settle all
accounts within notice period.
The standard format for application form, draft agreement and bank
guarantee is enclosed.
In order to attract big Franchise and upscale sales through Franchisee, the
respective Regional Managers shall offer the following annual incentive on
annual sales achievement of Franchisee based on MRPs of TRIFED:
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Sl. No.

Sales Achievement in a
year (Rs in Lakhs)

		1

10-20

1

		 2

Above 20-30

2

		 3

Above 30-40

3

		 4

Above 40-50

4

		 5

Above 50

5

		

•

•

Incentive(%age) on
net sale realization to TRIFED

The Franchise shall be also offered old, non/slow moving stocks for sale
at discounted price or higher commission (i) upto purchase price plus 20%
for 2-3 year old stock and (ii) upto purchase price plus 10% for stocks more
than 3 year old (inclusive of Franchise commission)
The Franchise shall be offered user rights of Polaris Retail Inventory
Software on which TRIFED is maintaining its stocks by paying user fee as
per actual charges of Polaris, which is optional.
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STANDARD FORMAT - APPLICATION FORM
S.No.
01
		
		
02
		
		
		
03
04
		

Particulars

Description

Name & Address of the Respondent:
with Phone Nos, email id and Fax no.
a)   Registered Office
b) Showroom (s) Address
Nature of constitution of Respondent
(Whether individual, Partnership, firm or
company registered under Companies Act/
Societies Act/Cooperatives Act/Central/
State Govt Agency) Enclose certificate,
MOU, AOA, Partnership Deeds, etc.)
Date and Place of Incorporation:
Name and address of the proprietor /
partner / Director/ Head

05
Details of authorized signatory/nominated
		
representative for this franchise:
			
			

Name
Position

			

Telephone Direct

			

Telephone Mobile

			

Email Address

			

Mailing Address

06
07
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
08

Other place of business with full address
Details of Registrations
a) Sales tax
b) Income tax
c) GST
d) Income tax PAN number
e) Aadhar no.
Enclose the photocopies of the above
documents alongwith last year’s income tax
clearance certificate.
Date of commencement of business

09
Bank Account details:
			
			
			
			
			

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Account No.
Name:
Type of Account: Saving/Current
Bank Name:
Branch Address:
IFSC Code:

10
Sales Turnover during last financial year
		
(Please tick)
			
			
			

1.
2.
3.
4.

Less than 20 lakhs
21-50 lakhs
51-100 lakhs
Above 100 lakhs

11
12
		

Area of the proposed outlet premise (in sq. ft)
Number of sales person deployed at the
proposed outlet premises

13
Security Deposit details
1. Amount:
			
2. In form of demand draft/ bankers
				
cheque/ bank guarantee:
			
3. Dated:
			
4. Bank details:
14
Whether blacklisted by any of the Central or
		
State Government or Government Organisations
		
Agencies in past?
Yes/ No
15

Any other relevant information

Name of the Agency/Organisation/NGO/Firm (with Seal):		
Signature of AuthorisedSignatory
:
Name of the Authorised Signatory
:
Address:
Phone No.:
Fax No.
Date:
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STANDARD FORMAT - DRAFT AGREEMENT – FRANCHISEE
THIS AGREEMENT is made and executed at ……………………. on this ........ day of ............. (Two thousand ………………….)
BETWEEN
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………… hereinafter referred to as ‘Franchisee’ the party of the FIRST PART
AND
Tribal Co-operative Marketing Development Federation of India Ltd (TRIFED), a Multi State Cooperative Society
registered under the Multi State Cooperative Society Act 1984 with the Central Registrar of Cooperative Societies,
New Delhi having its Registered Office at NCUI Building, 2nd Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area, August Kranti Marg, New
Delhi-110016 represented by its Regional Manager, TRIFED, presently located at TRIFED Regional Office, ………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. hereinafter
referred to as “TRIFED” the party of the SECOND PART.
WHEREAS the party of the First Part is having its showroom dealing in …………………………………………………….. products at
their Showroom namely “…………………………………………………….”situated at …………………………………………………………………………
……………………………
AND WHEREAS, the party of the First Part “Franchisee” has approached TRIFED the party of the Second Part and
offered to sell tribal products of TRIFED on sale or return basis and TRIFED has agreed to deliver the stocks to the
“Franchisee” at ……………………………. and the Consignee has agreed to sell the same on commission basis on the
following terms and conditions:
1.

The Franchise will sell the products of TRIFED in the selling prices fixed by the Franchisee at its
showroom namely …….. The products will be sold with Tribes India brand tags with selling prices as
decided by the Franchisee, which will not be less than MRPs of TRIFED.

2.

The category-wise commission on products payable to “franchisee” shall be as follows:
Sl. No.

Product Category

1

Metal Craft

Commission payable to Franchisee (%)
25

2

Textile

25

3

Cane & Bamboo

20

4

Tribal Painting

25

5

Tribal Jewellery

20

6

Pottery & Terracotta

20

7

Gift & Assortments

20

8

Food & Natural Products

10

The aforesaid commissions shall be payable on net sale value by ‘TRIFED’ which will be deducted by
“franchisee” while remitting the sales proceeds to TRIFED. The commission payable to Franchisee shall be
based on MRPs of TRIFED. In case TRIFED allows any discount then the commission shall be calculated on
discounted price.
3.

Sales proceeds will be remitted once in a month by the “franchisee” within 10 days from the last day of the
preceding month of sales to “TRIFED”.

4.

The “franchisee” will maintain the stock in good condition and ensure proper display for maximizing the
sales in the showroom.

5.

The franchisee will submit the indents for the stocks in advance on monthly basis. The indents placed once
will not be cancelled. However, quantity of the indents can be increased or decreased to the extent of 20%.

6.

The responsibility of TRIFED will cease once stocks are delivered to franchisee and thereafter no claim will
be entertained in respect of quality or quantity of the stocks.

7.

The “franchisee” has submitted a security deposit in form of
……………………………………………… of
Rs…………………….. Lakh (Rupees …………………………… only) in favour of TRIFED towards the security of the
stocks from ………………………………. Bank located in ………………………………………….. in the prescribed format
forwarded by TRIFED.

8.

TRIFED will supply stock of tribal products equivalent to the amount of security deposit i.e. Rs…….. Lakh
(Rupees ………….. only) at a given point of time, to the “franchisee” for sale through its outlets located in
………………………………...
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9.

In case of any default on the part of the said “franchisee” in respect of making payment of sales proceeds
to TRIFED as per the clause 3 and other terms and conditions of this agreement, the “franchisee” will be
considered in breach of terms and conditions in which case TRIFED shall reserve the right to invoke the
security deposit.

10.

Transportation cost, GST at the destination showroom will be borne by ‘TRIFED.

11.

Stocks will be transported on consignment basis by ‘TRIFED’ as stock transfer to the showroom of the
“franchisee” at …………………… and no tax liability is born by TRIFED on such stock transfer.

12.

Sales tax/GST on retail sales at the “franchisee” showroom will be remitted as applicable by the
“franchisee” to the Sales Tax authority and will be deducted from the sale proceeds of TRIFED.

13.

TDS as applicable on commission amount shall be charged by TRIFED from the “franchisee”. The amount of
TDS accrued shall be remitted to TRIFED along with the sale proceeds by 5th of following month.

14.

‘TRIFED’ will insure stocks put up for sale in the Showroom; ……………………………….. of the “franchisee” at
…………………………………..

15.

Unsold stocks after 6 months from the date of supply will be returned by “franchisee” at the cost of
‘TRIFED’.

16.

The “franchisee” will take responsibility for all risks for the goods put up for sale in the premises of the
franchisee’s Showroom.

17.

TRIFED ensures periodic replenishment, at least, once in a quarter with fresh stocks of fast moving varieties
and take back the slow and non-moving stocks.

18.

The Franchise agrees to take proper care in handling tribal products in its outlet. The stocks which is
damaged, soiled and spoiled in the Franchise Outlets shall not be taken back by TRIFED.

19.

A separate Sales/ Stock Register will be maintained by “franchisee” on daily basis. The Register and other
commuted records shall be made available to TRIFED, if so required.

20.

This arrangement shall be valid for a period of one year from the date of signing the agreement. However,
on review of performance by the Regional Manager, TRIFED, the agreement may be extended for further
period.

21.

The “franchisee” and TRIFED shall be at liberty to terminate the agreement with a notice of one months. In
case of termination of the agreement “franchisee” will remit all dues and balance stock within the notice
period of one month.

22.

All disputes or difference, whatsoever arising between the parties within or relating to the construction
/ meaning / operation / effect and /or dispute with regard to this agreement or the breach of contract
thereof shall be referred to the Arbitrator, appointed by the Managing Director, TRIFED and the award
made in pursuance thereof shall be binding on both the parties in accordance with the provisions of the
Arbitration & Conciliation Act 1996 at New Delhi.

23.

This Agreement is subject to ………………… jurisdiction and only Court of competent jurisdiction at
………………………shall have exclusive jurisdiction in regard to the matter under the Arbitration and Conciliation
Act, 1996. The parties hereto agree and confer jurisdiction to ………………………. Courts in the event of any
unresolved dispute and that no other court shall have jurisdiction in this regard to any matter under this
agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties herein have set and subscribed their names and signatures to this
Agreement on the day, month and year first above mentioned in the presence of the following witnesses.

For and on behalf of ‘TRIFED’				
					

WITNESSES:
1.

2.
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For and on behalf of the
“franchisee”

STANDARD FORMAT – DRAFT BANK GUARANTEE
(TO BE STAMPED AS AN AGREEMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STAMP ACT IN FORCE)

To
Regional Manager
TRIFED
Regional Office
Address:
BANK GUARANTEE NO		
ISSUE DATE			
AMOUNT OF GUARANTEE		
GUARANTEE COVER FROM		
LAST DATE OF LOGDEMENT OF CLAIM		

:
:
:
:
:

……………………………………
…………………………………..
………………………………….
…………………………………….
…………………………. TO ………..…………..............

THIS DEED OF BANK GUARANTEE made this…………………day of…………………between the Bank of …………..(hereinafter
called “the Bank” ) of the one part, and Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India Ltd. (TRIFED)
(hereinafter called “ the Federation” ) of the other part;
WHEREAS …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………. has approached the Federation for sale of TRIFED’s products on franchise basis through their
“……………………………………………” Shop being run by her at …………………………………………………………………………. in accordance
with the arrangement made under the Agreement executed on …………………between the Federation and ……………………
…………………………………………………………………..
WHEREAS to safeguard the interest of the Federation against any claim that may arise against the stocks supplied by
the Federation to …………………………………………………………………………. and the sale proceeds of the stocks, the Bank at the
request of the …………………………………………………………….. has agreed to issue this Bank guarantee on her behalf.
NOW THIS DEED WITNESSES as follows:
1.

That in consideration of having issued the stocks by the Federation for franchise to …………………………………….
, the Bank as also its successors and assigns, do hereby bind itself unconditionally and irrevocably that
in the event of any default or failure on the part of the ……………………………………………………………………..
to observe all or any of the terms and conditions of the arrangement made for franchisee, the Bank
shall on first demand by the Federation without protest, demur, or proof and without reference to
…………………………………………………………………….. and irrespective of and notwithstanding any contestation
by ……………………………………………………………… or the existence of any dispute, whatsoever between the
Federation and …………………………………………………………………. pay forthwith to the Federation or its successors
and assigns any sum up to Rs…………………… Lakh (Rupees ……………………….. only) that the Federation demands.

2.

That the Bank further agrees that this guarantee shall constitute an independent and autonomous contract
between the Bank and the Federation and shall not in any way be affected by any dispute or difference
between Federation and the aforesaid ………………………………………………………………………..

3.

That finally, the Bank confirms that on presentation of a mere letter from the   Federation under the
signature of its Authorized Signatory asking to the Bank to pay the amount of Bank Guarantee, the Bank
undertakes to pay the said amount without any objection or protest.

4.

That notwithstanding anything contained herein above the Bank’s liability under the bank guarantee shall
not exceed Rs………………………. (Rupees …………………….. only).

5.

That this Bank Guarantee shall remain in force upto----/------/2018 and all claims/demand hereunder
should be received by the Bank on or before -----/-----/2018 and unless such claim is received in writing on
or before the said day i.e. -----/-----/2018 all the rights under this guarantee shall be forfeited and we shall
be released and discharged from our all liabilities there under.

This Bank Guarantee deed must be returned to us i.e. issuing bank upon expiration of the period of guarantee.
EXECUTED THIS ………………………………. DAY OF …………………….201....

						
						
						
						
Witness:
1……………………………………………..
2………………………………………………
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Signature:
Name with Designation:
(in Block Letters )
Address of Bank

Appendix X

STANDARD AGREEMENT APPLICABLE ONLY
FOR OPENING OF CONSIGNMENT OUTLETS
THIS AGREEMENT is made and executed at ………….. on this ……….. day of ............(Two thousand .....................)
BETWEEN
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..
hereinafter referred to as ‘………………………….. the party of the FIRST PART
AND
Tribal Co-operative Marketing Development Federation of India Ltd (TRIFED), a Multi State Cooperative Society
registered under the Multi State Cooperative Society Act 1984 with the Central Registrar of Cooperative Societies,
New Delhi having its Registered Office at NCUI Building, 2nd Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area, August Kranti Marg, New
Delhi-110016 hereinafter referred to as “TRIFED” the party of the SECOND PART.
WHEREAS the party of the First Part is having its showroom for marketing of handicraft and handloom products at
their Showroom namely “………………………………..”situated at different cities of …………………………….., present list of
…………………………….. showrooms is given at Annexure-I of this agreement.
WHEREAS the party of the Second Part is also having its showrooms for marketing of Tribal Handicrafts, Handloom
and Natural / Organic products at their Showroom namely “TRIBES INDIA” situated at New Delhi and other cities
across the Country, present list of “TRIBES INDIA” showrooms is given at Annexure - II of this agreement.
Where ever, TRIFED offers its products on sale in the showroom of ………………………………., then TRIFED shall act as
consigner and later as consignee. Similarly, where ever, ………………………………………, offers its products on sale in the
showroom of TRIFED, then …………………………….. shall act as consigner and later as consignee.
WHEREAS, both the parties have agreed to sell each other’s tribal products on sale and return basis at their
showrooms namely “……………………………….”, located as per list enclosed at Annexure - I and “TRIBES INDIA”,
located as per list enclosed at Annexure - II, respectively, on commission basis on the following terms and
conditions:
1.

The consignee will sell the products of consigner on the Maximum Retail Price fixed by consigner at its
showroom namely “……………………………………………….”

2.

Towards the aforesaid arrangement, 20% commission shall be payable on actual sales on invoice price by the
consigner to consignee, which will be deducted while remitting the sales proceeds to consigner. In case any
discount is allowed by the consigner then the 20% commission shall be calculated on discounted price.

3.

Sales proceeds will be remitted once in a month by the consignee to consigner within 10 days from the last
day of the preceding month of sales.

4.

The consignee will maintain the stock of consigner in good condition and ensure proper display for
maximizing the sales in their showroom.

5.

The consignee will submit the indents for the stocks to consigner in advance on monthly basis. The indents
placed once will not be cancelled. However, quantity of the indents can be increased or decreased to the
extent of 20%.

6.

The responsibility of consigner will cease once stocks are delivered to consignee and thereafter no claim
will be entertained in respect of quality or quantity of the stocks.

7.

Transportation cost, GST at the destination showroom will be borne by consigner.

8.

Stocks will be transported on consignment basis by ‘consigner’ as stock transfer to the showroom of the
“consignee” at “……………………………………. AND TRIBES INDIA” No tax liability is borne by consigner on such
stock transfer.

9.

GST on retail sales at the “consignee” showroom will be remitted as applicable by the “consignee” to the
Sales Tax authority and will be deducted from the sale proceeds of consigner.

10.

TDS as applicable on commission amount shall be charged by consigner from the “consignee”. The amount
of TDS accrued shall be remitted to consigner by the consignee along with the sale proceeds by 5th of
following month.

11.

Unsold stocks after 6 months from the date of supply will be returned by consignee to consigner.

12.

The “consignee” will take responsibility for all risks for the goods put up for sale in the premises of their
Showroom.
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13.

Consigner ensures periodic replenishment, at least, once in a quarter with fresh stocks of fast moving
varieties and take back the slow and non-moving stocks.

14.

The “consignee” agrees to take every care to minimize the damages while handling the sale of Tribal
Products in their showrooms.

15.

A separate Sales/ Stock Register will be maintained by “consignee” on daily basis. The Register and other
commuted records shall be made available to consigner, if so required.

16.

This arrangement shall be valid for a period of one year from the date of signing the agreement. However,
on review of performance by both the parties, the agreement may be mutually extended for further period.

17.

The “…………………………………………………” and TRIFED shall be at liberty to terminate the agreement with a
notice of one months. In case of termination of the agreement “consignee” will remit all dues and balance
stock within the notice period of one month.

18.

All disputes or difference, whatsoever arising between the parties within or relating to the construction
/ meaning / operation / effect and /or dispute with regard to this agreement or the breach of contract
thereof shall be referred to the Arbitrator, appointed by the Managing Director, TRIFED and the award
made in pursuance thereof shall be binding on both the parties in accordance with the provisions of the
Arbitration & Conciliation Act 1996 at Chhattisgarh.

19.

This Agreement is subject to ……………………………….. jurisdiction and only Court of competent jurisdiction at
……………………………………shall have exclusive jurisdiction in regard to the matter under the Arbitration and
Conciliation Act, 1996. The parties hereto agree and confer jurisdiction to ……………………………….. Courts
in the event of any unresolved dispute and that no other court shall have jurisdiction in this regard to any
matter under this agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties herein have set and subscribed their names and signatures to this
Agreement on the day, month and year first above mentioned in the presence of the following witnesses.

(…………………………)

(…………………………….)

Regional Manager, TRIFED, …………….

……………………………………………………………

For and on behalf of ‘TRIFED’

For and on behalf of the “…………………… ”

WITNESSES:
1. 			

1.

2. 			

2.
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Appendix XI

STANDARD AGREEMENT APPLICABLE ONLY FOR
OPENING OF OWN TRIBES INDIA OUTLETS TO BE RUN
BY TRIFED ON REVENUE SHARING BASIS
THIS AGREEMENT is made at …………………on this …………….day of …………. 2017 between Tribal Co-operative Marketing
Development Federation of India Ltd (TRIFED), a multi State Cooperative Society registered under the Multi State
Cooperative Societies Act, 1984 with the Central Registrar of Cooperative Societies, New Delhi, having its registered
Office at NCUI Building, Second Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area, August Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110016 and a Regional
Office at ……………………………………………………………………………………………………. represented by its Regional Manager, TRIFED,
……………………………. herein after referred to as “TRIFED” and party of ONE PART.
AND
……………………………………………………………………………, having its registered office at ……………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………… represented by its …………………………………………………………. herein
after referred to as “……………….” and party of the SECOND PART.
WHEREAS the party of the second part is having its …………………. at ………………… and having showroom space and
agreed to offer the space to the first party  to market the  products of the first party on terms & conditions mutually
agreed between the parties hereto as under.
1.

THAT the agreement shall remain valid for a period of …….. years from the date of execution of this
agreement and it may be extended for further period(s) as may be mutually agreed upon by both the
parties.

2.

That TRIFED will be allowed to establish its Tribes India Showroom and sell ”Tribal products” (hereinafter
called as the “Said Products”) from the Showroom space admeasuring ……… Sq. Feet as allotted by
…………………. at its ………………………………………………….

3.

That TRIFED agrees to pay 15% of the Sales Commission on the actual sales( i.e. the net sale realisation
after deduction of tax, discount if any) to the ………………….. on monthly/quarterly basis. The amount of
Sales Commission as agreed above shall be paid in shape of an account payee cheque drawn in favour of
the ………………………. or through RTGS subject to Tax Deduction at Source (TDS) as per the provisions of the
Income Tax Act, 1961 and the rules made there under.

4.

That a separate Sale Register shall be maintained by the TRIFED on daily basis and a copy of the same shall
be provided to the ……………… at the end of each month/quarter. This should be basis for calculation of sales
commission to be paid to …………...

5.

That TRIFED shall be liable for payment of GST and other taxes if any directly to the concerned departments
and the ………………. shall not be responsible for payment of these taxes and liabilities.

6.

That TRIFED shall ensure safe custody of its stock and shall arrange for insurance of their goods stored and
put up for sale in the said premises.

7.

That TRIFED shall bear all expenses towards its employee, interior, furnishing of its Showroom and
maintenance charges including electricity and water charges on actual consumption basis.

8.

That TRIFED will not sublet the premises or any part thereof.

9.

That TRIFED will be entitled to install fixtures and fittings in the premises, if required and the ………………
shall have no objection to the TRIFED on removal  of the said temporary fixtures and fittings upon expiry of
the agreement. The TRIFED also shall be entitled to put up its name board/s and / or neon signs as well as
display materials pertaining to its business.

10.

That …………………… will not be responsible for any loss, damages, theft and misappropriation of the stock/
equipments of the TRIFED.

11.

That terms of the instant agreement may be extended by mutual consent of both the parties. However,
both parties shall be at liberty to terminate this Agreement by giving three months prior written notice.

12.

All disputes or difference, whatsoever arising between the parties within or relating to the construction
/ meaning / operation / effect and /or dispute with regard to this agreement or the breach of contract
thereof shall be referred to an independent Arbitrator, appointed by the Managing Director, TRIFED and the
award made in pursuance thereof shall be binding on both the parties in accordance with the provisions of
the Arbitration & Conciliation Act 1996 at New Delhi.
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13.

This Agreement is subject to …………………. jurisdiction and only Court of competent jurisdiction at
………………….. shall have exclusive jurisdiction in regard to the matter under the Arbitration and Conciliation
Act, 1996. The parties hereto agree and confer jurisdiction to ……………………. Courts in the event of any
unresolved dispute and that no other court shall have jurisdiction in this regard to any matter under this
agreement.

INWITNESS WHEREOF, the parties herein set and subscribed their names and signatures to this
Agreement on the day, month and year first above mentioned in the presence of the following witness

…………………………………..
…………………………………
through its Authorized Representative
……………..		

Tribal Cooperative Marketing
Development Federation of
India Limited [TRIFED]
through its Authorized Representative TRIFED

Witnesses:
1.

____________________

1. __________________

2.

____________________

2. __________________
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Appendix XII

STANDARD MOU WITH SHIPYARDS AND PORTS FOR
FRANCHISE OUTLETS, BEAUTIFICATION WORK, SUPPLY
OF GIFTS/ SOUVENIRS ITEMS AND FOR PROVIDING SKILL
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR TRIBAL ARTISANS
AND MFP UNDER THEIR CSR INITIATIVES.
The MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is executed at …………………………, on this …….. day ……….. 201.
BETWEEN
................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................represented by
the Chairman &Managing Director (which term shall mean and include its Successors and Assignees in office) of a First
part;
AND
Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India Limited, New Delhi,represented by its Regional
Manager, TRIFED, presently located at TRIFED Regional Office, ...................................................................
........................ hereinafter referred to as “TRIFED” the party of the SECOND PART.
That, ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………The company was legally incorporated in the year ……………… and in the business of shipbuilding
operations since ……………….,
That, TRIFED is a National level organization under Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India, engaging in the
marketing development of tribal products including tribal craft items. The mandate of TRIFED is capacity enhancement
of the tribals, promotion of tribal products and creation of income generating opportunities. TRIFED is establishing a
chain of unique showrooms called TRIBES INDIA across the country.
That, .............. is interested to act as an franchisee of TRIFED and will display and sell the Tribes India Products
through the Super market run by the ..................................... Employees Cooperative Society at ..................
................................
That, TRIFED is interested to make all the employees of .......................... as “FRIENDS OF TRIBES”. A card for this
purpose shall be issued to the .....................employees. Through this card the employees shall be entitled to get a
discount of 20% on all items except Food & Organic items. The “Friend of Tribes” card holder however during prevailing
discounts shall be entitled to an additional 10% discount but not to exceeding 40% in any caseon the products at its
TRIBES INDIA showrooms across India.
That, TRIFED is interested to take up the work of beautification of the offices ,Guest houses of .................. through
tribal paintings & artifacts on a mutual agreed terms and conditions.
That,TRIFED is interested in arranging supply of gifts, souvenirs that are given to the dignitaries by ................ on
a mutually agreed terms & conditions..
....................... and TRIFED have decided to have collaboration in the areas of training of tribal artisans in the
manufacturing of tribal handicrafts and to support the tribal Self Help group in the collection,value addition & marketing
of Minor Forest produces.The products manufactured and collected by the tribal artisans through such training will be
marketed through tribes India outlets.
Now, it is agreed to have the following terms and conditions for the collaboration as mentioned in the Schedule A,
Schedule B, Schedule C and Schedule D as the part of MOU.
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SCHEDULE A
1. Establishment of franchisee showroom of TRIBES INDIA at …………. by …………..:
WHEREAS, ........... have agreed to sell tribal products of Tribes India on sale or return basis at their Super Market
located at ................ for a commission basis on the following terms and conditions:
(i)

The location of franchisee outlet is at ............................................... Initially, ................... has
agreed to keep tribal products worth of Rs .................... Lakhs at their sale counter at any given point
of time.

(ii)

The category-wise commission on products payable to …………. shall be as follows:
Sl. No.

Product Category

1

Metal Craft

Commission payable to Franchisee (%)
25

2

Textile

25

3

Cane & Bamboo

20

4

Tribal Painting

25

5

Tribal Jewellery

20

6

Pottery & Terracotta

20

7

Gift & Assortments

20

8

Food & Natural Products

10

The aforesaid commissions shall be payable on net sale value by ‘TRIFED’ which will be deducted by ………..
while remitting the sales proceeds to TRIFED. In case TRIFED allows any discount then the commission shall
be calculated on discounted price.
(iii)

The ………. shall sell the products on the MRP fixed by TRIFED in the brand name of Tribes India from their
sales outlet with their manpower and other resources.

(iv)

Sales proceeds shall be remitted once in a month by ................. within 10 days from the last day of the
preceding month of sales to “TRIFED”.

(v)

………. shall submit the indents for the stocks in advance on monthly basis. The indents placed once will not
be cancelled. However, quantity of the indents can be increased or decreased to the extent of 20%.

(vi)

Based on the indent of ….., TRIFED shall get the stocks delivered at the ……. premise.

(vii)

The responsibility of TRIFED will cease once stocks are delivered to …… and thereafter no claim will be
entertained in respect of quality or quantity of the stocks. TRIFED will insure goods for transit risks till the
destination (………. outlet).

(viii)

……. shall maintain the stock in good condition and ensure proper display for maximizing the sales in its
showroom. …………….. shall take responsibility for all risks and loss for the goods put up for sale in its
premise.

(ix)

All the products supplied by TRIFED shall carry “Tribal Craft Mark” in form of hologram/ label/ tag for its
genuineness and authenticity.

(x)

Transportation cost, GST etc on the stock supplied to the …………… shall be borne by the TRIFED. Applicable
GST/taxes on retail sales by …… through its outlets shall be collected and remitted as applicable by ……..to
the respective tax authority.

(xi)

TDS as applicable on commission amount shall be charged by TRIFED from the “..........”. The amount of
TDS accrued shall be remitted to TRIFED along with the sale proceeds by 5th of following month.

(xii)

TRIFED Regional Office ………………….   shall ensures periodic replenishment, based on the requirements
of ………. ……….. shall take all required steps to sell the slow moving stocks by offering discounts etc in
consultation with TRIFED. ……….. has to take every care to minimize the damages while handling the sale of
Tribal Products in its outlet. While the expired food & natural products shall not be taken back by TRIFED.

(xiii)

The ... Outlet shall report the sales realized by them on monthly   basis to the  TRIFED Regional Office
……….. A separate Sales/ Stock Register will be maintained by “…….” on daily basis. The Register and other
commuted records shall be made available to TRIFED, if so required.

(xiv)

The Franchisee agreement can be terminated by either parties by giving one month notice and ……….&
TRIFED will settle all accounts within notice period.
SCHEDULE B

2. WHEREAS, ………. have agreed to purchase its Gifts /souvenir from Tribes India from time to time on a mutuallyagreed
terms & conditions.…………. agrees to grant first right of refusal to TRIFED for procurement of gifts/souvenirs for its
guests or dignitaries.
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SCHEDULE C
3. WHEREAS, ……….  have agreed  to assign  TRIFED,  the work of beautification of the offices ,Guest houses of ………
through tribal paintings,  artifacts and motifs .The beautification shall be carried out through the Designer engaged
by TRIFED and will engage  the tribal artisans and their artifacts in the work. The beautification cost will be decided
mutually by TRIFED and ………..Towards this arrangement, ………… agrees to pay an administrative fee of 20% to the
total cost of the project undertaken through TRIFED.
SCHEDULE D
4. “Friends of Tribes” Membership card shall be issued to all employees of …………. The “ Friend of Tribes” card of
TRIFED shall entitles to get a discount of 20% on all items except Food & Organic items. The “Friend of Tribes”
card holder however during prevailing discounts shall be entitled to an additional 10% discount but not to exceeding
40% in any case on the products at its TRIBES INDIA showrooms across India.
SCHEDULE E
Organising of Skill Development Training Program for Tribals under CSR initiatives of ............::
5. Both, ………….. and TRIFED has agreed to collaborate in the areas of training of tribal artisans in the manufacturing
of tribal handicrafts and to support the tribal Self Help group in the collection,value addition & marketing of Minor
Forest products/produces.Appropriate marketing support to the products manufactured and collected by the tribal
artisans through such trainingsshall be provided by TRIFED.
6. …………………. and TRIFED agree that in case of any violation of any of the terms and conditions by a party, the nondefaulting party reserves the right to annul the MOU after issuing three months notice and on mutually agreeable
terms and in any event, either party is not liable to pay compensation to other party.
7. All disputes or differences whatsoever arising between the parties, out as relating to the construction, meaning
and operation or effect of any clause in this MOU or the breach thereof or on the execution of the programmes can
be mutually resolved by the Advisory Committee consisting of Managing Director, TRIFED and Chairman &Managing
Director,……………………………………..
8. This MOU is subject to ………………… jurisdiction and only Court of competent jurisdiction at ………………………shall have
exclusive jurisdiction in regard to the matter under the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. The parties hereto
agree and confer jurisdiction to ………………………. Courts in the event of any unresolved dispute and that no other
court shall have jurisdiction in this regard to any matter under this agreement.
9. The MOU shall be valid initially for a period of FIVE YEARS from the date of execution of this MOU and it may be
executed for further period(s) as may be mutually agreed upon by both the parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties herein have set and subscribed their names and signatures to this MOU on the
day, month and year first above mentioned in the presence of the following witnesses.

For and on behalf of ‘TRIFED’

For and on behalf of the ‘...............’

WITNESSES:
1.
2.
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Appendix XIII

GUIDELINES FOR ORGANISING AADISHILP MAHOTSAV
“Aadishilp Mahotsav” – a celebration of the tribal spirit of India in which tribal artisans
from across the country are invited to display and sell their products directly to
customers. It gives them an opportunity to interact with customers and get feedback
about their taste and preferences, which helps them in improving the design and
quality of the product accordingly.
In order to revamp the Retail Marketing Activity and scale up sale operations, in line
with the objective of TRIFED for providing marketing support to maximum number
of tribal artisans and also to enhance overall sales of tribal products, it has been
decided that all the Regional Offices will organize Aadishilp Mahotsav under their area
of jurisdiction, as per the following broad guidelines:
1.

Period of Event: Aadishilp Mahotsav shall be organized by the respective Regional
offices for minimum period of 10 days.

2.

Budget for Aadishilp Mahotsav: The Regional Managers are authorized to organize
Aadishilp Mahotsav within the total budget as allocated to respective Regional
Offices.

3.

Fund requisition: On submission of fund requisition by the host Regional Manager
in the enclosed format, fund shall be transferred to the Regional Office for
incurring expenses towards organising of Aadishilp Mahotsav in their jurisdiction.
For booking of venue, fund shall be transferred in advance as per requirement
and the balance fund shall be transferred 20 days prior to the commencement of
event.

4.

Sale targets: All out efforts have to be made by the ROs for maximising the
sales during such events. A sales target equivalent to the double amount of
budget allocation shall have to be achieved from each of the Aadishilp Mahotsav.
However, all efforts shall be made by the Regional Offices for increasing sales
beyond the assigned target. The stall-wise and artisan-wise sales achieved during
the Mahotsav shall be forwarded to Head Office on daily basis. Each Aadishilp
Mahotsav should generate a sales of Rs. 1 crore.

5.

Selection of Venue: The Regional Managers shall locate a suitable venue for
organizing the Aadishilp Mahotsav. The venue should be preferably popular to
ensure good footfall & publicity, centrally located and having basic amenities
and space for sufficient stalls for organizing Aadishilp Mahotsav. The booking of
venues shall have to be done in advance so that all subsequent actions regarding
organising the events could be done properly and in time.
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6.

Number of Stalls: A minimum of 50 Nos. of stalls are prescribed for organizing
Aadishilp Mahotsav. However, in case of Delhi, Mahotsav at Dilli Haat, INA, New
Delhi shall cover all stalls, to be allotted by the concerned Authorities.

7.

Nominations of participants: Host Regional Managers shall seek nominations
of our empanelled tribal artisans/suppliers from other Regional Offices well in
advance.
The host Regional Manager shall coordinate with other Regional Managers for
ensuring participation of sufficient numbers of empanelled artisans/suppliers in
the event. Each of the Regional Managers shall nominate minimum 4 empanelled
artisans/suppliers for each of the Aadishilps. However, in case for Aadishilp at
Delhi, each Regional Managers shall nominate minimum 15 empanelled artisans/
suppliers.

8.

Besides, the Regional Managers will also invite and nominate State handicraft/
handloom organisations, local TRIs, local TRIFED member organisations,
NSTFDC, Ajeevika etc for participation in Aadishilp Mahotsav. NSTFDC, DC
(Handicraft & Handloom) and Ajeevika counters will function in Aadishilps to
facilitate the activities/tribal artisans and integrate them with Tribes India.

9.

Publicity and Advertisement: The host Regional Manager shall make use of
appropriate advertisement and publicity measures so that the event is publicized
extensively in and around city/venue for increasing the footfalls and overall sales
during the event. The various publicity measures may include making use of
posters, banners, leaflets, standees, mobile vans, local TV Channels, stickers in
cars/ autos/ taxis/ walls, FM Radios, web based portals like youtube, facebook,
google, mobile messages etc. which would reach to the masses and create
sufficient impact to attract crowd and build brand image of Tribes India – TRIFED.

10.

Schedule of Event: The exact schedule of the event shall be finalized by the
concerned Regional Manager in coordination with other host Regional Offices and
be intimated to HO at the earliest.

11.

Cultural Component: Regional Managers shall arrange few tribal dance/music
troupes during the event for creating hype about the event in the city and
attracting footfalls at the venue. The same may be carried out in association
with Zonal cultural centres (Ministry of Culture), TRIs etc.

12.

Inauguration Ceremony: Regional Manager shall ensure that reputed
personalities/dignitaries are invited on inauguration and other days during the
event.
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13.

Allotment of Stalls:
13.1 The allotment of stall will be made by a Regional Office Level committee
whose decision will be final and binding.
13.2 Stalls shall be allotted to individual artisans, NGOs/Organizations and
artisans belonging to SHGs who are empanelled with TRIFED, tribal artisans
of State handicraft/handloom organisations, local TRIs, local TRIFED
member organisations, NSTFDC etc
13.3 Subletting of stall will not be permitted at any cost. If any artisan is found
indulging in such kind of act, his/her empanelment may be considered for
cancellation.
13.4 Each stall will be provided with sufficient display area for displaying their
tribal products which generally will comprise of one table, 2 chairs and if
necessary, additional lighting.
13.5 In case, the stalls are allotted or funded under various schemes of the
Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), all craft groups participating
in the Aadishilp Mahotsav must be registered with the Development
Commissioner (Handicrafts). A Copy of the Identity Card issued by the
Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) is required to be furnished before
the commencement of the event.
13.6 A copy of the Aadhar Card is required to be furnished before the
commencement of the event. In case of any default by the artisan, the
allotment of his/her stall shall be immediately cancelled and the artisans
shall be advised to vacate the stall.
13.7 Artisans will bring with them Certificates/Identity Cards/Aadhar Card,
Credentials etc to this effect and during inspection, the same shall be
required to be furnished. Artisans without IDs will not be permitted to
participate.

14.

Selection of stocks:
14.1 RMs will make a selection of products from the stock of the participating
artisan which the artisan proposes to bring for display and sale in the
exhibition. Quality products in attractive designs and colors may be
selected. This exercise should be undertaken well in advance. The list
showing name of product, quantity, price, and total value of approved/
selected items shall be provided by Artisans to TRIFED officials at the time
of allotment.
14.2 Only selected products made by the tribal artisan shall be displayed by the
tribal artisans. The allotment of stall during the Aadishilp Mahotsav will be
cancelled if any artisan is found selling products other than those selected.
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14.3 Besides sufficient stock, artisans should be advised to bring sufficient
packaging materials like paper bags (not plastic bags), a stamp pad,
scissors, tape, measuring tape & hangers etc.
14.4 Plastic bags are not allowed during the Aadishilp Mahotsav.
14.5 It will be the responsibility of artisans to safe guards their stocks. TRIFED
will not be responsible for any theft and pilferage during the event, if any.
15.

Issue of Entry Passes:
15.1 TRIFED will issue only 2 passes per stall. Each pass shall allow entry to one
person only. Therefore, RMs may ensure that only 2 artisans from each
group come for the Exhibition. TRIFED will not issue additional passes in
case of more than 2 persons.
15.2 Artisans must bring two passport size photographs, which will be pasted on
the entry pass issued by Regional Office/ Venue owner/Authorities.

16.

Accommodation and Travelling Allowance:
16.1

Travelling Allowance by 2nd class Sleeper train ticket or equivalent mode
(to & fro) from the place of residence to the city where Aadishilp Mahotsav
is organised will be reimbursed to the artisans on submission of original
tickets.

16.2 Transportation/cartage charges on actual basis towards transportation
of goods/stocks (to & fro) from the place of their residence to the city
where Aadishilp Mahotsav is organised will be reimbursed to artisans, on
submission of original bill/invoice subject to upper limit of Rs.1000/- per
group for one side.
16.3 Regional Office shall pay a lump sum amount of Rs. 600/- per artisan per day
(subject to maximum of 2 artisans per stall) to all tribal participants towards
their stay/ accommodation arrangement, food and local transportation,
applicable from one day prior to the commencement of Aadishilp (afternoon)
to one day after the conclusion of the event (morning).
17.

Booking of Sales and collection of GST/taxes:
17.1 Regional Office shall be collecting GST/tax as applicable from the artisans
on sale amount which will be deposited with the concerned authorities by
respective Regional Office.
17.2 The GST/tax as applicable on sale shall be deposited by the artisan to
TRIFED on daily basis. The artisans defaulting in payment of applicable
GST/tax will be asked to vacate the stalls and shall not be entitled for TA/
accommodation etc benefits. Also, Gate pass will not be issued for taking
out balance stock and their stocks will be taken into custody until payment
of relevant amount.
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17.3 Billing of goods shall be done by Regional Office in their bill books for all
the sales taking place during Aadishilp Mahotsav, for which RO will depute
staff for undertaking the same. Artisans will not be allowed to sell their
products without TRIFED bill.
17.4 All the artisans should be advised to make payment only to authorized
representative of Regional Office who will issue a receipt in case of all
payments received.
18.

Other Points:
18.1

Regional Office representative will visit each stall for taking daily sales
figures. Sales figures shall be provided by artisans to enable prepare a
sales trend and data. Any export/bulk order received by the artisan during
the course of Aadishilp Mahotsav shall be informed to Regional Office
representative.

18.2 On the closure of the Mahotsav, every artisan will properly handover tables/
chairs etc to the TRIFED representatives before leaving premises.
18.3 Artisans will shift their balance stock from the Stall and venue on the
closing day of the event.
18.4 Concerted efforts shall be made by respective Regional Managers to reduce
expenses wherever possible and spend only which are absolutely necessary.
18.5 All expenses for the Mahotsav shall be incurred by respective Regional
Managers by strictly following various provisions of GFRs.
18.6 The host Regional Manager to submit utilization certificate for the funds
transferred for organizing Aadishilp Mahotsav ensuring that un-spent
amount, if any, is returned back to Head Office within 15 days after
completion of event.
18.7 On conclusion of the event, a report is per format given in Annexure–E is
required to be submitted by the host Regional Manager.
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FUND REQUISITION FORMAT
NAME OF THE RO:							DATE:

A.

FUND REQUISITION FORMAT

Sl No
Particulars of expenses
Amount (Rs)
				

		

Total

		

Fund transferred by HO

		
		

Balance fund to be
transferred

Schedule for
fund transfer

B

Place of organising Aadishilp Mahotsav:

C

Schedule of the Event:		

D

Number of tribal artisans from each region expected to participate :

E

Number and details of State Organisations/Agencies invited:

F

Details of Cultural component:

G

Details of Publicity and Advertisement measures planned:

H

Expected Sale :		

I

Name of the dignitaries to be invited (on inauguration and other days):

J

Other information:		
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REPORT OF AADISHILP MAHAOTSAV			
						
Name of the RO:				

Date:

A

Exact venue of organising Aadishilp Mahotsav:		

B

Period:				

C

Fund utilized:				

Sl No
		

Particulars of
funds utilized

Amount
sanctioned (Rs)

Amount
utilized (Rs)

Remarks

Fund transferred by HO:
Balance fund to be
transferred back to HO:

D

Dignitaries invited (date-wise: inauguration day and other days):

E

Cultural Event details (date-wise performances held):		

F

No of tribal artisans/State Agencies participated and sale made by them:

Sl No
		
		
		
		

Name of
the tribal
artisans/State
Agencies
participated

Category of
State
products		

Sale
made (Rs)

G
Total sale made by TRIFED: (i) Sale made through artisans/state agencies:
			(ii) Sale made through TRIFED stall:
			(iii) Total sale made by TRIFED:
H

Photographs (15-20 nos) of the event to be enclosed.		

I

Details of Publicity and advertisement measures undertaken:
Sl No

Media

Cost

		

J

No of visitors visted the event:				

K

Any other relevant information:			
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Duration		

Appendix XIV

GUIDELINES FOR ORGANISING AADICHITRA MAHOTSAV
Exclusive exhibitions of tribal paintings by the name of “Aadichitra” are being
organised by TRIFED since last 8-9 years, in which TRIFED displays, promotes and sells
tribal paintings. The Aadichitra Events are mostly organised in Art Galleries which are
available in States, in which art demonstrations of tribal artists are also arranged.
In order to scale up operations, enhance sale of tribal paintings and to facilitate and
involve tribal artists in sale of paintings, the format of organising such Exhibition of
tribal paintings has been modified, in which participation of tribal artists for display
and sale of their paintings will form an integral part of the event. Besides increasing
overall sale of tribal paintings, the events will give the tribal artists an opportunity to
interact with customers and get feedback of market and preferences for adaptation
for improvement in their paintings accordingly. Accordingly, the Regional Managers
of TRIFED are authorised and delegated with powers to organise these Exhibitions of
tribal paintings as per the following revised guidelines:
1.

Name of the painting Exhibition: These exhibitions of tribal paintings will be
called “Aadichitra Mahotsav”.

2.

Selection of Art galleries/Exhibitions Halls/Venues:
The RMs are advised
to hire bigger Art galleries or the Exhibitions Halls, so that the tribal artisans to
be invited in the events can also be accommodated for demonstration, display
and sale of their paintings. The spaces should be centrally located in popular
places to ensure good footfall and having all basic amenities like walls should
be neat and clean, facility for hanging of paintings and proper arrangement for
lighting/focus lights, etc. RMs are authorised to hire such spaces for a maximum
limit of Rs.15,000/- per day. However, RMs shall make efforts to get such spaces
at least possible rentals from State Government Agencies. Since all Art galleries/
Exhibition Halls are generally booked in advance, RMs should ensure to do advance
booking of the venue.

3.

Period of Exhibition: The exhibition should be organised for a period of 7-10
days, while ensuring one or two weekends within a period of 10 days.

4.

Schedule of Exhibition: The exact schedule of the event shall be finalized by the
concerned Regional Manager in coordination with other Regional Offices, under
intimation to HO.

5.

Publicity and Advertisement: RMs have to undertake specific publicity measures
for promoting the event within the allocated budget, starting one month prior to
the event for sensitising and creating awareness among general public including
the art lovers. The various publicity measures would include posters, banners,
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leaflets, standees, mobile vans, local TV Channels, stickers on cars/autos/ walls,
sms/email messages, Radio jingles, web based portals like youtube, facebook,
google, etc. which should reach to the masses and create impact. For the
purpose, a budget (upper-limit) of Rs.1.00 lakhs per event has been allocated to
ROs for undertaking various publicity measures, which should be commensurate
with the expected sale during the event. In case, any of the RMs want to incur
more expenditure exceeding the allocated budget towards publicity measures
out of the Publicity and Advertisement budget, the particular RM may request
for the same with adequate justification which should commensurate with the
expected sale.
6.

Painting Bank: The tribal paintings which comprise of Gond paintings from
Madhya Pradesh; Warli painting from Maharashtra; Soura painting from Orissa;
Pithora paintings from Gujarat and any new form of tribal painting to be added
at any point of time. All the concerned Sourcing ROs at Bhopal, Mumbai,
Bhubaneswar and Ahmedabad will source the tribal paintings as per the guideline
at regular intervals of time, while ensuring that there is no shortage of stocks
at any point of time. The Sourcing ROs shall maintain a “Painting Bank” at their
respective ROs for their own Outlets as well as for supply to other ROs as per
their requirement for sale in Outlets and Aadichitra Mahotsavs. The Painting Bank
needs to have all paintings in different sizes on canvas/paper with tribal craft
mark and with details like the name of the art, name of artist, tribe, state,
story/theme of painting, price, etc. to be provided on the back of each painting.
Proper storage arrangement needs to be made for maintaining the Painting Bank
for ensuring that there is no deterioration/damage to paintings. Each painting
will be given a unique number for identification and tag.

7.

Indenting and maintaining stock of paintings by ROs:

8.

7.1

The RMs shall place timely indents for different category and sizes of
paintings on the Sourcing Offices. The ROs shall maintain of stock of
paintings at RO level of each form of paintings. As mentioned above, it shall
be ensured by all ROs that the paintings in different sizes on canvas/paper
with craft mark and with details like the name of the art, name of artist,
tribe, state, story/theme of painting, price, etc. are provided on the back
of each painting. These paintings shall be meant for sale in Outlets as well
as during Aadichitra Mahotsavs.

7.2

In both Outlets and Events, the RMs shall keep loose paintings without
frame as well, which some of the buyers may like to purchase. Further, the
ROs shall also keep an arrangement for undertaking framing of painting, as
per specific framing requirements of certain buyers.

Framing of paintings: The framing of the paintings should be carried out as
per HO letter no. TFD/HO/MD/09-10/233/502 dated 21.02.2012 circulated to
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ROs. However, it should be ensured that no glass are used for the paintings
to be displayed during the event, so as to avoid unnecessary breakage during
transportation and handling. Further, while undertaking framing of paintings,
the ROs shall ensure to give correct details of the paintings after framing. The
framing charges by ROs to be met from their allocated procurement budget and
should be shortlisted after a tender.
9.

Budget for the Event: The Regional Managers are authorized to organize
Aadichitra Mahotsav within the total budget as allocated to respective Regional
Offices as per Annexure-B.

10.

Fund requisition: The organising RO shall submit the fund requirement with
complete break-up and expected sale in format enclosed as Annexure-C and Head
Office shall transfer required funds to the Regional Office for incurring expenses
towards organising of the event in their jurisdiction. For booking of venue, fund
shall be transferred in advance as per requirement and the balance fund shall
be transferred 30 days prior to the commencement of event. All expenses on
organising the Aadichitra Mahotsav should commensurate with the expected sale.

11.

Nominations of participants:
11.1 Besides, displaying paintings sourced/indented by them, the organising
ROs shall seek nominations of empanelled tribal artists/painters from
the Sourcing ROs well in advance for their participation in the Aadichitra
Mahotsavs. Since RO, Bhopal is having maximum empanelled painters/artists
at present, RO, Bhopal shall nominate 10 Gond artists for each Aadichitra
Mahotsav; whereas, other ROs at Bhubaneswar, Mumbai and Ahmedabad
will nominate 5 tribal artists each for the events. The organising ROs
shall coordinate with the referred Sourcing ROs for ensuring participation
of required numbers of empanelled artists/painters in the events. The
Sourcing RMs shall ensure to depute the tribal artists on rotation basis, so
as to give chance to each and every artist/painter for participating in such
exhibition.
11.2 The organising RMs may also increase the number of artists/painters to be
invited by arranging their accommodation on dormitory basis provided the
same is within the allocated budget for travelling and accommodation. The
number of artists should be kept in mind while making the budget.
11.3 Each artists/painter will carry their Identity Cards (i.e., Aadhar Card, Voter
Card, etc), which will be required to be furnished by them during the event.

12.

Selection of stocks of artisans for the event: While deputing the artists/
painters for the events, the concerned Sourcing RMs shall advise their artisans to
participate with full preparation by taking best and adequate number of paintings
with them. The RMs may help the artists by advising them to give complete
details of paintings i.e., their name, tribe, story/theme, MRP etc on the back
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of each painting. They may be also advised not to carry glass framed paintings
to avoid unnecessary expenditure and breakage during transit. The tribal artist
shall only display and sell their own paintings during the events; and in case,
they are found to be selling paintings made by others, their allotment shall be
cancelled. Further, it will be the responsibility of artists/painters to safe guards
their stocks and TRIFED will not be responsible for any theft and pilferage (if any)
during the event.
13.

Accommodation and Travelling Allowance:
13.1 Travelling Allowance by 2nd class Sleeper train ticket or equivalent mode
(to & fro) from the place of residence to the city where Aadichitra Mahoutav
is organised will be reimbursed to the artists/painters on submission of
original tickets.
13.2 Regional Office shall either make stay/accommodation arrangement on
twin sharing/ dormitory basis or pay a lump sum amount of Rs. 600/per artisan per (subject to maximum of 2 artisans per stall) to all tribal
participants towards stay @ Rs.350/- per day, food @ Rs.150/- per day and
local transportation arrangement @ Rs.100/- per day, applicable from one
day prior to the commencement of Aadichitra Mahotsav (afternoon) to one
day after the conclusion of the event (morning).
The concerned organising RO will be at liberty to increase number of
painters to be invited, in case, RO can arrange to accommodate more artists
in dormitory within the allocated budget for travelling and accommodation
given at Point no.3a and 3b of Annexure-B.

14.

Sale targets: All out efforts have to be made by the ROs for maximising the sales
during such events. A sales target equivalent to the double amount of budget
allocation shall have to be achieved from each of the Aadichitra Mahotsav.
However, all efforts shall be made by the Regional Offices for increasing sales
beyond the assigned target. The artist-wise sales achieved during the Event shall
be forwarded to Head Office at the end of the event.

15.

Pricing of painting during Aadichitra Mahotsavs:
15.1 In order to promote and increase sale of tribal paintings, the RMs shall
be authorised to sell paintings at normal MRPs as per the pricing policy
in Aadichitra Mahotsav, except for A grade of paintings on which the RMs
will increase price by 50% for the event. The procedure to be adopted
for increasing prices for A category of paintings to be guided by HO letter
no.945 dated 20.11.2012.
15.2 The RMs will advise the artists/painters about the required mark-up to
be added to their paintings during Aadichitra Mahotsavs, which will help
them in getting fair price for their paintings and to commensurate with our
pricing of paintings.
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16.

Booking of Sales and collection of GST/taxes:
16.1 Billing of goods shall be done by Regional Office in their bill books for all
the sales taking place during Aadichitra Mahotsav, which will be carefully
monitored by the RO. The artists/painters will not be allowed to sell
paintings without TRIFED bill.
16.2 The artists/painters will collect GST as applicable on the sale price of
paintings from the customers and shall deposit the same with TRIFED on
the daily basis. All the artists/painters to be advised to make payment only
to authorized representative of Regional Office who will issue a receipt in
case of all payments received.
16.3 Sales figures shall be provided by artists/painters at the end of each day
to enable preparing sales data/trend. Any export/bulk order received by
the artist during the course of Event shall be informed to Regional Office
representative.

17.

The Regional Managers will also invite State handicraft/handloom organisations,
local TRIs, local TRIFED member organisations, NSTFDC, Ajeevika etc. for
participation in Aadichitra Mahotsav. NSTFDC, DC (Handicraft & Handloom) and
Ajeevika counters will function in Aadichitra Mahotsavs to facilitate the activities/
tribal artists and integrate them with Tribes India.

18.

Cultural Component: Each Event will have a cultural component, which will
be arranged through the Zonal Cultural Centres of the Ministry of Culture,
Government of India. This will create hype, promote the event and attract
footfalls at the venue.

19.

Inauguration Ceremony: Regional Manager shall ensure that reputed
personalities/dignitaries are invited on inauguration and other days during the
event.

20.

Issue of Entry Passes:
20.1 TRIFED will issue passes to each tribal artist/painter participating in
the event, for which the painters/artisans shall bring two passport size
photographs, which will be pasted on the entry pass issued by Regional
Office/ Venue owner/Authorities.
20.2 In case, the Aadichitra Mahotsav is funded under various schemes of the
Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), all painters/artists participating
in the Aadichitra Mahotsav have to be registered with the Development
Commissioner (Handicrafts) and in that case, a copy of the Identity Card
issued by the DC(Handicrafts) is required to be furnished by the artist/
painter before the commencement of the event.
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21.

Visitor Book: The RMs shall maintain a visitor book in all Aadichitra Mahotsavs
for taking feedback of the visitors coming to the event. The name and contact
number of persons visiting the event should be added to the customer database.

22.

Other Points:
22.1 On the closure of the Aadichitra Mahotsav, every artist/painter will properly
handover tables/ chairs etc to the TRIFED representatives before leaving
premises. The Artists will also take their balance stock of paintings from
the Venue on the closing day of the event.
22.2 Concerted efforts shall be made by respective Regional Managers to reduce
expenses wherever possible and spend only which are absolutely necessary.
22.3 All expenses for the Aadichitra Mahotsav shall be incurred by respective
Regional Managers by strictly following various provisions of GFRs.
22.4 The organising RO to submit utilization certificate for the funds transferred
for organizing Aadichitra Mahotsav ensuring that un-spent amount, if any,
is returned back to Head Office within 15 days after completion of event.
22.5 After completion of event, the organising RO shall submit a report on the
Aadichitra Mahotsav organised in the format enclosed as Annexure-D.
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Annexure B

Annexure C
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Annexure D
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Appendix XV

GUIDELINES FOR PARTICIPATION IN
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS
In order to explore the possibilities of show-casing and marketing of tribal products
abroad, TRIFED has been participating in International Exhibitions organized by
various Organizations in different countries from time to time. With a view to making
participation more focused and systematic, the following major guidelines are laid
down for the purpose:
1.

The participation in International Exhibitions should be part of Annual Action
plan of the Federation every year by spelling out the number of exhibitions to
be participated in alongwith the matching budget estimates to be duly approved
by the Board and General Body of TRIFED.

2.

Selection of Fairs/Exhibitions:

3.

2.1

The selection of exhibitions/fairs shall be made from the calendars of
Export Promotion Council For Handicrafts (EPCH) and India Trade Promotion
Organisation (ITPO), New Delhi etc.

2.2

Only those exhibitions/fairs may be selected for participation which focus
exclusively on handicraft, handloom, gift, novelty products etc. having
relevance to TRIFED’s product-line.

2.3

The selection process should be based on the response received in the earlier
participated exhibitions/fairs and information published in brochures of the
exhibition/event. Advice from the concerned Indian Embassy/Consulate
General regarding participation may also be taken, if required.

2.4

The selection process should also be informed by market intelligence on
potential/demand of products being marketed by TRIFED.

2.5

Preference should be given to exhibitions/ fairs which are in the B2C (
Business to Consumer) format where sale is allowed. However, TRIFED can
also participate in the fairs/ events which are in B2B ( Business to Business)
format where sale is not allowed but only bulk orders can be booked and/
or prospective buyers identified with whom business can be transacted in
future.

2.6

The economy of the particular country holding the event may also be taken
into consideration while making selection of exhibitions.

Frequency of participation: As a matter of policy, participation in a particular
exhibition/event may be considered for three years continuously in order to
establish presence in the market, provided the first participation had elicited
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encouraging response in terms of the demand generated and distinct possibilities
of selling TRIFED’s products in that market. If a particular exhibition has
consistently shown good results, then participation in such exhibition should
continue to get priority over others.
4.

Booth size: In case of B2B exhibitions where products are displayed for the
buyers and sale is not allowed, booth size of 9 square meters shall be sufficient.  
However, in the fairs/ exhibitions where sale is allowed, a bigger size stall may
be preferred for display and sale of products. However, stall size should not go
beyond 18 square meters in any case.

5.

Selection of products: The selection of products shall be made keeping in view
the market requirement and assessment especially for maiden participation and
the feedback received and lessons learnt from the previous participation in case
it is a repetitive participation. Selection of products will be made by a committee
of officers involving  Regional Manager, Delhi, Shop Manager, Mahadev Road,  New
Delhi and one representative from the Marketing Division, among others.

6.

Quantity of stock : In case of B2B (Business to Business) exhibitions/fairs, only
limited quantities of select products shall be taken for display. In case of B2C
(Business to Consumer) where sale is allowed, quantities shall be decided based
on the assessment of sales prospects, past experience and market demand.

7.

Shipment of products:To & fro shipment of products shall be made through
reputed Clearing & Forwarding agents. The assignment of shipment shall be
awarded through proper procedure as prescribed in the GFRs of Govt. of India.
The stock shall be dispatched from Central Warehouse, Pusa Road, New Delhi
after proper documentation in consultation with the Marketing Division of Head
Office and the nodal officer nominated by the Management for the exhibition.  
7.1. The invoice shall be prepared in the name of Incharge of the exhibition
and  signatures of the nominated officers shall be taken on delivery challan.
7.2.   The officers taking the stock for display shall be responsible for the same
and submit reconciliation details with in a week’s time after returning from
the exhibition/fair.
7.3. In case of B2C exhibition (where sales are allowed), sale proceeds shall be
deposited in TRIFED’s Foreign Exchange Account. Alternatively, banking
channel may be used for remitting foreign exchange from the country of
exhibition to TRIFED’s account.
7.4

The payment of shipment charges for the stocks shall be made by RO, Delhi
through Shop Manager, 9, Mahadev Road, New Delhi after proper receipt of
acknowledgement for the stocks and as per the work order.

7.5

The stock shipped back from the exhibition/fair shall be received by
Central Warehouse at Pusa Road under proper acknowledgement and
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excess/shortfall,  if any, shall be reported to the concerned  nodal officer
and also to the Marketing Division for further action.
8.

Nomination of TRIFED Representatives:
8.1. While deciding the nomination of officials, preference may be given to
those who were not provided any opportunity in the past for participation
in any International exhibition, provided they have the requisite product
knowledge and marketing skills. In terms of product knowledge, they should
be conversant with:
i)

the raw materials used

ii)

processes involved in the making of the products

iii)

tribes concerned

iv)

the area and region of origin of the products

8.2. The officials should have valid passport having atleast 180 days  validity at
the time of nomination for participation to avoid any last moment problem
in arranging the passport.
8.3. One officer may be from the Regional Offices and it would still be appropriate
if preference is given to an officer representing the tribal communities
provided he/she possesses the requisite product knowledge and marketing
skills.
8.4. Only senior officers of suitable ranks shall be deputed for participation.   
9.

Visa Arrangement: It will be the responsibility of the concerned officer/staff
to obtain VISA from the concerned Embassy. However, invitation letter from
organizers and recommendation letter from TRIFED will be provided by the
Marketing Division well in time. The VISA fee will be reimbursed by TRIFED on
submission of cash receipts.

10.

The nominated officers shall submit all documents/ affidavits required by EPCH/
ITPO or other relevant agencies.

11.

Stay Arrangements: The Officers /staff nominated for participation shall make
arrangements for their stay through the concerned Indian Embassy or Indian
Consulate General. In case there is no response from Embassy, stay arrangement
will be made in hotels empanelled by the exhibition/fair organizers, EPCH, ITPO
etc.

12.

Duration of visit for participation in the exhibition/fair: To put all necessary
arrangements like taking possession of the booth from organizers, receipt of
stocks and display of products etc in place, nominated officers/staff shall be
permitted to report at the Fair /Exhibition two days in advance of inauguration
& stay for one day after conclusion of the same for packing and shipping of the
stock.
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13.

The travel plan shall be prepared by the nominated officers and submitted to
Managing Director through Marketing Division for approval.  Nominated officers
shall travel abroad only after taking prior approval of the travel plan. In no
case, travel abroad shall be allowed except by proper approval of the Competent
Authority.

14.

Entitlement of TA/DA shall be strictly as per the Government of India Rules
applicable from time to time.

15.

Booking of Air Tickets: The booking of air tickets shall be made by the concerned
officer/staff through empanelled Travel Agent of TRIFED.   While booking the
tickets, utmost economy needs to be observed.  In   case, fare in Air India flights
is higher than that of the private airlines, tickets may be booked with the private
airlines in order to reduce the cost of travel.

16.

Local travel: To economize the travel costs locally, use of public transport should
be preferred. However, wherever necessary, other mode of transport may be
used.

17.

Reimbursement of Telephone Expenses: Incharge of the exhibition shall be
reimbursed actual cost for the official calls made during stay abroad.         

18.

Foreign Currency: The officers visiting abroad shall purchase foreign currency   
from the registered dealers only.

19.

The officer(s) nominated for participation shall reach the venue at the scheduled
time and take possession of the stall for arranging display.

20.

If it is found necessary, additional display aids can be taken for the stall through
designated contractors on rent with prior approval of HO on phone followed by
email.

21.

The display at the stall shall be made well within the schedule fixed by the
organisers.

22.

The stall shall be opened strictly as per the schedule of exhibition without fail.

23.

The total expenditure on participation in the exhibition shall not generally
exceed the budget approved by the Board & General Body.

24.

TRIFED representatives shall ensure participation in the exhibition/fair in a
professional manner and conduct themselves in a way that the best image of the
Federation &Country is projected.

25.

The team shall make all out efforts to generate maximum business during the
event alongwith exploring future business possibilities.

26.

The In-charge of the Exhibition/Fair shall submit daily progress report through
email or SMS to the Marketing Division without fail.
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27.

During the event, the In-charge may also side by side undertake market survey
locally for assessment of demand for TRIFED products, if time permits.

28.

The In-charge shall ensure that maximum contacts are recorded during the event
for follow up in future.

29.

The local Indian Embassy should be contacted before start of the event and given
publicity material of ‘Tribes India’ with the request to guide & motivate the
interested customers to ‘Tribes India’ stall.

30.

At the end of the exhibition, inventory of the balance stock shall be listed and
the stock shipped back to Central Warehouse at Pusa Road, New Delhi through
the same clearing and forwarding agent who was awarded the contract.

31.

The In-charge shall prepare a detailed tour report within a period of 30 days
after return from the event and submit the same to the Marketing Division at
Head Office, New Delhi.

32.

Follow up Action: The Marketing Division shall take follow-up action on the
suggestions given in the report. However, the visiting team shall extend all help
to the Marketing Division in follow up action.
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Appendix XVI

GUIDELINES FOR SEGREGATION AND DISPOSAL OF
OLD/SLOW/NON MOVING DAMAGED AND EXPIRED STOCKS
In order to liquidate old/slow moving/non moving, damaged and expired inventory
expeditiously, all the Regional Offices to organise segregation and disposal of these
items on an annual basis as per the following broad guidelines:
1.

Identification and segregation of old/slow/non moving, damaged and expired
stock:
Physical verification of stock shall be carried out every year as on 31st March in
the presence of Internal Auditors. This exercise may also be carried out on half
yearly basis depending upon the quantum of stocks and urgency of liquidation of
stocks but not as a replacement to the year-end exercise for physical verification
of stock.
While carrying out the physical verification of old stock, Regional Managers shall
segregate the entire stock in the following manner:
1.1

Segregation based on age and condition of stocks:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Good stocks upto 3 years old.
Good stock more than 3 years old.
Damaged.
Expired - Natural and Food products.

Any stock which has remained unsold for more than 3 years shall be
considered as old/slow/non moving.
The damaged stock shall be further segregated as per classification of
damage, given in Annexure-1, into further following types:
•
•
•

Damaged but repairable
Damaged and irreparable but saleable
Damaged, irreparable and not saleable stock.

1.2

The segregation of stocks as per above shall be carried out physically by a
committee headed by the RM, Shop Incharge, an official of Accountant level
from the concerned outlet/RO and a representative of Internal Auditors.

1.3

Segregation of stocks shall be undertaken by physically inspecting the
individual items one by one for placing the same in the above mentioned
categories.

1.4

The detailed segregation report duly signed by the committee members
including Internal Auditors alongwith schedule of clearance sale shall
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be submitted to Head Office at least 20 days prior to commencement of
disposal of these items for information of HO.
1.5

The percentage of damaged stock should be within the prescribed limits for
various category of products as mentioned in the minutes of 12th Purchase
& Pricing Committee meeting held on 15th and 18th April 2011, Minutes of
which were circulated vide letter no. TFD/HO/MD/2010-11/272/208 dated
27.04.2011 to all Regional Offices (A copy of the guidelines in this regard
are enclosed once again as Anneuxure-2 for reference).
However, in case of damages above the prescribed limits, the RO Committee
shall forward detailed proposal alongwith complete reasons and justification
for putting the same on clearance sale or for its disposal otherwise, as the
case may be.

2.

Disposal Procedure:
2.1

Good Stock upto 3 years old: The stock shall be sold through normal
procedure at Maximum Retail Prices (MRP).

2.2

Good stocks more than 3 years old: As given at Point 1.1 that any stocks
which has remained unsold for more than 3 years shall be considered old/
slow/non moving stocks. The disposal of such old/ slow/non moving shall
be undertaken by adopting following strategy:
2.2.1

The sale of products which are more than 3 years old may be
undertaken through clearance sale in two phases as given below:
i)

In the first phase, the stock may be sold through clearance
sale from the Outlets or in exhibitions by retaining 10-20 %
margin (%age margin within this range to be decided by the RO
committee) over and above the purchase price. This clearance
sale will be undertaken for atleast minimum period of 30 days.

ii)

Once the above clearance sale is over, and if the stocks more
than 3 years old are still available then the same may thereafter
be put in the 2nd phase of clearance sale at purchase price.
This clearance sale also has to be undertaken for a minimum
period of 30 days.

iii)

However, before selling these identified products by organizing
the clearance sale as per the above mentioned two phases at (i)
&(ii), Regional Offices will circulate the list of products (except
damaged ones) to all other Regional Offices and in case there
is any demand for these products at other Regional Offices,
the same will not be put for sale and shall be shifted to the
indenting office accordingly.  
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iv)

The schedule for clearance sale as per point (i) and (ii) above along
with the list of products identified for sale shall be submitted
to Head Office at least 20 days prior to commencement of such
sale for information of HO.

2.2.2 Left over stocks after the clearance sale as per (i) and (ii) above shall
not be mixed with the fresh stocks and depending on the quantity,
may be disposed through a separate section in the shop at purchase
price.
2.2.3 In case, it is felt by the RM that the remaining leftover stock is still
not been disposed of at purchase price, the RO Committee shall
forward a proposal to Head Office for disposing of such stocks below
the purchase price in the format given below:
Sl
Item
Item
Purchase
Actual
Qty
Proposed
Expected
		
name
code
price (Rs.)
Sale Price to be
sale price
loss (Rs)
					
(MRP)
disposed (Rs)		
						
of (Nos)			
									
									
									

Remarks
(may give
reasons
justifying
sale at the
proposed
rate)

1
2

However, while forwarding such proposal, the RO Committee shall
ensure to give complete details as per above including complete
explanation/reasoning for recommending the sale of products at loss.
The entire disposal exercise as per point no. 2.2 is to be completed
within the financial year itself.
2.3

Damaged items: The stock shall be considered damaged only as per the
classification given at Annexure-1 and shall be segregated and actions will
be taken as under:
i)

ii)
iii)

Damaged but Repairable stock: Regional Managers shall arrange for
repairs of the reparable stock in the most economical manner. After
repairs, the products may be sold by placing them in regular sales/
clearance sale as per point 2.2 above, as the case may be.
Damaged and Irreparable but Saleable: Such stocks shall be disposed
of alongwith stocks under clearance sale as per point no.2.2 above.
Damaged, Irreparable and not Saleable stock:
•

Completely damaged metal products identified may be sent to
the respective sourcing Offices for giving to the suppliers for
re-cycling the same as per prevailing market rates of metal,
for which tie-up arrangement shall have to be made by the
concerned ROs with their suppliers.
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•

•

Completely damaged items identified for which some costs are
possible to be recovered, the same may be disposed of through
a RO level committee.
Completely damaged items identified for which no costs are
possible to be recovered, the same may be dumped through a
RO level committee.

However, before undertaking above action, the RO level Committee
including a representative of Internal Auditor shall forward detailed
proposal giving reasons and justification for recommending the above
actions to HO for approval.
2.4

Expired items: Expired natural and food products which are not fit for
human consumption shall be dumped. However, the maximum value of such
products required to be dumped should not be more than 1% of the total
purchases of Food and Natural Products made during the financial year
as per the norms of expiry prescribed in the existing guideline circulated
vide 12th P&P Committee dtd 15th and 18th April, 2011. (A copy of the
guidelines are enclosed at Annexure-2)
A committee headed by Regional Manager including one representative
from Internal Auditors will certify as per the documentary evidence on
record that all efforts have been made by the RO/Shop to dispose off the
stock well within the expiry period of the products as per the guidelines for
handling of Natural and Organic Products issued vide letter no. 184 dated
25.04.2007.
However, in case of expiry of products above the prescribed limits, the
RO Committee shall forward detailed proposal alongwith complete reasons
and justification for expiry and also for dumping of the same.

3.

Period for clearance Sale :
The clearance sale in two phases as per point 2.2.1 shall be organised once in a
year for a period of 30 days in each phase preferably during the lean period from
June to August.

4.

Venue for the clearance sale:
The clearance sale shall be organized at own Tribes India Outlets.

5.

Billing:
5.1

Normal procedure for billing and booking of sales in the Retail Inventory
Software shall be adopted by Regional Offices except for two categories of
stocks i.e. Damaged Repairable and damaged Irreparable but saleable.

5.2

The procedure for billing and maintenance of records in case of Damaged
Repairable and Damaged Irreparable but saleable will be as under:
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6.

•

During the course of sale, records shall be maintained manually and
sale shall be affected through manual bills.

•

Once the sale is over, list of the items sold shall be forwarded to MIS
Division for updation of stock in the software and thereafter, software
billing shall be affected for the items sold as per above process.

Advertisement & Publicity:
The Regional Managers shall undertake advertisement & Publicity before and
during the clearance sale by ways of:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Distribution of pamphlets
Sending mailers to existing customers.
Through SMS to existing customers.
Advertisement on FM Radio at DAVP rates.
By issuing one or two news paper advertisements of 8X8 size at DAVP rates
in local news papers.

The RMs shall make extensive use of measures given at point 6 (i) to (iii). The
RMs may also use measures given at point 6 (iv) and (v) if the quantum of stocks
to be put on clearance sale is large and warrants more aggressive publicity.
The advertisement and publicity expenses shall be incurred from the budget
allocated for Advertising and Publicity for the year. No separate budget will be
given to Regional Offices for this purpose. In order to cut down on expenses, RMs
shall ensure to put items of all Outlets under his/her jurisdiction on clearance
sale at the same time.
7.

Discounts proposed to be offered in clearance sale shall be displayed at prominent
places.

8.

Regional Manager will ensure that only identified products as per the list are
placed in clearance sale.

10.

The duration of clearance sale shall be increased or decreased based on the
quantum of stock and response received in clearance sale.

11.

Weekly report in respect of clearance sale shall be sent by RM to Head Office.
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Annexure -1

CATEGORY-WISE CLASSIFICATION OF DAMAGE
The category wise classification of damage has been defined as under. The products
with the following features may be considered as damaged and segregated as per point
1.1.

METAL:
A part of the artifact is broken/detached, spoiling the look and rendering the product
un-saleable. eg. broken leg/ hand/ neck of a metal statue.
POTTERY:
Broken, chipped off from edges.
JEWELLERY:
Broken, worn out thread, damaged/ rusted fastener/hook/, rendering the piece unwearable e.g. Thread bearing the beads in the necklace is damaged leading to dropping
off beads/ rusted hooks and clips.
TEXTILES/FABRIC:
COTTON:
Torn, cut, stained, faded, detached buttons, rusted zips and fasteners.
WOOL:		
Moth eaten i.e. with holes, torn, cut and stained.
PAINTINGS :
Torn, dog- eared, faded and stained.
GIFT & ASSORTMENTS:
Any such damage affecting sale of a product shall be considered as damaged.
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Annexure -2

GUIDELINES FOR DAMAGES, SHORTAGES AND
EXPIRY OF PRODUCTS
GUIDELINES & NORMS FOR DAMAGE, SHORTAGE, EXPIRY OF PRODUCTS
(RELEVANT PORTION OF 12TH P&P COMMITTEE, MINUTES DATED 27.04.2011)

Fixation of norms for damage, shortage for the products being dealt by TRIFED & expiry
specifically for Natural and Food products:
The matter of fixation of norms for damage, shortage and expiry were discussed in the
RMs meeting during last year. It was opined by all RMs that in absence of any norms it
becomes difficult to assess the damages or shortages as normal or abnormal.  In order
to develop the norms, opinion of all RMs was sought several times. In response, the
feedback has been received from various ROs. Based on the feedback, an exercise has
been undertaken at HO for fixation of norms for damage and shortage for the products
being dealt by TRIFED and expiry norms specifically for Natural and food products.  
The same is given in the statement enclosed as Annexure-B. As given therein, an
effort has been made to fix these norms for each products category separately for
stocks in transit. RO Warehouse, Sales Outlet and Exhibitions, in the most practical
and realistic manner. The P&P Committee while deliberating on the matter felt the
necessity of fixing these norms and accordingly recommended to implement the same
with immediate effect on the following broad guidelines:
•

The norms given are in terms of percentage on the value of stocks to be calculated
as per the recommendations/remarks given separately for the stocks in Transit,
Warehouse, Sales Outlet and Exhibitions.

•

The norms are given for each product category separately for the stocks in transit,
RO Warehouse, Sales Outlet and Exhibitions. However, ROs have to ensure to
restrict the same within overall limits mentioned in relevant row.

•

In case of damage or shortage, the same is to be documented with proper
supporting for each case separately by the RO Committee comprising of RM,
Accountant and the dealing Officer/Staff, within one month from the date of
incident.

•

The norms given for stocks in transit are just limits given so as to ensure that
ROs take proper care in packing and transportation of products. In any case,
the ROs have to lodge claims to the concerned authorities (insurance co. or
the transporting agency) for the damage or shortage which are incurred during
transit.
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•

The norms for expiry are applicable only when the concerned RO has followed
the relevant guidelines issued for Natural and Food products, which has to be
supported with proper record to be maintained at the Shop/RO.

•

By specifying these norms, it does not imply that ROs are entitled to incur such
damages or shortages. All out efforts have to be made by all the ROs to minimize
the same. In case, it is felt that a particular RO is misusing the same norms for
their own benefit or due to inaction, all such cases shall be dealt with severely
as per the rules of the Federations.

•

The above will be subject to internal audit. The internal auditor will certify the
documents/record being maintained by the ROs for each incident separately.

•

In case of shortages or damages exceeding above norms, the same shall have to
be informed to HO with complete details for ratification or appropriate action at
HO alongwith the report/comments of internal auditors.
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Norms for Damages, Shortages and Expiry of Products

NORMS FOR SHORTAGE AND DAMAGE
CATEGORY
			

TRANSIT

RO GODOWN

OUTLET

EXHIBITON

DAMAGE

SHORTAGE

DAMAGE

SHORTAGE

DAMAGE

SHORTATE

DAMAGE

METAL

LARGE

1

0

0.5

0

0.5

0

0.25

		

SMALL

0.5

0

0.5

0

0.5

0.25

0.25

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

JWELLERY		
TEXTILES
		
		
		

SAREES/
SHAWL/
READY
MADE

0.25

0.25

0

0

0

0.25

0

		
		
		
		
		

STOLE/
MUFFLERS/
MISC./
SMALL
ITEMS

0.25

0.25

0

0

0

0.5

0

PAINTINGS		

0

0

0.5

0

0.25

0

0.25

CANE &
BAMBOO		

2

0

1

0

0.25

0

0

G&N		

0.5

0

0.25

0

0.25

0.5

0.25

POTTERY BLACK
		 POTTERY

2

0

1

0

1

0.5

1

NATURAL
& FOOD
ITEMS		

2

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.5

0.5

SHORTAGE

		 EXPIRY								
OVERALL				
THE ABOVE FIGURES
ARE PERCENTAGES
OF VALUE OF THE
CONSIGNMENT SENT
AND TO BE
CALCULATED FOR
EACH CONSIGNMENT
SEPARATELY

2

1.5

2

2

THE ABOVE FIGURES
ARE PERCENTAGE
OF VALUE OF
OPENING STOCK
PLUS STOCK
RECEIVED

THE ABOVE FIGURES
ARE PERCENTAGES
OF VALUE OF
OPENING STOCK
PLUS STOCK
RECEIVED

THE ABOVE FIGURES
ARE PERCENTAGE
OF VALUE OF
OPENING STOCK
PLUS STOCK
RECEIVED

THE ABOVE FIGURES
ARE PERCENTAGES
OF VALUE OF
OPENING STOCK
PLUS STOCK
RECEIVED
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2
THE ABOVE
FIGURES ARE
PERCENTAGES
OF VALUE OF
EXHIBITION
CALCULATED
EACH EXHIBITION
SEPARATELY

Appendix – XVII

GUIDELINES FOR ‘FRIEND OF TRIBES’ CARD
1.

Introduction : The scheme of issuing Friend of Tribes cards is being started as a
sales promotion scheme to promote tribal products. The idea is to enroll people
having concern for the tribal cause and is interested to contribute towards the
cause by purchasing / using tribal products. It will be a sales promotion –cumloyalty scheme to encourage people to use tribal products.

2.

ELIGIBILITY
I

Organizations – The employees of the following organizations shall be
entitled for Friend of Tribes Cards:
•
•
•

•
II

Individuals
•
•
•
•

III

Ministry of Tribal Affairs
Member organization of TRIFED / Board of Directors
Organisations associated with tribal development / tourism/ art &
Craft having MOU/ tie up with TRIFED for marketing development of
tribal products
Any other organization associated with TRIFED

Customers buying goods worth Rs.5 000/- at a time.
Accredited Tourist guides / Travel Agents/ Journalists
Professionals like Architects / Interior designers/ Decorators
The card may also be issued at the discretion of the Managing Director
to any other individual.

Tour Operators
•

Senior Management of the Tour Operators

3.

Discount Structure: A discount of 20% on all items except Food & Organic items
will be offered to Friend of Tribes card holders at our own outlets subject to
change from time to time.The Card holders shall be also eligible for an additional
10% discount, in case festival/other discount scheme is already existing at the
Outlets at that time but not exceeding 40%.

4.

Identification of Friend of Tribes: TRIFED Head Office would  obtain list of  persons
from all Regional Offices in prescribed format for selection and  selection will be
made at Head Office from the list so obtained based on the prescribed criterion.
The list prepared would be circulated to all the offices for future reference and
records.
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5.

Issue of Friend of Tribes Card: The selected persons would be issued Friend of
Tribes Cards  for the purpose of  identification.

6.

Offer of discount :
i)

As per the terms and conditions mentioned on the back of the card, Friend
of Tribes card holders will be presenting card personally at Tribes India
outlets for availing the special discount on purchase of items.

ii)

Before allowing discount it may be ensured that customer has appended
his/her signatures on back of the card.

iii)

While giving discount at the outlet concerned officer/staff will have to
invariably take the signatures on the cash memo of the person who is
presenting the card. It may also be ensured that both the signatures are
matching.

iv)

Validity of discount : Every card issued to the customers will have the
validity date printed on the card  and initially the validity would be for five
years.

v)

General Terms & Conditions :
i)

The discount structure is subject to change from time to time.

ii)

No discount shall be available if the Friend of Tribes card is not
presented personally.

iii)

In case of any doubt, proof of identity ( Pan Card/ Identity Card/
Driving Licence/ Voter ID Card or Credit card having photo) of the
person may be seen.

iv)

Proper bill is to be issued to Friend of Tribes card holders as per usual
practice.

v)

Proper record in respect of sale through Friend of Tribes Card is to be
maintained by concerned  Regional Office/ Shop Manager.

vi)

The specific audit for sale through Friend of Tribes Cards needs to be
under taken by Internal Auditors.

vii)

Feed back from these customers shall be attended by Shop In-charge.

viii) As per policy privileged customer discount cannot be clubbed with
any other discount / scheme.
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Terms and Conditions for Card Holders
-

This card is the property of TRIFED and use is governed by terms and conditions
of TRIFED.

-

This card is non transferable and is not credit card.

-

Card is not valid unless signed. Signatures on the card is the confirmation that the
customer accepts the terms and conditions of issuance of card.

-

The card is to be presented personally for availing discount from Tribes India
outlets.

-

The privileges available with the Card are subject to change from time to time,
at the discretion of TRIFED.

-

Natural and Food items are not covered under this policy.

-

Card holders are required to sign and record contact number on the bill issued at
the outlets for purchases against the Card.

-

Card holders shall have to present a proof of identity i.e. Pan Card/ Identity
Card/ Driving Licence / Voter ID Card or Credit card having photo, in case the
same is required by the shop official.

-

In case card is misplaced the same is to be immediately informed to TRIFED

Friend of Tribes Card Form
Sl. No.

Product Category

1

Name (in Capital Letters )

2
		

Commission payable to Franchisee (%)

Name to be Printed on Card
(in Capital)

3

Fathers Name

4

Date of Birth

5

Designation

6

Presently posted at

7

Name of Organization

8

Address for correspondence

9

Phone :

10

Email Address

Day ………..Month………….Year…………

Landline:

Mobile:

Date 						
Signature
Place
Note:
1.

The form should be duly verified by authorized signatory of the concerned organization.

2.

Self attested copy of Pan Card/ Voter ID card / Identity card/Driving Licence may be enclosed with the
form as a proof of identity.
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Appendix – XVIII

GUIDELINES FOR BULK SALE OF TRIBAL PRODUCTS
The broad guidelines for bulk sale of tribal products are as under:
General Terms:
1.

The scheme is applicable to Individual buyers, Private Institutions, Corporates,
NGOs and Government Organisations/Institutions.

2.

A single transaction of Rs.1.00 lakh and above shall be defined as bulk sale.

3.

The stock in bulk sale shall be sold while ensuring a minimum margin on purchase
price as per the transaction slabs mentioned below, covering all costs including
customized packaging, product customization, transportation/delivery, taxes
etc:

				
			

Minimum Margin for TRIFED on single
transaction plus VAT (%age)

Sl. No
Transaction Slabs (Rs)
In case when,
		
on MRPs fixed
general discount is
			
not in force
				

In case, when general
discount of min 15% is
in force at the relevant
period

1		

1.00 lakh to 5.00 lakhs

35%

30%

2		
		

Above 5.00 lakhs and upto
10.00 lakhs

30%

25%

3		
		

Above 10.00 lakhs and
upto 15.00 lakhs

25%

20%

4		

Above 15.00 lakhs

20%

4.

The delivery of stocks shall be effected by TRIFED Regional Office(s) as per
mutually agreed delivery schedule through proper bill/delivery challan signed by
RM/authorized representative of the Regional Office.

5.

The stocks once sold will not be taken back.

6.

The samples (if any) required by the buyer before finalization of sale shall be
given by the concerned Regional Manager after proper billing and in no case shall
free samples be given to any party.

7.

Regional Managers will undertake such sales only within the areas of their
jurisdiction and any bulk sale transactions outside jurisdiction of ROs shall be
made with the concurrence of Head Office in coordination with the concerned
RM under whose jurisdiction the area to which the party belongs falls.
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Specific terms for Individuals, Private Institutions, Corporates and NGOs:
8.

In case the stocks are readily available, the same shall be delivered to the buyer
immediately against 100% payment. However, in case the buyer(s) wants to take
the delivery of the stocks after some time, an advance equivalent to minimum
20% of the order value shall be paid by the party at the time of placing order as
token of sale confirmation and balance 80% payment shall be made at the time
of delivery.

9.

In case the stocks are not readily available, an advance equivalent to 20% of the
purchase order shall be taken from the party to be adjusted against the final bill
at the time of delivery.

10.

In case of customized order in terms of design/color/material etc, an advance
equivalent to 25% of the purchase order shall be taken from the party to be
adjusted against the final bill.

11.

RMs shall ensure to secure such purchase order and advance only in respect of
items which they would be able to supply as per desired quantity, specifications
and delivery schedule given by the party.

12.

The advance will be adjusted in the bill for final payment. However, the amount
of advance paid by the party shall be forfeited in case the party does not honor
the sale commitment.

13.

The delivery of the products shall be made to the party only on receipt of full
payment for the stocks.

Specific terms for Government Organisations/Institutions:
14.

As far as possible, the stocks in bulk may be sold against receipt of full payment.

15.

Credit sale shall be allowed only to Government Organizations/Institutions with
adequate safeguards as under:
Payment for the stock shall be made by the Government Organizations/Institutions
within 45 days from the date of delivery of products. In case payment is not
received within 45 days, interest @1% per month shall be charged for the period
beyond 45 days. In any case, RMs shall ensure receipt of payments in a period of
maximum 6 months from the date of delivery of stocks.
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Appendix – XIX
List of MOUs/ Agreement
1		

National School of fashion Technology, New Delhi

Design & Product Development

2		
Department of Rural Development,
		
Government of India
			

Cooperation in MSP
scheme and empanelment of
suppliers, skill development

3		
National Research Development Corporation
			

Commercialization & IPR for
reasearch outcomes

4		
M/s Aurinoco Systems
			

Marketing of tribal products through
mobile app

5		
Amazon India
			

Marketing of tribal products through
amazon.com

6		
Sir J J School of Arts Mumbai
			

Organising of Aadi Mahotsav at J J
School of Arts, Fort Mumbai

7		
Tamilnadu Handicrafts Development Corporation,
		
A Govt of Tamilnadu Undertaking, Chennai
			

Opening of Consignment Outlets at
Poompuhar, Chennai, Coimabatore,
Trichy, Tanjavur

8		

Consignment Outlet

Jungle Lodges & Resorts, Kabini

9		
Airport Authority of India, Chennai
			

Opening of Tribes India outlet at
Chennai International Airport

10
Vivekananda Kendra, Kanyakumari
			
			

Opening of Tribes India Outlet at
Rameshwaram on revenue sharing
basis

11
Department of Posts, GPO, Ranchi
			

Opening of Consignment Outlet at
Postal Shoppe, GPO, Ranchi

12
Jharcraft, Ranchi
			

Opening of Consignment Outlet at
Jharcraft, Ranchi

13
Jhascolamp, Ranchi
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Kusum Emporium, Ranchi

14
Bihar Emporium, Patna
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Bihar Emporium, Patna

15
Kalamandir Saksham SHG Federation, Jamshedpur
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Jamshedpur

16
Vikas Mahila Swawlamban Nyas, Ranchi
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Ranchi

17
M/s Leather Craft, Ramgarh Cantt
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Ramgarh Cantt.

18
M/s Chhotanagpur Craft, Ranchi
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Ranchi

19
M/s Angel Distributor, Delhi
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Delhi

20
Chhattisgarh Hastshilp Vikas Board
			
			
			

Opening of Consignment Outlets at
Shabri Emporiums at Raipur, Bhilai,
Jagdalpur, Ambikapur, Rajnandgaon,
Bilaspur, Raipur Airport

21
Chhattisgarh State Minor Forest Produce
		
(Trading & Development) Cooperative Federation
		
Limited
			

Opening of Consignment Outlets at
Sanjeevani Emporiums at Raipur,
Jagdalpur, Ambikapur, Kanker, Durg,
Bilaspur
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22
		

Uttarakhand Cooperative Resham Federation
(UCRF)

Opening of Tribes India Counter

23
		
		

Uttarakhand Handloom & Handicraft
Development Council (UHHDC), Directorate of
Industries, Govt. of Uttarakhand

Opening of Consignment Outlet at
Himadri Emporium, Uttarkashi

24
M/s Rural India Craft Dehradun
			

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Doon Haat, Dehradun

25
		

M/s Seemant Gramodyog Sanstha, Dunda
(Uttarkashi)

Opening of Franchisee Outlet at
Dunda, Uttarkashi

26
		

Deptt. Of Underdeveloped Area(DUDA),
Kohima, Nagaland

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

27
		
		

Manipur Apex Handloom weavers & Handicrafts
Artisans C.S.Ltd(AWAS), Paona Bazar. Imphal,
Manipur

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

28

North East Weave, Guawahati

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

29
		

Department of Archaeology and Museum,
Govt. of Rajasthan, Albert Hall, Jaipur

Opening of Tribes India Outlet at
Amber Fort, Jaipur

30
		

Airport Authority of India,
Jaipur International Airport

Opening of Tribes India Outlet at
Jaipur International Airport

31

M/s. Inderdhanush (Smt. Urmila Sharma)

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

32

Shri Krishan Awatar Saini

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

33

M/s. Kalava Arts & Crafts Private Limited

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

34

M/s. SADHNA

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

35

MSCTDCC Nasik

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

36

MELANGE, Bhopal

Opening of Franchisee Outlet

37

Kerala State Coir Corporation

Opening of Consignment Outlets

38

Government of Gujarat

MSP for MFPs

39

Government of Maharashtra

MSP for MFPs

40

Government of Nagaland

MSP for MFPs

41

Government of Himachal Pradesh

MSP for MFPs

42

Government of Karnataka

MSP for MFPs

43

Government of Andhra Pradesh

MSP for MFPs

44

Government of Madhya Pradesh

MSP for MFPs

45

Government of Manipur

MSP for MFPs

46

Government of Kerala

MSP for MFPs

47

Government of West Bengal

MSP for MFPs

48

Government of Jharkhand

MSP for MFPs

49

Government of Uttar Pradesh

MSP for MFPs

50

Government of Chhattisgarh

MSP for MFPs

51
		

Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences, Bhubaneswar
Development, Product Development

Value addition of MFPs, Skill
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Appendix – XX

‘DO’S AND DON’TS OF THE
“TRIBES INDIA EXOTICA” PRODUCTS
DOs
1.

It has to be new design, innovative and high-end product

2.

It would necessarily have superb quality with perfect stitching and standardized
sizes

3.

It should be having blend of colors, integration of other kind of inputs such as
Embroidery, Tie & Dye, Block Printing, Hand Painting by different tribal art forms
which fits into the overall product and its perspective.  

4.

It should respond to the upcoming/ongoing trends while matching with traditional
contents.

5.

The use of raw materials, colors, thread, buttons, tassels and other accessories,
stitch quality, interlocking, thread matching, piping, etc. should be of highest
quality.

6.

The final finishing should go alongside the stylized version of the rendition made
by different fashion shows under reputed brands

7.

The effort for promotion and marketing of the proposed items should start flowing
now itself and a proper plan should be devised and put in place.

DONT’s
1.

There should be no let-up in the quality of the space/infrastructure where the
items should be made.

2.

Utmost care and hygiene should be taken while producing, storage and packaging
of “Exotica” items.

3.

No minor snag like loose thread, unfinished stitches/drop stitches, mismatch
dyes, damaged buttons, etc. should be allowed.

4.

Internal lining of the garments should not create discomfort while wearing.

5.

The cost economics at every point of activity should not be avoided in order to
arrive at the factory cost. The off-the-shelf MRP price should be determined by
giving appropriate mark up keeping in view the similar kind of product

6.

Final finishing by way of fixing product label tags, hologram and using quality
label tags should not be avoided.

7.

The privacy about the designs, costing etc. should not be comprised.
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List Of Outlets
ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
Sagarika Emporium,Udyog Parishar, Middle Point, Andaman & Nicobar Administration, Portblair-744101
Ms. Lily Ann, 9434262979, elavarasanpb@gmail.com

ANDHRA PRADESH
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA Showroom, M/s. GCC Ltd. Premises, East Point Colony, Chinawaltair, Visakhapatnam
Shri N. Ramesh, 08008674887, tribesindiavisakha@gmail.com, nramesh.mhrm@gmail.com

ASSAM
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Panjabari Road, Panjabari, Near Srimanta Sankaradeva Kalakshetra, Guwahati, (Assam)
Sh. Pawan Kumar Singh, +91-9859641826, trifedroguwahati@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
Mini Purbashree, Ambari, Guwahati 781001, Ph.: 8905666677
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
Nagaki, Zoo Tin Ali, Guwahati
Sh. Anden Konyak, dudadeveloped03@gmil.com
North East Weave, H/No.16, Barowari, Uzan Bazar, Guwahati,
Sh. Rupam Patgiri, 9678010204, rupamp@yahoo.com

BIHAR
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
Bihar Emporium, Mauryalok Complex, Patna
Sh. Manoj Kumar Sinha, 9934085121, Manojsinha22@gmail.com

CHHATTISGARH
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Chhattisgarh Haat, Nr. Mahalaxmi Cloth Market, Pandri Raipur, Chhattisgarh,
Shri Dhano Majhi, Sr. Assistant, 9456140560, trifedjdp@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, Ground Floor, Shop No.7, Chhattisgarh Housing Board Complex, Aghanpur, Jagdalpur
Shri Atul Kumar Srivastava, 9993862035, trifedjdp@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
SHABRI EMPORIUM, CHHATTISGARH HAAT, PANDRI RAIPUR
Shri Bisul Ram, 07774-222650, cghandicrafts@gmail.com
SHABRI EMPORIUM, AKASHWANI CHOWCK, AMBIKAPUR
Incharge Officer 0771-229947,
SHABRI EMPORIUM, BDA COMPLEX, 36 DAYALBAND BILASPUR
Incharge 07752-417962, cghandicraftsbsp@gmail.com
SABRI EMPORIUM, MANA AIR PORT, RAIPUR 			
Incharge Officer 0771-2418981, sabrimana@gmail.com
SHABRI EMPORIJ,CIVIK CENTRE, BHILAI
Shri M.L. Parte, 0788-2261534, sarad.sahu90@gmail.com		
SHABRI EMPORIUM, CHANDRI CHOWCK, JAGDALPUR
Shri B.K. Sahu, 07782-222579
SHABRI EMPORIUM, COLLECTORATE PREMISES,RAJNANDGAON		
Shri L.S. Vatti, 098274-08287, cghandicraftsboard@gmail.com		
SANJEEVANI, Nr. Panama Chowck, Nr. Sanjay Market, Jagdalpur
Shri Ritesh Ganendra, 97521-04770, martjagdalpur@gmail.com
SANJEEVANI, In front of New Bus Stand, Latti Para, Kanker
Shri Gaurav Tiwari, 94243-30444,96303-20555, martkanker@gmail.com
SANJEEVANI, Forest Office Campus, Infront of Police H.Q.G.E. Road, Raipur
Shri Yogesh Yadaw,99268-46456, martraipur@gmail.com
SANJEEVANI,Near Pratappur Naka, Sai Campus, Ambikapur
Shri Praveen Kumar, 94790-39934, martsarguja@gmail.com
SANJEEVANI, Near Rajendra Park Chowck, Forest Compus, G.E. Road,Durg
Shri Ashish Harmukh, 94255-55006, martdurg1@gmail.com		
SANJEEVANI, Forest Campus, Nr. Bhakta Kanwarram Gate, Sindhi Colony, Bilaspur
Shri Sanjay Choubey, 79871-50148, 98939-07875, martbilaspur@gmail.com
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GUJARAT
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Shop No. 19 &20, Ahmedabad Haat, Near Vastrapur Lake, Ahmedabad,
Pin-380015 (Gujarat)
Shri Jai Parkash, 9574055231, trifedgujrat@gmail.com
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
Kerala State Coir Corporation, Shop No.15-17, Auda Complex, Usmanpura Ashram Road, Ahmedabad
Sh. K M Kedia- 9725577306

HIMACHAL PRADESH
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Opp. Saba Restaurant, The Mall, Manali, Dist. (Kullu) (HIMACHAL PRADESH)
Sh. S.K. Chaturvedi, +91-9857552587, 01902-253002, tribesindiamanali@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA CHAIL PALACE, The Palace Chail, Dist. (Solan) (HIMACHAL PRADESH)
Sh. Jagga (Asst.), +91-8894482148, tribesindiachail@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
HP State Handloom & Handicraft Corporation, HP Emporium, 3-Mall Road, Shimla (HP)
Sh. Karnail Singh, 09882409987/09459704076, tribesshimla@gmail.com

JHARKHAND
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, H-54, Sainik Market, Main Road, Ranchi
Shri Sunil Kumar, 0651-2331492, 7352309182, tribesindiaranchi@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, A-454,Road No.5, Ashok Nagar, Ranchi
Ms. Girija Verma, 0651-2240328, No.9939071785, trifedranchi@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
Post Shoppee, Shahid Chowk, Main Road, Ranchi
Ms. Jaishree, 7319723158, sandeepmegpo@gmail.com
Jharcraft, Ranchi, MD, Jharcraft, jharcraft@gmail.com
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
Kalamandir Saksham SHG Federation, 8-10, N. Road, Bistupur, Jamshedpur
Sunil Mardi, 0657-2320457, biponishgjsr@gmail.com			
Leather Craft, Chatti Bazar, Gola Road,NH-32,Ramgarh Cantt
Kamal Kant Gupta, 8986884886, kironsdutt@gmail.com
Vikas Mahila Swawlamban Nyas, 19, Gramayatan, Arogya Bhawan, Bariyatu Ranchi		
Pankaj Rai, 9304041413, vikasbharti1983@hotmail.com					
Kusum Emporium, Purulia Road, Ranchi
Ms. Shish Mohsin, 7004457567, Kusum.jharlac@gmail.com
Chhotanagpur Craft, Road No.2, (Behind Community Hall),
Ashok Nagar Marketing Complex, Ranchi
Rumia Chowdhury, 7739367610, Rumia20c2gmail.com

KARNATAKA
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA Shop No.5, 1st Floor, BDA Complex, Koramangla, Bangalore (Karnataka)
Sh. Shrinivas Shanke, 080-25520639, tribesindiabda@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
Karnataka Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (Cauvery), MG Road, Bangalore
Karnataka Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (Cauvery), Ganesh Tample,
Jayanagar, Bangalore
Karnataka Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (Cauvery), SR Road, Mysore
Jungle Lodges & Resorts, Kabini, Bangalore

KERALA
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Head Post Office Building, Ridsadale Road, Fort Kochi- 682001 (KERALA)
Sh. Rajeshwar Kumar, +91-4842215077,9497057183, trifedkochi@gmail.com

MADHYA PRADESH
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA Shop No.14-15,Inner Court, GTB Complex, TT Nagar, Bhopal (MADHYA PRADESH)
Sh. Pramod Kumar Rajak, 0755-2579644, gtbtrifed@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA INDORE Address: Mrignayani Showroom, Krishnapura, 165 MG Road,
Indore (MADHYA PRADESH)
Smt. Dano Majhi (Asst.), 0731-2430023, tribesindiaindore@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA METRO WALK, Address: Shop No.3, Metro Walk, Bittan Market, Bhopal (MADHYA PRADESH)
Sh. M.K. Srivastava, 0755-2420298, tribesindiametrowalk@gmail.com
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TRIBES INDIA, 35, Shymla Hills, Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan-2, Bhopal, Ph. No. 0755-2660364
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
MELANGE, Shop No.14, Sahyog Vihar, E-8 Extn, Bawadiakalan, Bhopal, Ph. No.8878348618

MAHARASHTRA
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA Kamdhenu Building, Ground Floor, BAIF Building, Kamdhenu, Senapati Bapat Marg,
Near Bank of Baroda, Pune
Shri M.K. Pandiya, 020-25665289, 09767996355, trifedsp@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, TRIFED TOWER, Plot No.3, Sector- 17, CIDCO Area, Opp. Khanda Colony,
New Panvel (W) Navi Mumbai
Mrs. Mamta Rath, 022-27463826, 9819148900, ropanvelshop@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
Jharkhand Silk Textile & Handicrafts Development Corporation Ltd.,
(JHARCRAFT) Excel Service Station, VM Road, Behind Juhu Police Station, Juhu, Mumbai
Shri Inamul Haque, 022-26122869, 09820893008, inamul@jharcraft.in nam.sa21@gmail.com
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
MSCTDCC, Nasik, Sh. P.T. Morankar GM, msctdcnks@gmail.com

NEW DELHI
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, 9 Mahadev Road, New Delhi
Smt. Yasoda Dutt, +91-9958590627, tribes_india@yahoo.co.in
TRIBES INDIA, Gallery No.2, Rajiv Gandhi Handicraft Bhawan, New Delhi
Sh. Pramod Kumar, Sr. Assistant, 011-22341282, 9211852432, hbtribesindia@yahoo.co.in
TRIBES INDIA, Hall No.2, Dilli Haat , INA, New Delhi (DELHI)
Sh. S.T. Lamkhojin, +91-9015640727, tribesdillihaat@yahoo.com
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
M/s. Angel Distributors, Plot No.191, Matiala Extn., Uttam Nagar, New Delhi
Shri Ranjit Toppo, ranjittoppo63@gmail.com

ODISHA
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Shop No.L-1, Ekamra Haat, IDCO Exhibition Ground, Bhubaneswar
Shri Binay Kumar Behra, Shop Incharge, 918249588282/919439776655, binay.trifed@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, F/36-Madhusudan Marg, Bisra Road, Rourkela-769001
Shri Paban Soren, Shop Incharge, 919437763420, Kdorjey123@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
PRIYADARSHINI Emporium, VIP Road, Puri
Sh. Rajsekhar Pramanick, 9437039982, priyadarshinihandloomhandicraft@live.com

PUNJAB
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
PHULKARI, Patiala, Address: Punjab Govt. Emporium, Mall Road, Patiala
Mr. Anil Kumar 0175-2228273, 84373304000
PHULKARI, Punjab Govt. Emporium, Sector-17C, Chandigarh (UT)
Mr. Dinesh Sharma 0172-2706246, 9878988176
PHULKARI, Amritsar, Punjab Govt. Emporium, M.M. Malviya Road, Amritsar (Punjab)
Mr. Raj Kumar, Tel. : 0183-2566198, Mob.: 9779751306

RAJASTHAN
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Rajasthali Complex, MI Road, Jaipur ( RAJASTHAN)
Shri C.R. Meena, 08005666034, +91-141-2369962, tribesindiajaipur@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, Dil Aram Bagh, Amber Fort, Jaipur
Shri S.C. Meena, 0141-2530855, tribesindiaaf@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, Terminal 2, Departure Area, Jaipur International Airport, Jaipur
Shri Keshav Gupta, 8233687818
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
Smt. Urmila Sharma Indradhanush, B-36, Saraogi Mansion, M.R. Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan
Smt. Urmila Sharma
Shri Krishan Awatar Saini, Behind Municipal Board, Near Poonam Girls College, Main Market,
Mandawa, Distt-Jhunjhunu
Shri Krishan Awatar Saini
M/s. Kalava Arts & Crafts Private Limited, 3, Mayur Vihar, Near Celebration Mall,
Bhuwana Road, Udaipur, Rajasthan
Ms. Madhu Detha
M/s. Sadhna Kasaor Ki Ole, Near Jagdish Temple Road, Udaipur, Rajasthan
Ms. Seema Shah, marketing@sadhna.org
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SIKKIM
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA KANCHAN SHOP, 4th Floor, Kanchanjangha Shopping Complex, Lall Market,
Gangtok-737101 (SIKKIM)
Sh. L.R. Rongpi, +91-9474584517, +91-9547319580, sikkimtribesindia@rediffmail.com

TAMIL NADU
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, Shop No.17 A&B, Cooptex Exhibition Ground, 350 Pantheon Road,
Egmore, Chennai (TAMIL NADU)
Sh. Natarajan, 09036234176, +91-44-28191455, trifednatarajan@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, Tamilnadu Agricultural University, (TNAU) Campus, Coimbatore (TAMILNADU)
Sh. C. Jayamai +91-9731457529, 0422-2440212, tribesindiacoimbatore@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, Tamilnadu Tourism Office Building, Gandhi Mandapam Road, Kanyakumari
Sh. Rejit Kumar, +91-4652-246127, tribesindiakanyakumari@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, Rameswaram , Sanathi Street, Rameshwaram, Tamil Nadu,
Smt. Yuvani, tribesindiarmm@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
TN Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (Poompuhar), 108, Anna Salai, Chennai
Mrs. R. Shanthi, 988480908, sentnayak@gmail.com
TN Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (Poompuhar) Town Hall, Coimbatore
TN Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (Poompuhar), Kamaraj Market, Trichy
TN Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (Poompuhar), Gandhi Road, Thanjavur

UTTARAKHAND
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA RAJPUR, 65-D, Rajpur Road, Dehradun (Uttarakhand)
Shri Gurmeet Singh, +91-9760278278, +91-135-2740873, tribesrajpur@yahoo.com
TRIBES INDIA MUSSORIE, Kulri Post Office, The Mall, Mussorie, Dehradun (Uttarakhand)
Sh. Mezhuvolie, +91-8954950065, +91-9068154760, 0135-2636814, tribesindiamus@gmail.com
TRIBES INDIA, Near Onkarananda Ashram, BSNL Exchange, Laxman Julla Rishikesh,
Dist. Pauri Garhwal (Uttarakhand)
Sh. J.C. Joshi, Assistant, +91-9456771994, 0135-2440260, tribesrishikesh@yahoo.com
TRIBES INDIA, Nanital, Tallital Post Office, Nainital, Uttarakhand
Shri S.D. Joshi, +91-9720113186, 0594-2235790, tribesnainital@gmail.com
Name & Address of Consignment Outlet
HIMADARI, UHHDC, Directorate of Industries, Industrial Area, Patel Nagar, Dehradun
Ms. Shelly Dabrai, 9997218518, mpr@doiuk.org
HIMADARI Emporium, Uttarkashi
Ms. Shelly Dabral, 9997218518, mpr@doiuk.org
Name & Address of Franchisee Outlet
M/s. Seemant Gramodyog Sansthan, Village Beerpur Dunda, PO Dunda, Dist. Uttarkashi (Uttarakhand)
Sh. Karnail Singh +91-9456556908
M/s.Rural India Craft, Doon Haat, Rajpur Road, Dehradun- Uttarakhand
Sh. B.S. Rawat, +91-9411783249, +8191814999, ricchamoli@gmail.com

UTTAR PRADESH
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA, North Central Zone Cultural Centre, 14 C.S.P. Singh Marg, Allahabad (UTTAR PRADESH)
Sh. Lallan, 91-9580827877, 0532-2421288, tribesshop@gmail.com

WEST BENGAL
Name & Address of Own Outlet
TRIBES INDIA HAYDEN HALL, Address: Hayden Hall Institute , 42 La Denla Road, Darjeeling (WEST BENGAL)
Sh. L.R. Fimate, +91-8967914828, +91-9547376697, tribesshopdarjeeling@rediffmail.com
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TRIBAL TEXTILES

STONE POTTERY
TRIBAL JEWELLERY

CANE & BAMBOO
TRIBAL PAINTINGS

GIFTS & NOVELTIES
METAL CRAFTS

ORGANIC FOOD PRODUCTS

NCUI Building, 2nd Floor, 3 Siri Institutional Area, August Kranti Marg, New Delhi 110 016.
Tel.: +91 11 26968247, 265669064, 26514854 • E-mail: trifed@rediffmail.com

www.trifed.in • www.tribesindia.com

